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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.
LEVON FRED CORDINGLEY,
Defendant-Appellant.
Supreme Court Case No. 39518
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada.
HONORABLE KATHRYN A. STICKLEN
JOSEPH L. ELLSWORTH
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT
BOISE, IDAHO
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT
BOISE, IDAHO
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Date: 3/8/2012
Time: 07:38 AM
Page 1 of 5
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County
ROAReport
Case: CR-MD-2008-0002713 Current Judge: Kathryn A. Sticklen
Defendant: Cordingley, Levon Fred
User: CCTHIEBJ
State of Idaho vs. Levon Fred Cordingley
Date Code User Judge
2/26/2008 NEWC ID Case Created Thomas Watkins
ID Case Opened Thomas Watkins
ID Bond Out Clerk Appearance - 03/10/2008 Thru - Thomas Watkins
03/17/2008
CHAD ID Charge number 1: Charge Booked by ACSO - Thomas Watkins
-Citation B 217463
BSET ID Charge number 1: Bond Set at - 300 LG5-596750 Thomas Watkins
14 Charge number 1: Bonded Posted - 300 Thomas Watkins
LG5-596750
Document sealed
14 Charge number 1: Type of Bond Posted - - Thomas Watkins
SURETY
14 Charge number 1: Bonded By - Thomas Watkins
ALADDIN/ANYTIME BAIL
CHAD ID Charge number 2: Charge Booked by ACSO - Thomas Watkins
-Citation B 217463
BSET ID Charge number 2: Bond Set at - 300 LG5-596755 Thomas Watkins
14 Charge number 2: Bonded Posted - 300 Thomas Watkins
LG5-596755
14 Charge number 2: Type of Bond Posted - - Thomas Watkins
SURETY
14 Charge number 2: Bonded By - Thomas Watkins
ALADDIN/ANYTIME BAIL
COND DCLYKEMA Conditional Order Dismissing Appeal Kathryn A. Sticklen
3/14/2008 JO Bond Out Clerk Appearance Thomas Watkins
APNG JO Charge number 1: Not GUilty Plea Thomas Watkins
JTSC JO Jury Trial Set - 07/03/2008 Thomas Watkins
HRSC JO Event SchedUled - Pre-Trial Conference - Thomas Watkins
06/10/2008
3/27/2008 NOTC TCWEGEKE Notice Setting Case for Pretrial Conference and Kathryn A. Sticklen
Jury Trial
6/10/2008 HRVC TCQUAIHJ Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 07/03/2008 Thomas Watkins
08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated
HRHD TCQUAIHJ Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Thomas Watkins
06/10/2008 02:45 PM: Hearing Held- Reset
PT/JT
HRSC TCMILLSA Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Thomas Watkins
09/08/2008 08: 15 AM)
HRSC TCMILLSA Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 09/25/2008 08:30 Thomas Watkins
AM)
TCMILLSA Notice Of Hearing Thomas Watkins
8/28/2008 MOTN TCURQUAM Motion for Dismissal Thomas Watkins
9/8/2008 DENY TCQUAIHJ Motion for PD Denied Thomas Watkins
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Date: 3/8/2012 Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County User: CCTHIEBJ
Time: 07:38 AM ROAReport
Page 2 of 5 Case: CR-MD-2008-0002713 Current Judge: Kathryn A. Sticklen
Defendant: Cordingley, Levon Fred
State of Idaho vs. Levon Fred Cordingley
Date Code User Judge
9/8/2008 HRHD TCQUAIHJ Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Thomas Watkins
09/08/2008 08: 15 AM: Hearing Held, use JT for
2nd PTC. Set Motion Hearing
HRSC TCQUAIHJ Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss Thomas Watkins
10/14/200804:00 PM)
TCQUAIHJ Notice Of Hearing Thomas Watkins
(file stamped 09/09/2008)
MISC TCQUAIHJ New Application for PD, approved Thomas Watkins
ORPD TCQUAIHJ Defendant: Cordingley, Levon Fred Order Thomas Watkins
Appointing Public Defender Public defender Ada
County Public Defender
PROS BAWHITAN Prosecutor assigned James F Wickham Thomas Watkins
9/11/2008 RQDS TCURQUAM State/City Request for Discovery Thomas Watkins
RSDS TCURQUAM State/City Response to Discovery Thomas Watkins
9/22/2008 RSDS TCURQUAM State/City Response to Discovery/Supplemental Thomas Watkins
9/25/2008 CONT TCQUAIHJ Continued (Jury Trial 10/30/200808:30 AM) Thomas Watkins
TCQUAIHJ Notice Of Hearing Thomas Watkins
(file stamped 09/29/2008)
RQDD TCCALLRL Defendant's Request for Discovery Thomas Watkins
9/26/2008 PROS BAWHITAN Prosecutor assigned Laurie A Fortier Thomas Watkins
9/30/2008 RQDD TCKELLHL Defendant's Request for Discovery Thomas Watkins
10/14/2008 HRHD TCQUAIHJ Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss held on Thomas Watkins
10/14/200804:00 PM: Hearing Held
10/15/2008 PROS BAWHITAN Prosecutor assigned James F Wickham Thomas Watkins
10/27/2008 LEn TCCALLRL Letter from Defendant Thomas Watkins
10/29/2008 MISC TCQUAIHJ Memorandum Decision Denying Defendant's Thomas Watkins
Motion to Dismiss.
ORDR TCQUAIHJ Order Denying Motion to Dismiss Thomas Watkins
10/30/2008 CONT TCQUAIHJ Continued (Motion 12/05/2008 03:00 PM) Thomas Watkins
TCQUAIHJ Notice Of Hearing Thomas Watkins
(file stamped 11/05/2008)
11/5/2008 PROS BAWHITAN Prosecutor assigned Wendy Q. Dunn Thomas Watkins
PROS BAWHITAN Prosecutor assigned James F Wickham Thomas Watkins
12/5/2008 HRHD TCQUAIHJ Hearing result for Motion held on 12/05/2008 Thomas Watkins
03:00 PM: Hearing Held- Court Takes Matter
Under Advisement.
1/29/2009 DENY TCQUAIHJ Motion to Dismiss Denied. Set PT/JT. Thomas Watkins
HRSC TCQUAIHJ Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference Thomas Watkins
03/31/200902:15 PM)
HRSC TCQUAIHJ Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/23/2009 08:30 Thomas Watkins
AM)
TCQUAIHJ Notice Of Hearing Thomas Watkins
(file stamped 02/02/2009) 000003
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Date: 3/8/2012
Time: 07:38 AM
Page 3 of 5
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County
ROAReport
Case: CR-MD-2008-0002713 Current Judge: Kathryn A. Sticklen
Defendant: Cordingley, Levon Fred
User: CCTHIEBJ
State of Idaho vs. Levon Fred Cordingley
Date Code User Judge
3/31/2009 CONT TCQUAIHJ Continued (Special Sentencing 05/12/2009 Thomas Watkins
11:15 AM)
TCQUAIHJ Notice Of Hearing Thomas Watkins
(file stamped 04/01/2009)
MISC TCWEGEKE Conditional Plea Kathryn A. Sticklen
5/11/2009 STIP TCURQUAM Stipulation to Stay Sentence Pending Appeal Thomas Watkins
5/12/2009 CONT TCQUAIHJ Continued (Special Sentencing 07/10/2009 Thomas Watkins
02:00 PM)- Reset @ Defends Request
TCQUAIHJ Notice Of Hearing Thomas Watkins
(file stamped 05/18/2009)
7/10/2009 HRHD TCQUAIHJ Hearing result for Special Sentencing held on Thomas Watkins
07/10/200902:00 PM: Hearing Held
PLEA TCQUAIHJ A Plea is entered for charge: - GT Thomas Watkins
(137-2732(C)(3) Controlled Substance-possession
Of)
FIGT TCQUAIHJ Finding of Guilty (137-2732(C)(3) Controlled Thomas Watkins
Substance-possession Of) - Entry of Judgment
Date 09/23/2011 per Nunc Pro Tunc Order filed
09/23/2011
PLEA TCQUAIHJ A Plea is entered for charge: - GT (137-2734(A) Thomas Watkins
{M} Drug Paraphernalia Possession of)
FIGT TCQUAIHJ Finding of GUilty (137-2734(A) {M} Drug Thomas Watkins
Paraphernalia Possession of) - Entry of Judgment
Date 09/23/2011 per Nunc Pro Tunc Order filed
09/23/2011
STAT TCQUAIHJ STATUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Thomas Watkins
ORDR TCQUAIHJ Order to Stay Sentence Pending Appeal. Thomas Watkins
7/16/2009 STAT CCTOMPMA STATUS CHANGED (batch process)
8/24/2009 APDC TCBULCEM Appeal Filed In District Court Thomas Watkins
CAAP TCBULCEM Case Appealed: Kathryn A. Sticklen
STAT TCBULCEM STATUS CHANGED: Reopened Thomas Watkins
CHGA TCBUCKAD Judge Change: Adminsitrative Kathryn A. Sticklen
8/27/2009 STAT CCTOMPMA STATUS CHANGED (batch process)
8/31/2009 OGAP DCTYLENI Order Governing Procedure On Appeal Kathryn A. Sticklen
9/1/2009 NLT DCNIXONR Notice Of Prep of Transcript On Appeal Kathryn A. Sticklen
11/6/2009 STAT CCTOMPMA STATUS CHANGED (batch process)
11/10/2009 NLT DCNIXONR Notice Of Lodging Transcript On Appeal Kathryn A. Sticklen
LDGD DCNIXONR Transcript Lodged Kathryn A. Sticklen
12/1/2009 TRAN DCTYLENI Transcript Filed Kathryn A. Sticklen
NOTC DCTYLENI Notice of Filing Transcript on Appeal Kathryn A. Sticklen
12/15/2009 MISC TCBULCEM Appellant's Brief Kathryn A. Sticklen
1/12/2010 MISC TCRAMISA Respondent's Brief Kathryn A. Sticklen
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Date: 3/8/2012
Time: 07:38 AM
Page 4 of 5
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County
ROAReport
Case: CR-MD-2008-0002713 Current Judge: Kathryn A. Sticklen
Defendant: Cordingley, Levon Fred
User: CCTHIEBJ
State of Idaho vs. Levon Fred Cordingley
Date Code User Judge
2/4/2010 ORDR DCTYLENI Conditional Order on Appeal (14 days to file Reply Kathryn A. Sticklen
Brief)
2/22/2010 HRSC CCNELSRF Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Kathryn A. Sticklen
02/22/201003:30 PM) Oral Arguments
(Scheduled Hearing, no notice was sent to courts
or counsel.)
STAT CCNELSRF STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk Kathryn A. Sticklen
action
DCHH CCNELSRF Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Kathryn A. Sticklen
02/22/201003:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hell
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less Than 10 Oral Arguments
2/22/2010 STAT CCTOMPMA STATUS CHANGED (batch process)
3/1/2010 NOTC TCWEGEKE Notice of Hearing Kathryn A. Sticklen
3/1/2010 STAT CCTOIVIPMA STATUS CHANGED (batch process)
3/2/2010 HRSC DCTYLENI Notice of Hearing Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Kathryn A. Sticklen
Scheduled 03/22/201003:30 PM) Reset Oral
Argument
3/22/2010 DCHH CCNELSRF Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Kathryn A. Sticklen
03/22/2010 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Helc
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Less than 500 pages. Reset Oral
Argument
3/23/2010 STAT ISC2 STATUS CHANGED (batch process)
5/5/2010 DEOP DCTYLENI Memorandum Decision and Order Kathryn A. Sticklen
6/17/2010 APSC TCPETEJS Appealed To The Supreme Court Kathryn A. Sticklen
8/13/2010 MOTN TCRAMISA Motion for New Trial Kathryn A. Sticklen
MOTN TCRAMISA Motion for Withdrawal of Conditional GUilty Plea Kathryn A. Sticklen
MOTN TCRAMISA Motion for Withdrawal of Counsel and Kathryn A. Sticklen
Reassignment of Co-Counsel
9/3/2010 DENY TCMURRHQ Motion Denied for New Trial: Not Timely Filed & Kathryn A. Sticklen
Improper Grounds Under 19-2406.
10/27/2010 REMT CCTHIEBJ Remittitur-Dismissed Supreme Court Docket No. Kathryn A. Sticklen
37811
12/16/2010 RSPN TCMURRHQ Response: Court Won't Rule on New Motions Thomas Watkins
Until PCR is Done.
6/17/2011 REMT DCTYLENI Remittitur Kathryn A. Sticklen
9/23/2011 MISC TCBELLHL Judgment Nunc Pro Tunc - Amended Date of Thomas Watkins
Entry of Judgment - Judgment filed date
09/23/2011
9/26/2011 APSC CCTHIEBJ Appealed To The Supreme Court Thomas Watkins
10/5/2011 ORDR CCTHIEBJ Order Remanding To District Court - Supreme Kathryn A. Sticklen
Court Docket No. 39220
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Date: 3/8/2012
Time: 07:38 AM
Page 5 of 5
Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County
ROAReport
Case: CR-MD-2008-0002713 Current Judge: Kathryn A. Sticklen
Defendant: Cordingley, Levon Fred
User: CCTHIEBJ
State of Idaho vs. Levon Fred Cordingley
Date Code User Judge
10/6/2011 OGAP DCLYKEMA Order Governing Procedure On Appeal Kathryn A. Sticklen
11/18/2011 ORDR TCWEGEKE Conditional Order Dismissing Appeal Kathryn A. Sticklen
11/22/2011 STIP TCTONGES Stipulation for Entry of District Court Judgment Kathryn A. Sticklen
11/30/2011 REMT CCTHIEBJ Remittitur-Remanded Supreme Court Docket No. Kath ryn A. Sticklen
39220
12/2/2011 .IDMT DCLYKEMA District Court Judgment Nunc Pro Tunc Kathryn A. Sticklen
12/23/2011 APSC TCOLSOMC Appealed To The Supreme Court Kathryn A. Sticklen
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Middle Initial
VS.
Last Name
First Name
1217463'
BOISE POL,ICE DEF( ~.. . ...' .• '~ ."
IDAHO UNIFORM. CITATION
IN i'i-lE DISTRICT COURT OF 'THE • '4TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AN~ FOR ThlE COUNTY OF ADA
,F 'STATE OF IDAHO COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS
Dlnfractiol1 Citation
[hisdemeanor Citation
o Accident Involved
DR# b>.S" ,S&:,DR# -'--'-- _
DR#_-'--'-- _
M
<.D
~
r-
r-I
N
r-I
VIN # USDOT TK Census # -'--'---'--'--_-'--'--__~
o Operator 0 Class A 0 Class B 0 Class C~Class Q.•.0 other _
o GVWR 26001 + 0 16 + Persons 0 Placard Hatardous Materials IPUC# _
Home Address '''O..s. £ . .;b8IfH A)p.' 64G$#4~ ,JIll. 974a'
Business Address ' Ph # __~ _
THE UNDERSIGNED OFFICER (PARTY) HEREBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS:
~ DL DID OV I certify lhave reasonableg.t'()unds, andbelieve the above-named Defendant,
DL or SSt . .'. State (,\ a.... ~
Height :S... y Wt. B..17Hair .,~E)'es 8<- DOB
Veh. Lic.# 1"" •• . Stahl - Yr. of Vehicle ~_
Make •.•.• •••••.•.••. ..> ..••..••.•~. Color
Did commit the following act(s)i~r/ •• •~(.z.:sii,20'" 2r at .(J~ .•.•.. o'.rlock •• .PiM·
Vio.#1 f>().S'S M""'#IfL~iJ:~A, ·$rJ .... 2:.Z~'ZJ..
./ ../ '. ~SlicIion
Location
Hwy. ,
2/Ub1t
Date2../~L~
Date
Mp. ADA ~County.ldaho.
$, S' 111/1+/ Id~ 21'/1a, y~ ymoo~1lEPt
Officer/Part)" . 'Seriai#iAddress n~
1+0 tCP~"" 41\1 ,72..!C
Witnessing Officer Serial #/Address Dept.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: .' '.
You are hereby summon~ ta; appear before the Clerk 9f the Magistrate's Court of the
District Court of ; ADA'County, .. . . BOISE . ,. , Idaho.
:~I'V~200 W. FRONT ST: 2Q •..• f!:~~ O~~';R~~'al---_.
I ack;led~ece~Ot~ su~moll$~ I'promiseto appear at t~time inct~:,~
- \.e" '; [IV 4.s 1'V.D '1-
;;t OffIcer
NOTICE: See reverse side of your copy for PENALTY a •.•.•... f,!tIAN:Ei.n.str~ctiogr.. .
CO(JRT COpy VIOLATION #1 'e--M d)) -q~tQ~ (.JJUN"'"T
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DR# ________________ ___ 
# _______________ ___ 
    
      _________ __ _ _ _ 
           ~Cl  D  Ot  __________  _ 
          z    ________  
  ," .  E • J/0    12G~  .~ I  Z  
  <   ___  
        
  0 I  0    I ha  l  gro   b li     
rss  tate O- .... Sex:~M 
 £   FrS: ' Hai  • _  Eye , Btl. a, 
   ' B "    ___  
 "  
Did commit the following act(s) on z./~ . . 20 ,,2r at '" z.tI) 'o'clock -L M. 
i .  ;  (), '  ,,;, """Al.~i1:iHv  ,32  7 ~ Z. . 
Code Section 
 . 
:;'/Ubt  
 
z .U3L"iI' 
 
  aho. 
 ' nI/#Z /  ~ a' ymo DE  
rty ~ " " " ,Sarin dreSSi  
   . 7  
   I   
         
              
      ',.  ., . , 
located at i€ 200 W. FRONT ST. ' oqor after. . • 20 __ • 
but Qr b~e ,'!l . 20 r:~t 8' A.M."" o'clock PM. 
Ul C2 (,) . .;o~".:, , ", " 00 
 k., ilrece~Ot  urp l $ anq  r ise  ,   d.J ;'  
le  7    
  
I :  r r  i  f r  f r   PLl N:EJ.,n iogr , 
U  PY    v,N1 (/\  (;r~ 10 ~ 
,
""!
29412 ...,
-,,1
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF' THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
., I
,:.1
MAGISTRATE/TRAFFIC COURT
200 WEST FRONT ST.
BOISE, ID 83702
Bond Type: S
AND BOND RECEIPT
NOTICE OF COURT DATE
-------------- ----
CHARGE: S 37 2732 C3 M POSSESSION OF MARIJUANA
Bond Amount: $ 300.00 Bond# LG5-596750
Aqency ALADDIN/ANYTIME BAIL BONDS
Bondsman: CARLOCK JUSTIN
Address : 80 NORTH COLE ROAD
BOISE ID 83704
BOND RECEIPT
This is to cert~fy that I have received a copy of this
NOTICE TO APPEAR. I 'understand that I am being released on the
conditions of posting bail and my promise to appear in the court
at the time, date an~ place described in this notice.
CHARGE: S 37 2734 A M DRUG PARAPHERNALIA POSSESSION OF
Bond Amount: $ 30q.00 Bond# LG5-596755
Ac::Jency ALADDIN/ANYTIME BAIL BONDS
Bondsman: CARLOCK JUSTIN Bond Type: S
Address : 80 NORTH COLE ROAD
BOISE ID 83704
YOU ARE FURTHER :NOTIFIED that if you fail to appear as
specified herein, your bond will be forfeited and a Warrant of
Arrest will be issued against you.
YOU ARE HEREBY ~OTIFIED that you must appear before the
Court Clerk between Q3/10/2008 and 03/17/2008, excluding Saturdays,
Sundays, and Holiday~, from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. at the:
STATE OF IDAHO, )
Plaintiff)
vs. )
CORDINGLEY LEVON FRED )
Defendant)
----,.--
/
•
I
DATED ~/2. ') (6$- ------;, r-("
DEFENDANT
..."
.;0"
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IN T~~ ~~~~T~.}~rEcg~RID2~OT~-IEI~O~~~HF6~DAglA~oB~~~RICT M~\R 2 7 2008
MAGISTRATE'DIVISION
NOTICE SETTING CASE FOR
PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE
AND J'URY TRIAL
STATE OF I Dt~HO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
CORDINGLEY LEVON FRED
Defendant.
'"
Case No.
J. DAViO N!WA~nO, Clerk
IYl0802713. 01 8y 1::R1i·J fH~A
DEPUT,
PLEASE NOTICE THAT THE ABOVE ENTITLED CASE HAS BEEN SET FOR:
__X_ PRE-TRIAL.•.•••.••• on 6/10/2008 at 2:45 pm
c
__X_ JURY TRIAL••.••..•• on 7/03/2008 at 8:30 am
before the Honorable Thomas Watkins , Magistrate Judge,
at 200 West Ft"'ont Street, BOlse, Ada County, Idaho.
* ALL DISCOVERY AND IDAHO CRIMINAL RULE 12 MOTIONS MUST BE COMPLETED
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CRIMINAL RULES 16 & 12; AND IN ADDITION THERETO:
1. ALL WITNESSES THAT MAY BE CALLED TO TESTIFY ALONG WITH THEIR ADDRESS
AND PHONE NUMBER; AND
2. COPIES OR PHOTOGRAPHS OF ALL TANGIBLE EVIDENCE TO BE SUBMITTED AT
TRIAL; AND
~IT~~§S~~MfH2~D~~~SBEP~2~EE~U~~E~NA~~p~W~R~~¥~~~S~ITAE OF ANY EXPERT
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS NOTICE SHALL
RESuLI IN SANclIONS PURSuANI I.C.R. RuLE 16(J)
*** DEFENDANT SHALL BE PERSONALLY PRESENT AT BOTH THE PRE-TRIAL
CONFERENcE AND (HE JURY (RIAL. FAILURE IU APPEAR AI EIIHER IHEPRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE OR THE JURY TRIAL wILL RESULT IN A BENCH
WARRANI FOR THE DEFENDANT'S ARREST.
I hereby certify that copies of this Notice were served as
follows:
__G.C.
Private Counsel:
Hand De 1 i vet"'ed
Pt"'o s ecut~9r:
__Ada ~oise
Publ ic Defendet"':
Rev 6/01 CL
Mailed
Date
__Met"'idian Intet"'-Dept Mai 1 8b-:::rfer'isIntet~De.~ m;{l Dati!
LU~Date
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G.  Met"'idi     -:: cr'?s et~De  ~l te 
 
ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES
levon Fred Cordingley CR-MD-2008-0002713 (M0802713) 008: SSN:
Scheduled Event: Pretrial Confe"'nce T~10.200802:45 PM
Judge: Thomas Watkins Clerk: J-J¥--- Interpreter: __
ProsecutingAgency:_ AC ~_GC _ MC pros:USnfi83
PO 1 Attorney: ---fYW~----
1 137-2732(C)(3) Controlled Substance-possession Of M
2 137-2734(A) M Drug Paraphernalia Possession of M
___ Waived Rights __ PO Appointed
__ Advise Subsequent Penalty
____ Case Called
~ Advised of Rights
__ Guilty Plea i PV Admit
Defendant:~ent
NIG Plea
Not Present __ In Custody
__ Waived Attorney
__ Bond $. - ROR __ Pay I Stay __ Payment Agreement
P In Chambers .J::::::)PT Memo __ Written Guilty Rea ___ No Contact Order
Finish Release Defendant
CR-MD-2008-0002713 (M0802713) 000010
     
       
   f re  U~·10    
      
     f)  
   (  
       
    O      
   
    
      
      
         
      
   ______    1     
             
   
  
.. NO. _ "_...,"....~.... ,~_,._,.,._~ •.'""•
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFA1tL~ ._. \ ..
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
Levon Fred Cordingley
322 W. Broadway
Meridian, 10 83642
J. DAViD hIAv'ARRO, C1'srk
Br G~~5:t8j ,A. };,-~[1J..S
DEPUTY
M0802713
NOTICE OF HEARING
Case No: CR-MD-2008-0002713
Defendant.
vs.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
-------------------)
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:
Pretrial Conference Monday, September 08, 2008
Judge: Thomas Watkins
08:15 AM
Jury Trial
JUdge:
Thursday, September 25,2008
Thomas Watkins
08:30AM
~~Signature 11' :: r / =Phone .l=(50=..JL--+~~:"'~~----'-.__~-+- _
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the
Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date
Tuesday, June 10, 2008.
Defendant: Mailed Q lo~0 fr;ld Delivered2\-~rk/da I
Private Counsel: Mailed__ Hand Delivered__ Clerk Date _
Prosecutor: 0 Ada ~ Boise 0 G.C. 0 Meridian Interdepartmental Mail~ Clerk~ Date1!IafJ~
Public Defender: Interdepartmental Mail __ Clerk Date _
Other: _ Mailed__ Hand Delivered__
Clerk Date _
Dated: 6/10/2008 J. DAVID NAVARRO
Clep9'lurt
By) ~
Deputy~
NOTICE OF HEARING
000011
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION
STATE OF IDAHO, )
) [f\ ~ ()ooJ-l1 SPlaintiff, ) Case No.
)
vs. ) PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM
L~vo" r ~ or,A~~1 p- y ))
Defendant. )
)
Appearances: Prosecutor fj C- 6rL~; AnJ~;
Defense Counsel pro ~
D Jury trial re-set for , at a.m.
D Jury trial waived and case is to be re-set for court trial.
D Plea and sentence via Defense Counsel authorized by Defendant: Rule 6(d), IMR
and/or IIR.
D Pre-trial motions, timely filed, are set for hearing on , at
______.m.
D Sentencing is set for at .m.
D Defendant failed to appear. Absence not explained, justified, or excused.
Trial date vacated. Bond forfeited/ROR revoked. Bench Warrant issued.
Bond set at $ _
BOther. re.s4d.t.. pi(. I'" AVjVJ
__----tlOiIJA="..Llfm""-lJ ~1\1 w ~ ;it. S 5pJY
[Rev 2-20071
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 Case No. {V\  () ).1   
   
L~ v 0"   or,A~~1 p-  
  
---------------------------) 
Appearances: Prosecutor _fj __  __ -___ 6_r;._L_~ __;_A:....L.;...1L-~L_; ______________ _ 
efense ounsel __ ..... p:;........;ro'"""'--~..::;.....-____________________ __ 
 Jury trial re-set for ____________________________ , at ______ a. . 
             
             
  
          ________________   
__ __ __  
     _____________________  _________  
           
         
    __________  
    /  J  
QB,f J     Yt-  d  
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Rev. Levon F. Cordinglcy
C.O.C.T. Mini~~ry
2920 s.~. rowel I nlvd.
Portland, Or-91202
971-?07-1Afll
lovon@coctminlsLry.com
PRO Sf.:
NO~ PAGE.A.~"'-O tt1~~M, _
AUG 282008
J. DAVID NAVAPtAO I CIII'k
lyA,YIitQUI~
~
2/ 17
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TN THE DISTRICT COURT OF' TJII'~ P'OURTII ~ru/) 1C 11\1. nn3TRTCT OF' TifF: STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND fOR ADA COUNTY MAGU3TI{A'l'J:.: IJIVlt.>lON
7
8 Case No.: MOaOZ'lLL 01
1()
Plaintiff,
MO'l' roN ~'OH IJI SM1:-i:)AL
(FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION)
v~.
11
Rev. Levon F. Cordinglcy,
t ",.
l)e[end(iClI.
FURTHERMORE; POSSESSION
"l] GENI::RAL CODE PROVlf.lION:; CllI\P'1'I';1\ 4, '!J-40!, F~-40~~,
FREEDOMS RESTORATION ACT (RFRA), 4? U.S.C. § 2000bb et seq., IDAH
~lTA'l'r.; CONSTITUTION, Till:: CONSTITUTION ()!o' TIU': lJNl'l'f!:ll :-i'l'A'l'l::S
7,1··403, '1]-40'l.(FREE EXERCT~;T'; (W HI':I.l<~ION PROTECTED), THE RELIGIOU ..
OF APPL~AL~ IN TWO CA:-:;I:::~ LJN1'1'~U STATES V. BAUER, l:l4 c'.3d lS4~,
STAUTE '}" '('I.E
AND INTF:RNATJONAI. HUMAN IH(-;HTS LAWS.
MARIJUANA AS A SACRAM~NT HAS BEEN RULED ON BY THE NITH CIRCUIT COUR
III
COMES NOW TilE Ur; r"f:NDI\N'l', REV. LEVON ~' . CORDI NULEY, WHO HEHBBY MOVE~'
11
THIS COURT TO R(JLE, AS A MATTER OF LAW, THAT lIE WAS ENGAGED IN TllE
1~,
FREE EXERCISr.: (W ~ELIGIOUS BELIEF PERSUANT SENATE Bll,L NO. 1394, I J~AH'
20
1 h
(9th Cir. 1996), GUAM V. GUERRERO, 2'10 F" • .3rl l?lO (9t.h Cir. 20();~). '['H~
MO."TON FO!\ nlMr:;:;/\!, - 1
(f'R~r": r;Xl';I{C It,h.: OF RELIGION)
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APPICABILITY TO MY CASE WILL BE SET FORTH IN THE FACTS AND AHGUMEN
SECTION OF THIS MOTION.
Dated this: .···~·7t't ,s' f z. ~ Z-&t::>j/
'1'h~v. ·Lev';ll·~·. Co ni i fly I ~
C.O.C.T. Ministr
2820 S.E. Powell Blvd.
1:'oLLldlld, Or r)'l202
971-20'/-1881
levon@coctministry.co
PHO ::;~
MOTION "'OIl 1l1Ml:·;~;f\1. - ?
(~'){~;e r;Xb;~CISl': ew REL1G10N)
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FACTS
;2 1. IDAHO V. LIWON ~'. CORDINGt,F:V CAS~: #M070?789 (2007)
PAGE. 4/ 17
/.. fJENATT'; r\Il.l. NO. 139<1, IDI\II0 S'I'I\Il'I'I-; TI'I'I.I~; '/:~ CENI·~HI\I. C()f)~~
t\ PROVISIONS CHAPTER 4, 73-401, 73-402, 73-<103, 73-404. (FRF.F.
!l EXERCISE OF RELIGION PROTECTED)
l,L T!It'; IU;]',l(j I OlHi 1"HI!:lmOM~; Hl·:~j'I'OHA'I'ION ACT (Hi"HA), J1:1. lJ.':'. C. ~
J 2000bb ct ~cq.
8 4. IDAHO STATE CONSTITUTION
If ;1. '1'Hr: \JN1'n:U !::'I'A'l' 1'::> C:ON~;'l'.r'I'U·l'l()N
10 6. TN'l'F:RNA'I'lONI\1, HUMl\N RIGHTS T.l\WS
11 7. UNI'l'f;O S'I'1\TES V. BAUER, 04 F.3d 1549, 1559 (9th Cir. 1996),GUAM
11 8. RVTD8NCF.
11 9. OREGON MEDICAL MARIJUANA PATIENT, CAREGIVER, AND GROWER
\',
11.1 I) WI'l\'l'l'~ OF IDAHO V. l"gVON ,.'. CORnlN(ir,I~Y C:J\~;E #Mcr/02'/ll<.l (200'!)
1 'I
20 never pled gu U t.y. It was settled as Bond forfeiture. My flD Da
T
Pr(=,~(.~ol..l. 1.01.d rl\(~ thdl lhC:! fJt'u::;eCttLor .Joniftor Pat.illO and ,.JUd()f:l
1I0n(.H·iihl(~ Mic:hf~nl Reardon recoqnt7.ed th.,t T h<1Ci i1 Vill id n~l iqioll:'l
cl.aim.
'>I./ .. )
M01'( ON F'OH IJ! MT:;[:1\[,
(FHJ::J:: I::XI::RCISE OF HELIGION)
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7.) SF;NATJo~ BILL NO. 1394, IDAHO STAUTE TITLE '/3 GENERAL CODE PROVISION.
2 CHAPTER 4, 7]-401, 7J-40:?, '7:3-403, "13'-404. (FREE EXE;HClSE 01:
HI':I, r C; I ON PRO'I'J'~C'I'lo:D)
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S1394 by JUDICIARY AND RULES
RELIGION - Adds to existing law to enact the "free Exercis~of R@ligion
Act" which is intended to assure that burdensome state and local laws will
not preclude the free exercise of religion.
IN THE SENATE
SENATE BILL NO. 1394
BY JUDICIARY AND RULES COMMITTEE
AN ACT
RELATING TO THE FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION; PROVIDING LEGISLATIVE INTENT;
AMENDING TITLE 73, IDAHO CODE, BY THE ADDITION Of A NEW CHAPTER 4, TiTlE
73, IDAHO CODE, TO DEFINE TERMS. TO PROVIDE THAT THE fREE EXERCISE OF
RELIGION IS PROTECTED, TO PROVIDE APPLICABILITY AND TO PROVIDE SEVERABIL-
ITY; AND DECLARING AN EMERGENCY.
Be It ~nacted by the Legislature of the State of Idaho;'
SECTION 1. LEGISLATIVE INTENT. The Legislature finds that:
(1) The Constitution of the State of Idaho recognizes the free exercise
of religion.
(1) laws that are facially neutral toward religion, as well as laws
intended to interfere with religious exercise, may burden religious exercise.
(3) Governments should not substantially burden religious exercise with-
out compelling justification.
(4) This state has independent authority to protect the free exercise of
religion by principles that are separate from, complementary to and more
expansive than the first amendment of the United States Constitution.
(5) Under its police power, the Legislature may establish statutory pro-
tections that codify and supplement rights guaranteed by the Constitution of
the State of IdahO.
(6) The compelling interest test, as set forth in the federal cases of
Wisconsin v. Yoder, (1972) and Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, (1963) Is a
workable test for striking sensible balances between religious liberty and
competing government interests.
MO'I' (I >N I"or< DT M'I !;!;l\1, - 11
(E'REB EXrll{C1 Si:; OF RELIGION)
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SECTION 2. That Title 73, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby amended
by the addition thereto of a NEW QfAPTE8, to be known and designated as Chap-
ter 4, Title 73, Idaho Code, and to read as follows:
CHAPTER 4
FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION PROTECTED
PAGE. 6/ 17
.,
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14
III
19
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23
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73-401. DEFINITIONS. As used in this chapter unless the context otherwise
requires:
(l) "Demonstrates" means meets the burdens of going forward with evi-
dence, and persuasion under the standard of clear and convincing evidence.
(2) lIExercise of religion" means the ability to act or refusal to act in
a manner substantially motivated by a religious belief, whether or not the
exercise is compulsory or central to a larger system of reli810us belief.
(3) "Government" includes this state and any agency or political subdivi-
sion of this state.
(4) "Political subdivision" includes any county, city, school district,
ta)(ing district, municipal corporation, or agency of a county, city, school
district, or municipal corporation.
(5) "Substantially burden" means to inhibit or curtail religiously
motivated practices.
73·402. FREE EXERCISE OF REliGION PROTECTED. (1) Free exercise of reli-
gion is a fundamental right that applies in thiS state, even if laws, rules or
other government actions are facially neutral.
(2) Except as provided in subsection (3) of thiS section, government
shall not substantially burden a person's exercise of religion even if the
burden results from a rule of general applicability.
(3) Government may substantially burden a person's elCercise of religion
only if it demonstrates that application of the burden to the person is both:
(a) Essential to further a compelling governmental interest;
(b) The least restrictive means of furthering that compelling governmen~
tal Interest.
(4) A person whose religious exercise is burdened in violation of thiS
section may assert that violation as a claim or defense in a judicial proceed·
ing and obtain appropriate relief against a government. A party who prevails
in any action to enforce thiS chapter against a government shall recover
attorney's fees and costs.
(5) In thiS section, the term "substantially burden" is intended solely
to ensure that this chapter Is not triggered by trivial, technical or de
minimis infractions.
73-403. APPLICABILITY. (1) This chapter applies to all state laws and
local ordinances and the implementation of those laws and ordinances, whether
statutory or otherwise, and whether enacted or adopted before, on or after the
effective date of this chapter.
MO'I" ON ~'()H I) 1M I :;[:1\1. - ~)
(E'HEB EXERCISE OF RELJGION)
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(2) State laws that are enacted or adopted on or after the effective date
of this chapter are subject to this chapter unless the law explicitly excludes
application by reference to this chapt@r.
(3) This chapter shall not be construed to authorize any government to
burden any religious belief.
73-404. SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this act or its application to
any person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity does not affect
other provisions or applications of this act that can be given effect without
the invalid provision or application and to this end the provisions of this
act are severable.
SECTION 3. An emergency existing therefore, which emergency is hereby
decliired to exist, this act shall be in full force and effect on and after Its
passage and approval.
Statement of Purpose I Fiscal Impact
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
RS 09829C1
The purpose of this legislation is to reestablish a test which courts must use to determine
whether a person's religious belief should be accommodated when a government action Or
regulation restricts his or her religious practice. The test, known as the "compelling interest test,"
requires the government to prove with evidence that its regulation is (1) essential to achieve a
compelling governmental interest and (2) it is the least restrictive means of achieving the
government's compelling interest.
Prior to 1990 the U.S. Supreme Court used the above test--the "compelling interest
test"--when deciding religious claims. However, in a 1990 decision (Employment Div. of Oregon
v. Smith) the Court tipped the scales of justice in favor of government regulation by throWing out
the compelling interest test, which had shielded our religious freedom from onerous government
regulation
for more than 30 years. The Smith decision reduced the standard of review in religious freedom
cases to a "reasonableness standard," While all other fundamental rights (freedom of speech,
press, assembly, etc.) remain protected by the stringent "compelling interest test," the Court
singled out religious freedom by reducing its protection to the weak "reasonableness test."
A widely recognized principle of law is that states are free to protect an individual's right
with a much higher standard than the U.S. Constitution itself affords. Thus, in light of this
principle in conjunction with the Boerne decision, states are free to enact their own RFRA's
thereby choosing to apply the higher "compelling interest test" standard in their own religious
freedoms cases..
1.'1 il) Possession of mari jUdna and p()~~e~l::IlOll of. pd..cdpheJ::'nall.i clre
26
MOT I ON ~'()H l) 1t-'li £l:"':/\ r, - (';
(FREE EXERCISE O~ RELIGION)
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Code § "l:~-403. I have the right. t.o use a reI i q LOIl:'l c1;~ i In Pl.lrl:HliJnt
1 (ji;lho Code § "l:l~ 401. There are 1\\1 !l.i.oflS 0 [ di ffcront religions
(llIn r i j lJ,J nil) ;.Jl:1 ,.1 !~ iJ c: to dm(::'Hl t: . PurSUdnt"
l,cqi$l;~t.iv~ Bill 1:i94 FreE'! F.x~rci$f! of ReliqioTl f)T'otected an
Idtlho Cod(;~ ~ 73-4 prOSf.!ClJU.Orl 1::1 n~quircd by law to
'/
<j
10
11
II,
motivated activities. They must qo forw~rd with clear anc
convincing evidence. They can only burden my free exercise of
rf~llqion through thl:.\ least t:e:.;t.r,icl.Lv(,~ Il\GcHl:i pur:wdnt. ld~.lllO Cock~
S 73-402. The lC~5t reetri.ctivc mc~n5 to which the St~te of Idah
may burden my fnle ~Jxercise of religion would be by enacting
14 as <:l defeT\~e t.o pnH,ecuL.ion. Rel..i.g.i.(wS cannabis (mar'ijudoa)
III
1<)
20
/1
23
My possession of cannabil3 (mari lUi:ln.:t) is vi lui and mandatory t
my religious belief to obtain enlightenment and allow me t
conUnUnil:clll::! IJpLrlLually with my cn~dlon;. in t.ribc.-Il.
CiJr'r'y it, for m
healing and the healinq of the ~ick as did Jesus in t,he
hmm'llt-lfl:i dlw 1.0 PTSD anti deprflS~'1ion which can l)e treal.l'!(j witt
medi cal cannabis (marijuana) and cognitive therapy effectivel y.
Tho Isr<Jcli milit.al'Y h.~VI~ b~en U$i1l9 it Lor' ~ lew YI~.::I!'li witt
'II/. ) :'lIlC(;f!SS. I, being a veteran ot the ~r.med 5ervices as well, have
MOT I ON ~'()H 1) 1M 1:;:;1\1, - '/
(FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION)
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cornp(lt'l8ioTl for roy fellow $(:lrvil,:(lmCrJ and women. I cilrry cannabis
2 (m<:l.riiuanu) t.o help r<.~lieve their ~uffcrinqs. 1 can no longer
1
pcrtorm my ministry dut i85 to holp hoa.! tho :,dck IT\I)oL.lJ ly,
tlpiri.t.u~'illy, ano physically without th~ risk of P(·lt'Sf-"l(':ut:.iOr1 an
I) prosecution in the state of Idaho. This constitutes
./
lJubul"Hlt.i,,1 l)llt'don to my Irr.H,! oxorci.~ln oj r0llqion .
f3 3) 'I'HE RELIGIOUS FREEfJQMS RESTORATION ACT (RFRA), 42 U.S.C. § 2.000t)}) 0
Ij :HH1.
'10 i'l) This code further protects the freedom of reliqion on a federal
11 level. This code is almost identical to its Idaho counterpart
J da ho Code ~ "7 ) ,. 11 . Hedtfi.rmed by !.lolh 1~.. LIlt.' qov(~!·nm0nt.'~
1 .~
14
1 'j
responsibility t.o :-;how 'it.:i c()mpt~llinq irJt.~ft~:it.:i Wh~tl b\H'd~r1if1q i'I
person's religious beliefs and ministry duties.
1 (i 11) I DJ\HO f,'l'A'f~~ CONS'rT 1'lJ'T'TON
17 a) Article 1 § 2 COrJ$l.it.\JI.ion of: Idaho-POLITICAL POWER INHEREN'l' 1
1H
19
TilE Pf::OPl,r.:. 'I'll i!j I:lt.!cl'..i Oil .i 11 OW:;! (~q:\Jd I pr()l.~<:l. lOll 1J1I<if..lr' 1.I\C'~ I dW.
I have the 5i.lme rj qht. t.o PO~HlI~H:'l my ~lii<:T'iJlTl(lnt. i'lnd 1I~l(~ i. t. il~J de
20 the Native American with Peyote. Senilte Bill 1394 § I (4) This
::lli;it..(~ h~:'l indf~pf~rl(ient authority to protocl tile tr<:~e exerci:Je 01.
')' )
i. ~. reliqion by principl('~~l th;·It. iH·t~ :'l(~pn r:ii I (~ fn>llI, COlllp 1 (!llIt~1l1 d r
23 to and more expansive than th(~ first. amendnlt~nt of the Unit.el
States Constitution. (~) Undo r i Ls Pc.l1 i co POWl) r, Llw rJeq i. s 1a lure
">I
" 1
26
miiY IlHUJbl.i:'l1l ~1,i1t.\Jt.ory prOl.t'lct.i.ons t.l"1<'Jt codi ry dlle! :'ilJpplWtH~l1l.
MOTION POR nTM r;,~H\" H
(fHl::E EXEHCl8B (Jr' H~l,J.l~lON)
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rights quaranteed by the Conf.Jt.i tut.ioTl of the Statf;l of Idaho.
Idaho code 37-§ 2732A was rWilct.Gd to prot.eel. Native Americans us
pn1\.(!Cl. I.h~ t'eliqiO\ls use of c~nnahjs (marj"jIlFlnA) ;~$ well. Mc:w
,',
,-
01 Poyoto ,llj ;'1 !,llll,:rmncnt.. Tho !;ti.lto of. Iddho hd!3 tho l'iqhl
Christian fait-htl alcohol t.o TlIi.not"tJ at church for
'f 1:0 serve alcohol to minors. Sacramental wine was prot.~~r:ter
!~c'1<:f"i:lInt-!IlI. (milc'ijudIltJ) vir.'lucllly liilS UK' ::1 r.lIII l! ll1i:;(.1(~ll\(~dIWr,
isn't prosecuted in thitl <':atle i;lod .i $ ill my c.:ose'?
u
'I
10
11
during the prohibition of alcohol.
as does servi.nq alcoho.1 to minorl:l.
Possessing cannabis as
flow if; it th<:lt the clerq
My I.'iqht t
I.J.
11
14
POSSQS3iO!l ot Ci.lflClab.l.s '.W d ~l..H::r.,HIlI)III.. I~; flO di f lr'lronl. lh,.lll l.hro'
~li.IC r';'lln<m t.;i 1 \Jsr'~s () r peyo t.~ and rl I coho 1 •
1 !,I
b) Art.ide 4 (;OTlst.it.lJt.iOJl or I di:lho "rWI\f{I\N'I'Y
ndlq10u:; llb(;~rt.ieH dnd t.hcil. no pr~lt-!if~n(;e ~hc.ill lH:! 9.iVt-~1l to <Jll
1(i
17
1fl
1 q
RELIGIOUS LIBERTY.
rel i q j on.
This section reaffirms the guaranty
?oo
c) l\r.t.. i cJ l~ § 1) cunstitution ot Idaho- GUARAN'l'II!::'; IN CRIMlNl\l
ACTIONS ANn POT<: PROC~:~;S <W LAW. EqlJii] pt'ot.I~(:t.i()t1 lInder' t.h(~ !c-IW.
23
Peyote is protected by Idaho Code § 37-2732A. The sacramental us·
')I
.-, I
26
the same re~pect.
MOT I ON ~'(lH III M 1:::";/\1, - 'j
(FR]:;E EXERCISE; 01:' ~t;LIG10N)
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d) Article ~ SF~C::'l''l()N 17 ConM.it.llt.ion of Idaho.
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IJNRBASONl\Rl.8
\
SEAHCH~S AND S81ZURES PKOHIBIT~D, Coercive interrogation is
i 11(~qiJ[. Tho "fruit ot tho poi.~:lon()lJg t·.r(~n" docl rirl(' i:'l ill
1 offspd nq of t..ht~ EXCLUSIONARY RULE. The exclusionary rlJl(~
m<:lndatcs thaL evidence tram an illegal ar.rest.:,
'/
13
10
11
unrea:-lunal.>.Ie St~clt(~h, nr coorc~iv(1 int(:)rroCJrltion mlll3t be oxcllldn.
from tri~l. Under the fruit of the poisonous tree doctrine,
evidence is also excluded from t:dal if it wa::s gained t.hL'<>uyt
c()f~rc:i Vt~ interrogation. Like the excl usion<:lry rule, the fruit 0
the poisonous tree docu·.ine was ~3tabli$he(j pr.imnri.ly to der..e
I .~,. liiW en(orcemcnt trom vi,o[dl inC}
.) 4
searches and seizures.
e) There were :>uvural ofric.::e:(.'$ int.el'rogating me at once. I feel
Uwy took advdnl.aqo c.)f the filet l.hdt 1 hdd l.>~E:.·1l dr'illkilltJ prior lc
Hi
I fl
that particular incident.
havinq ~Hcrament on me.
I fell they coerced me tnto ;;ldmi t.ti n(
19 5) UniLf!d States Constitution
20 a) Amendment 1 - Freedom of Relig ion. The freedom ot religion is
~: I
of reliqion, or prohll'>it.ing the free exercise ther.eof; a
abridging the freedom ot speech, or of the press; or the right 0
t.he people POdCOdbl.y t(> rHI!i~llItJle, clnd to pQtition th<:1 C:ovEH:nrnent
7.6
MOT 1ON l"()I~ nI M I ::;1:;1\ I, - 1()
(l:'HBE: EXEHCI.SE O~' H~:LI.C.;lON)
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1 for. a redress of grievances. Pree exercise of religion is
2 furthermoro protected and is our first freedom above all.
'" .
"0 I ~Il rr.. Thc~ ri qh I
secure in thai r persons, houses, papers, anti effects, aqa lost
unroasonable Searches aIld 8ei~ure9, shall no~ be violated, and n
W,l rrant.!J !,lhi-lll j ~nIH~, but. UpOIl (>r'Obflbl (~ C;11J~l(~, ~llJPP(H't..(·)d by Oatl'
7 or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be
H searched, and the persons or things to be seized. Officer Uridl
'I
]0 are bc)th ullconsti tut. iona 1. Offj cer Urian had no probable caus
11 other than religious h'Hd!:'~Hnent. and nd.i q iOll:; biaes for violatin~
I ' ..,. my privdL,-~ perS0n Clnd t'lking my pnr~,Il)rl<ll pr:O£H,'rl'y. I did not ~livl;
suspect rou of carrying a weapon. There was no warrant served 0
unconstitutional detention and ull property seized is SUbject t
COrl:-lt.iI.IJl.p:1'I'll i ~ioil..9 i v(mWd rn i IHJ
him perm i S8 ion to search me nor was thei r probable "ause t
M i r,'lfH,J,tI',
1/ the exclusionary law or rendered "fruit of the poisonous tree H •
III 1 t WdH b<.\d ev ident.:e gel llltH-' j IItJ.
1C) c) Arnendm(m t 1 4 Citizenship Righls. 1. All persons horn 0
20 naturalized in the United States, and $ubjec~ to the jurisdictiol
Lhe.l~u1., un:.' cilizons of the..' Unitod tHat-os ':Hld 01' thc3 13t. ..H.c
2,3
whoreirl they reside. No State shaJ 1 make or entorce any law whic
shal.l C1br:idge the privileges or immunities ot citizens 01 th
liherty, or property, without due process of Jaw; nor deny t.O an
MOTTON FOH rHMT~iljJ\1. •. 1'1
(C'K.I:.:I:.: 8X8kC1SI:.: Ol!' HI:.:LlGlON)
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per:iOrl wi t.hi n .i.1.::I j uri~(j.i.(;t. .i.on I.ht~ NIU8) EH'O\:(-~(:t".i on of tho 1 iJW5.
Nat.i ve Amer.i.caJ1$ h.~ve r 1ghLs t.o l.h~ sacrament pl~yote. Unitio do
All 0
Chr-iHt.iiiTlS ;:1r.O able t
C.'mn.~b,i ~ (m<1 r i j u,mil) h<ls .'::!uch <.
r' i qhUi th~i r sat":ramenl. AyahlJr':l~(:a L~ii.
these ,~n~ toxi.c c~nC)ugh to ki I, I.
givt:! iil(;ohol 1.0 minors as sacrament. without.. pn)!;Iec.:ut.i.on.
low toxic level that. it h<JS never killed anyone and has bee
revered as a sacrament by many cultures worldwide includingH
'I
Vc~q('L,:ll (Centro r.sp'1rit.i1 Br1l1C'ficontC" lJnli10 do VOqt.'ldl CIt' UUV) hd.
(j MIl:-Jlim, Hiudu, B\lddhi~,l., ~)hinl.o, ,JUdilISUI, (jllU:1l.ic CIl[ifJl.iduH tim
10 my reliqiou5 faith Ri.lst.afilr.ii1n Christ.ii'ln. Out of tho thour.;,Jndr.; 0"
11 arrest for possession or marljuana very few use religious
l~ detense. True b(~11iev(;:1!'s, no l\Iatl.er Uw re.diqion, will doff.HIe.
11 th(~iT' fai,t.h until the end, riski.n9 everythi.ng f!ven death.
l~" 6) INTERNI\TIONAL IIUMAN KJGH'I'~i 1.J\W~j,
H <1) Unlversell Declaration of llum,Jn Right::;
17 b) Article 7- All are equal before the law and are unlit.led wi thou
Itl
19
?o
any disl,;riminat..i.on to equal prot loH.::t iO[l of. Uw l<.lw. AJ.l
entitled to eqlwl protec,:I',ior) iHJiiin~t any eJi:'lcrimination i.
violation of this Ueclardcion and against any incitement to suc
/ 1 di:'lcrimination. E:quCll prolection IH {'und..;unen t.':l I right.
'.) ')
,." prot.cctc~~d by Sl.(:IL.~H, country, ~nd thf! United Nations.
23 have equal pro~ection to religious belief. This is a right give
24 to us by our croal.Qr~.
'J'or, I
2G
M()'l'! ()N 1·'01{ I'>TMl !,!';l\J, - l?
(FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION)
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c) Art:ir~lc 17.- No otle ~h.311 bo $ubicc':ted t,o <Ir.bitriJry intorference
2 with his privacy, family, horne or correspondence, nor to attack
,\ llpon h i,l-l hlH\O!' alld r"t.!!.JU t.d t. i (Hl • r;vl,~ r'yc:.lIlc h<w the t' iqh t. I. l) L1H.
pr'ol.p.et.ion ot' t.he law aqa inst. !ilJctl i nt:.et'fl~rerlce or c1ttacks.
5 Officer Urian detain me unconstitutionally and publicly denounce
my religiou:3 1.>el.i.ofs <.1S m<ldc up ilnd usinq iL LO ju::st yl;!L hiyh .
./
8 officers, I take great of tense to having been shamed an
II dotal. ned 1n pub I j (: d!lllllly my pt-!t~ni. r dill f1ol. ti CrilllLll.-ll dnd don't
1() Hppr~ci~t~ helnq treated as ~uch. This arrest. by On.ic::er Or'ian
11 was an act of religious bias and an illegal invasion ot m
1 .),. privacy. The right to privacy out ways any code or sLatuLe.
d) Artidc lfl- I~v(~ryom.~ h;'1:;1 th(~ Tiqht to freedom of thnl1qht,
If peopl
90 to l.hf.! ext.ent. of put.t.iny lCltJels, cClI'rying c.:::al:d~, procldimlny
that. their claim is of a higher moral standard than
with {)t,hf~T'X dn<i in pllb.1i,c or' prlvarn, to manifn:'lL h.i~1 rf~liqion lJr'
lheir reli.q.1on .:Jt thn ril~k of prom~r:llt.ion, thc:n it: wOlJld .':1(10
his religion <.lr beli.ef, dnd (n~edum, eit-her' ,iloilO or in cunllOLlll.il.
conscience and religion; this riqht includes freedom to chang
belief in teaching, prac~ice, worship and observance.
I Ii
1 II
~()
17
IB
14
/'1 criminally based behavior. Currently, nowhere in the world are
t.here iJny 1,IWR ;'lq,:lin~t or' for'biddinq Cdrllli'lbi~l iHI 11 ~1;I("ri)ml~nt.
/.3 There is only (marijuana) as medicine and these laws are simpl
outdated and need reviewing. Really, when it comot' tu Uw healtt
/.6
M()TlllN ,",01< IlIM1:i!;I\L . I"
(r'RF~E EXERCISE OF REI,IG.lON)
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with t.he leqi.il killen;l.
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AJ c,:()hol, Pharmaceut.iculs, and Tobacc
ure responsible for nC~1Tly a mill.i.on deuthtl u year in the Unite
.1 l'hoy ,1H~ hiqllly .1(Jrlict.iVt) dfld l.tl(:.~ IdCt. Llldt Lht!
",I
::>t.Cll.f.l of l'daho and all other f;ltat.es are profiLinq orf <:H,ie,iic:t'.ior
by ti:lxing it. i:-3 llIt.>u:l11y and ("!l.h.i(':cil.1y wt'cllIg.
'/ 7) lJNI'f'I-;[) STATES V. BAUER, 84 F.3d 1~49, 1~S9 (9th Cir.19'J6), CiUI\M V.
H GUERRERO, 290 F.3d 1210 (9th Cir. 2002).
'}
'10 a} These are cases about other Rustafarian brothers that were ove
11 turned in favor possession of roligious cannabis (marijuanu) as L
I), 'l'tu::!' Nint.h Cir.-cuit Court. ot Appt)als h,):,; tleld tl'idL
1:1
14 crime. Cannabis (mat'i juan()) i ~ m.;mdated .'.it! a 1:!cH.:ramcnt and w
I', I i<k r'(! I i <J i OI.W I,we
1 f,
10
, 4
20
tht~rp.of. On be.ing n Rastatarjan min.ister I tounded t.he ChlJrch of
Cognitive Therapy (Universal Multi-Denominational Educational an
HOdl iny MilliHl.t·y, C.O.C.'f. Ministry, www.c(J(;I.Jnjni~ll.r·y.com)wllid
mandates the use of cctnnabis <11;l <.i 1;lacrmnent. The Ili.1Wai.,i Cannabi~J
Ministry out of Hilo, Hawaii olso mandates the use of cannabi.s ~
('1 sacr"ament ot which 1 am olso a llH:'!mber. 1 hcJV<:'1 (;tIme to i.i.nd out
23
thnt it is my per~onol bel i(~f ~y~t.etn Ulill. iii pr()t,(~c1.f.~(j ri 1"1:;1. ;:IIH
t,hen it is my associat. ion ()f c.:hl,1rc;heli (H' church se<.:ond that. i:3
prot~lct(:1d ill' OVOyy I(,~v(~l of cOJ1I:1Lit.ul,ioll and hlJmiHl r'iqtll..
MO'l'TON FOH PTMr:;m\l. - I t1
(F}{h:~ 8X8RClf>S 0[" RELIGlON)
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2
1~'JllldiFlI'r l,dll!1 dt!~f('r ibilllJ III,! <:1)ntl~F1I~; .I!; !l(,j"lj rnl iqjoll:l i',.II'loIm,·q".
t h\.
1 II ,:'1
tn
i n:11 t,'"ld.ill
r"fHH I.
!lid r jlldlld
i r I 11l'IY ;111 f' " flV j (,h'rw+~
1.1. i:l 1JII1dwlIJI \.0 Ilnld 11101, ijlJdlld
ill I Ill: polil:t' ilWidwl1
rt any otti(~(':r phyRi,f:i'll took t,hn I,ll)f~l oft thE
d
·1.lb0.1~; <k.'!H:ribinq
ml9dam~.lnnr tri~l.
d I I <,)wl.~d
~x~~ptcd medical usc of marijuana.
of f ,j cpr ,1 ~I C,j\.l ill. Y () [ i,1 rn j Sdflrll~'r1I11,1 r"
(:llllltqll:; of
COIlI,lille:r t IlI.'1I I.llIly .11.\: ll.lbl,) I (l f!ro:;ul:ll\ illli IIl1dt,'1 td.lhll :H ,II n 1.1"'1,
Tt\(~rc in .l)r;n ,1 lint ot I;'lwr., !;criptur(:, and riqhtn prntHc-:t'inq Ill/' rn'+'
Hldl ijlJ'J1ld dlld rH.',~d:l illUHt~dLlt.t.' ll.·vl~:w.
desc..:r lpl ion of the f::\V iuelwe clIlU i:l.L·f::\ i:l lKlrllldl pol ice pL·oc..:edure wher
exer<:i~lc of religion. 'l'hCI'c W;:l~l no mcnt ion ot the Llbc 1 do:;;cr i b i r1q lhe
.:111.(.', illl.l ill c·vidj .. 'll· •.• 1<'>1' I'rui.i .... <."lll iUII. l'llr:llj,,,tt I. el,J Il,.', "lJ'lt.: t·; IH·;:tll) i '"
,} )
OREGON MEDICAL MAlUdUANA PA'l' LEN'!', CARI::(,! VEH, AND C;ROWF:R
-1
!,
b
,I
8
".1
10
11
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I'f
III
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I"j
20
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Summarily I move tho court. t:n rill\: ;'lR a m."Itt:\:r of l.'Jw th;:Jt RQv.
was illt1qdlly search and uJ)(:orlsl.il.ut.ionally detd.lned by Boi5e Cit
f!·lJrt.h(~rm()t(~ this (;a~e shou I d b~ d.i ~mi.s:'H·~d and my prnpcrtPolice.
2 Levon F. Cordingluy wa~ in th~ free ~xe~cl~e of his religion when h.
S returned up on dismissal.
1J~1 t.(~d t. h i :'l :
B
'.I
10
11
.I f' 'I ../. I" .,
'I' t(/,,(. "., ..... ,I,. ('I,'..f"
I" {
Rev. Levon f. Cordingle
C.O.C.T. Mini:.;t"f
~8~O S.K. Powell Blvd.
Portland, Or-97202
1)7 1 . 7. 0 7 .. 1BB1
1evon@c..:o(:l.lfI.i n 1:;1 t. ry. (;C.>n
PRO S
I ' ..,.
1 I
14
Certiticate ot service
I ••
1.7 I hereby certify that I caused a t.rlJe and correct copy of the
lB foregoing be deliverod Lo Uw following by rtlt~t.hod indicdl.ed.
Il.I
?on
;'1
___AOA <.:ounL.y Clork/Horlorak)Je 'l'homa.f'l Watkins
'.'1
,',f', B()i~H~ City PrOSOC\lt.ors Offic(~
23
__ .._. .via hand delivery
l.4 ../' Vio fax de 1 i ve ry ADA county Cler k
;.>'.1 Ddl ~d t.hi,:~ Zs.?'. d"ly of AlJqlHlt 7.008
26
f'10'1'ION I'Xll{ !lIMl::n!\[, - If,
(FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION)
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August 27, 2008
208-287-6919 ADA COUNTY CLERK
Rev. Levon F. Cordingley
CrO.C.T. Ministry
2820 S.E. Powell Blvd.
Portland, Or-97202
971·207·1881
levon@coctministry.com
PROSE
Purpose:
Motion to be filed with court and a copy delivered to Boise City Attorney's drop bOlt
Case No.: M0802713.01
PAGE. 1/ 17
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ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES
Levon Fred Cordingley CR-MD-2008-00027H (1\;108027'13) DOB: SSi··j:
Scrleduled Event: Pretrial Conference Monday, September 08,2008 08:15 A.M
.Ldge: Thomas Walkins (!2{)-j) Clef1<:~ Interpreter: .
Prosecl../ting Agency': _ ,A..C ~ BC GC Me: Pros: --l~...J:::~~~~=::'
PO / i;.. ttomey:
1 137-2732(C)(3) Controlled Substance-possession Of M
2 137-2734(A} M Drug Paraphernalia Possession of M
'--.-.-;:. '-'-1'1""-; u-·;:.;;""nd·d-...·t· \. /c'r---"'-L' '.. i"t· °'---;:'1-1" ;.1-" '__.', ,~_-t·-'U-'\·,.'
_____ ··~O",_ ,_,0 ~U _l~ I " -A I . '=-'-" l'I~ I ,'-- L ~ ~ _
)5-- ,ii,dvised of RIgrlts w:r~dR,gr'c1?D~Wa,ved Attorney
__ Guilty Plea I P\/ Admit Nil.:> 1-'1123 __ ,,:o,dVlse ::iubsequent Penalty
PT Memo __ V'kitten GUilty Fiea
__ Bond $ _
-*- In Chambers
ROR .__ Pa::l j Sta::.i __ Pa::lrT,ent ,t...greerner,t
___ No Contact ()rder
Finis~
------ -------
1b 1f,n1td ~ ~ -"BihfuildcijiL ili ff[)prJ
_--Q?~/1~/~tSS {11Z-.L.-1__
----\iiLl-±tdl @;4~,---.--
Re,me~::antQI~~~ID
CR-MD-2008-00027'13 (1\;108027'13)
000030
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NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF PUBLIC DEFENDER9'lse
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION
CASE No.-l1J)--D<6' ./C1 J IaSTATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
~VJ. Levm cPY2l~l~
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
------------------')
TO: The Ada County Public Defender
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that an Order has been entered by this Court ordering that you are appointed to represent the defendant
in this cause, or in the District Court until relieved by court order. The case is continued for:
PRE-TRIAL Date gt9,cs(b'b at a.m.lp.m. o'clockJURY TRIAL ~<&~ Date at c;'(30 t:2JPomo o'clock
PRELIMINARY HEARING Date at . .m.lp.m. o'clock
SENTENCING Date at a.m.lp.m. o'clock
OTHER Date at a.m.lp.m. o'clock
in the courtroom at the ADA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, 200 W. FRONT STREET, BOISE, 10.
The defendant is D In custody D Released on bail D ROR
TO: The above-named defendant
YOU HAVE BEEN ORDERED BY THIS COURT to contact the Ada County Public Defender's office at 200 W. FRONT STREET,
BOISE, IDAHO, ROOM #1107.
~SDEMEANOR DIVISION, TEL ONE NO. (208) 287-7400
D FELONY DIVISION, TELEPHONE~.~~II;..U9e_----
within one week and set an appointment to meet with your attomey. You must maintain contact with your assigned attomey and appear at
your scheduled court hearings.
You must appear as scheduled above. Failure to do so will result in a warrant being issued for your arrest.
IT HAS ALSO BEEN ORDERED that, if the defendant is unable to post bond and obtain hisJher release from jail, the proper
authorities allow the defendant to make a phone call to the Ada County Public Defender.
DATE: __...I<...--+-_---:~___+_=-=---
5d3 93S- 1'4'</
Phone #
Copy to the Public Defender by interdepartmental mail on ---''-+--=-~~''------_
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF PUBLIC DEFENDER [REV 2.2002]
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FURTHERORDERSOFTHECOURT: ______________________________________________________ ~ 
: _ _ ~~ __ ~~ _ _ 4-~~ __ _ 
         _____ ' -+--= ~~''------ -_ 
        
Case No: CR-MD-200B-0002713
NOTICE OF HEARING
M0802713
Defendant.
NO.~
. AM F/lJ:O - _
IN THE DISTRIC"" 'OURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIALDISTR~EM -
. STATE ut-IDAHO.IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA SEP 09 2008
••• £'1 co.Tn • orr DIVISION
IYII\UI3 IIV\ Ie J DAVID N
. By E~~~~~O, Clerk
DePUTY
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff.
levon Fred Cordingley
322 W. Broadway
Meridian, ID 83642
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
-----------------)
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:
Motion to Dismiss Tuesday, October 14,2008 04:00 PM
Judge: Thomas Watkins
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the
Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were setVed as follows on this date
Monday, September 08,2008.
Defendant: Mailed Hand Delivered Xc
Clerk / date
Signal'-=-./' f:f!!/
Phone( ?9 935 I
Private Counsel: Mailed,__ Hand Delivered__ Clerk Date _
Prosecutor: 0 Ada~~'D G.C. 0 Meridian ~~erdepartmenllll ~Glert.~e.!l..ftU
Public Defender: Imerdepartmental.MaD.x ~e~
Other: Mailed Hand Delivered
Clerk Date--
Dated: 9/8/2008 J.DAVI NAVA
Clerk 0 the Cou
By: _ ........."":=-'_~~"::"'-'~-=- _
NOTICE OF HEARING
000032
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. M:=7D\ ~_--____ 
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        ____  ____  
  ~"     departmen al lert.~e ~ 
  nl l ,     
rnher: ______________________ __ 
  
   
iled,___   __ 
 ___ ate ____ _ 
  
    
: _ ~~~~ ~~~-__ --- __ 
NO. ---.;;-;;;-~~--AN ----",--iL·~M._;37"'---=-
SEP 1·1 2008
J. DAVIe NAVARRO. Clerk
SyAUROUIOI
01llUTY
CARY B. COLAIANNI
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY
James Wickham
Assistant City Attorney
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
P.O. Box 500
Boise, Idaho 83701-0500
Telephone: (208) 384-3870
Idaho State Bar No. 1839
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
LEVON F. CORDINGLEY,
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002713
Defendant.
Plaintiff,
vs.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
-------------~)
TO: Kevin Rogers:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned, pursuant to Rule 16 of the Idaho
Criminal Rules, requests discovery and inspection of the following information, evidence and
materials:
1. DOCUMENTS AND TANGIBLE OBJECTS -- Books, papers, documents,
photographs, tangible objects or copies or portions thereof, which are within the possession,
custody or control of the defendant, and which the defendant intends to introduce in evidence at
the trials.
2. REPORTS OF EXAMINATION AND TESTS -- Any results or reports of physical
or mental examinations and of scientific tests or experiments made in connection with the
particular case, or copies thereof, within the possession or control of the defendant, which the
defendant intends to introduce in evidence at the trial, or which were prepared by a witness
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 1 aw000033
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whom the defendant intends to call at the trial when the results or reports relate to testimony of
the witness.
3. DEFENSE WITNESSES - Name(s), addressees), and phone number(s) of any
witnesses Defendant intends to call at trial.
4. EXPERT WITNESSES - Name(s), addressees), and phone number(s) of any expert
witness Defendant intends to call at trial. With respect to each expert witness, please provide a
written summary describing the testimony the witness intends to introduce, including the
witness's opinions, the facts and data for those opinions, and the witnes~'s qualifications.
The undersigned further requests pennission to inspect and copy said infonnation,
evidence and materials prior to the 22nd day of September, 2008, at a time and place mutually
agreeable to the parties hereto.
FURTHER, please take notice that the undersigned prosecutor, pursuant to Idaho Code
Section 19-519, demands the defendant to serve, within ten (10) days, upon the prosecutor, a
written notice of defendant's intention to offer alibi. Such notice shall state the specific place or
places at which the defendant claims to have been at the time of the alleged offense and the
names and addresses of the witnesses upon whom he intends to rely to establish such alibi.
YOU ARE FURTHER notified of the requirement to disclose any additional witnesses
promptly to the prosecutor named below as they become known to you.
DATED this -/.1J.- day of September, 2008.
es WicKham
Assistant City Attorney
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \~ day of September, 2008, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Kevin Rogers
Ada County Public Defender
200 W. Front Street, Room 1107
Boise, ID 83702
US MAIL
1:::- INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
FACSIMILE
_HAND~~
rREQUEST FOR DISCOVERY;" 2 aw000034
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   ISCOVERY [   
:------;;;;-;;:;-:-r--_
___I'Il.I__~I~'?)---=
SEP 1, 12008
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
BYA. UAQUIOI
0IIttnY
CARYB. COLAIANNI
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY
James Wickham
Assistant City Attorney
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
P.O. Box 500
Boise, Idaho 83701-0500
Telephone: (208) 384-3870
Idaho State Bar No. 1839
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
LEVON F. CORDINGLEY,
Defendant.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002713
RESPONSE TO REQUEST
FOR DISCOVERY
COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through James Wickham, Assistant City
Attorney, and submits the following Response to Request for Discovery:
The State has complied with such request by furnishing the following information,
evidence and materials:
1. Copies of:
Printout of the Church of Cognition (fourteen pages)
Ada County Jail Booking Sheet(s)
Boise Police Department General Report DR# 805-636
Boise Police Department Supplemental Report DR# 805-636
Boise Police Department Idaho Uniform Citation# 1217463
Ada County Law Enforcement Arrest Record
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 1 aw000035
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2. Defendant advised of existence and allowed access to when available (for audio or
video tapes, see paragraph #6):
Audio Tape and/or Digital Audio Recording(s)
Ada County Sheriff/Boise Police Property Invoice(s)
Item(s) Listed in Ada County Sheriff/Boise Police Property Invoice(s)
3. Results of examination and tests:
NIK - presumptively positive for marijuana
4. The State intends to call as witnesses:
Officer E. Urian #703, Boise Police Department, 7200 Barrister, Boise, ID 83704
(208) 577-3000
Officer G. Hoffman #728, Boise Police Department, 7200 Barrister, Boise, ID 83704
(208) 577-3000
Officer S. Stace #750, Boise Police Department, 7200 Barrister, Boise, ID 83704 (208)
577-3000
Officer A. Linn #735, Boise Police Department, 7200 Barrister, Boise, ID 83704 (208)
577-3000
And any other individuals identified in the discovery materials.
5. There may be other relevant information or documents on this case contained in the
Court file.
6. If the citation and/or police report reflect the existence of audiotape(s), videotape(s),
and/or compact discs, please contact the legal secretary for the undersigned to make
arrangements to:
• Listen and/or view the audiotape, videotape, and/or CD at the Boise City
Attorney's office;
• Make a copy of the audiotape at the office using high-speed dubbing machine;
• Make a copy of the videotape at the office using double-deck video cassette
recorder;
• Make a copy of the compact disc at the office using the available CD
reader/writer;
• Fill out a request form and provide a blank videotape to the office to have a copy
available for pickup within three business days.
DATED this~ day of September, 2008.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 2 aw000036
              
     
      
      
         
      
     
        
            
  
            
  
             
 
             
 
         
               
  
             
             
  
             
  
              
              
 
               
 
                  
       
       
       
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 1~ day of September, 2008, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Kevin Rogers
Ada County Public Defender
200 W. Front Street, Room 1107
Boise, ID 83702
US MAIL
NNTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
FACSIMILE
HAND DELIVER
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 3 aw000037
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SEP 22 2008
oJ. QAVtp NAVA~AQ g,erkEl~A, lMOO/§/ j
BiJ3UfY
CARY B. COLAIANNI
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY
James Wickham
Assistant City Attorney
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
P.O. Box 500
Boise, Idaho 83701-0500
Telephone: (208) 384-3870
Idaho State Bar No. 1839
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
LEVON FRED CORDINGLEY,
Defendant.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002713
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through James Wickham, Assistant City
Attorney, and submits the following Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery:
The State has complied with such request by furnishing the following information,
evidence, and/or materials:
Copy of:
Ada County Sheriff/Boise Police Property Invoice(s)
£;;? SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 1 aw000038
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DATED this __ day of September, 2008.
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of September, 2008, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Kevin Rogers
Ada County Public Defender
200 W. Front Street, Room 1107
Boise, ID 83702
US MAIL
~INTERDEPARTMENTALMAIL
FACSIMILE
HAND DELIVER
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY - 2 aw
000039
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ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES
levon Fred Cordingley CR-MD-2008-0002713 (M0802713) OOB: SSN:
Scheduled Ev"ent: Jury Trial Thursday, September 25. 2008 08:30 AM
.lJdge: Thomas Watkins Clerk:~ Interpreter: .
Prosecuting Agenc.y: _ AC _ BC _ GC _ Me Pros: W'IC.~(Y1
PO / ,A.tl:omey:_~ ~ ..&e )
1 137-2732(C)(3) Controlled Substance-possession Of M
2 137-2734(A) M Drug Paraphernalia Possession of M
____ Case Called Defendant: Y.. Present Not Present __ In Custody
__ Advised of Rights ___ Waived Rights __ PO Appointed __ Waived Attomey
__ Guilty Plea i PV Admit !"-J/G Plea __ Advise Subsequent Penalty
ROR __ Pay i Stay __ Payment Agreement
l PT Memo __ \Vritten Guilty Rea No Contact Order
__ Bond $ _
L In Chambers
Finish Release Defendant
CR-ivlD-2008-0002713 (M0802713)
000040
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION
Case No. -J1}O!fO ;27/3
PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM
Plaintiff,
Defense Counsel L...I'I..J--4w..~~~~Wk:::-'===-----
o Jury trial re-set for .:..- , at a.m.
STATE OF IDAHO,
vs. Fdt~ '/t eIf:iY1 Defend.m.t
Appearances: Prosecutor ....e~:::....--::J~~~~~EQ~}..-------
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
-----------=---)
o Jury trial waived and case is to be re-set for court trial.
o Plea and sentence via Defense Counsel authorized by Defendant: Rule 6(d), IMR
and/or IIR.
o Pre-trial motions, timely filed, are set for hearing on , at
_______.m.
o Sentencing is set for at .m.
[Rev 2-20071
;z~ day of__s;.-='-1J'j~""",,,I,--....__ ,.~......
o Defendant failed to appear. Absence not explained, justified, or excused.
Trial date vacated. Bond forfeited/ROR revoked. Bench Warrant issued.
~tat$
c::r-Other: ---r----oIIIl8.,..J.~4-_Il.';L,~n2::t:l[iQ~~~~~---L~~J:).~~V1\...--....
Dated this
Defendant
Address:
Telephone: ~'-Ir---='#-b'hi'------
000041
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL .JISTRIC'tIOF rHE FI~M.6 1al
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF ADA SEP 292008
MAGISTRATE DIVISION
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff.
levon Fred Cordingley
322 W. Broadway
Meridian, 10 83642
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
ByC. PACKER
DEPUTY
Case No: CR-MD-2008-0002713
M0802713
NOTICE OF HEARING
Defendant.
vs.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
-----,....-------------)
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:
Jury Trial
Judge:
Thursday, October 30,2008 08:30 AM
Thomas Walkins
Signature "3"c~
Phone (501) q 15 l'if(
Clerk I date
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the
Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date
Thursday, September 25, 2008.
Defendant: Mailed Hand Delivered L
Private Counsel: Mailed__ Hand Delivered,__ Clerk Date _
Kevin M Rogers
200 W Front St Rm '1107
Boise 10 83702
Prosecutor: 0 Ada 1(Boise 0 G.C. 0 Meridian Interdepartmental Mail .,,--Clerk~ Dat~11O
Public Defender: Interdepartmental Mail.¢: CIe,(9 Dat~
Other: _ Mailed__ Hand Delivered__
Clerk Date _
Dated: 9/25/2008 J. DAVID NAVARRO
CI~oun
By. ~\
Deputy Clerk
NOTICE OF HEARING
000042
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SEP 252008
J. CAVIONAVARAO, Clerk
Sy R. GALLAHAN
DEPUTY
O. FILED .~k
A.M. -1P.M._+ _
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200 West Front street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
LEVON CORDINGLEY,
Defendant.
Case No. CR-MD-08-0002713
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to the BOISE CITY ATTORNEY:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned, pursuant to Idaho
Criminal Rule 16, requests discovery and photocopies of the following
information, evidence, and materials:
1) All unredacted material or information within the
prosecutor's possession or control, or which
thereafter comes into his possession or control, which
tends to negate the guilt of the accused or tends to
reduce the punishment therefore. ICR 16(a).
2) Any unredacted, relevant written or recorded
statements made by the defendant, or copies thereof,
within the possession, custody or control of the
state, the existence of which is known or is available
to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due
diligence; and also the substance of any relevant,
oral statement made by the defendant whether before or
after arrest to a peace officer, prosecuting attorney
or the prosecuting attorney's agent; and the recorded
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which
relates to the offense charged.
3) Any unredacted, written or recorded statements of a
co-defendant; and the substance of any relevant oral
statement made by a co-defendant whether before or
after arrest in response to interrogation by any
person known by the co-defendant to be a peace officer
or agent of the prosecuting attorney.
4) Any prior criminal record of the defendant and co-
defendant, if any.
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 1
000043
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S) All unredacted documents and tangible objects as
defined by ICR 16 (b) (4) in the possession or control
of the prosecutor, which are material to the defense,
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained from or
belonging to the defendant or co-defendant.
6) All reports or physical or mental examinations and of
scientific tests or experiments within the possession,
control, or knowledge of the prosecutor, the existence
of which is known or is available to the prosecutor by
the exercise of due diligence.
7) A written list of the names, addresses, records of
prior felony convictions, and written or recorded
statements of all persons having knowledge of facts of
the case known to the prosecutor and his agents or any
official involved in the investigatory process of the
case.
8) A written summary or report of any testimony that the
state intends to introduce pursuant to rules 702, 703,
or 70S of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or
hearing; including the witness' opinions, the facts
and data for those opinions, and the witness'
qualifications.
9) All reports or memoranda made by police officers or
investigators in connection with the investigation or
prosecution of the case, including what are commonly
referred to as "ticket notes."
10) Any writing or object that may be used to refresh the
memory of all persons who may be called as witnesses,
pursuant to IRE 612.
11) Any and all audio and/or video recordings made by law
enforcement officials during the course of their
investigation.
12) Any evidence, documents or witnesses that the State
discovers or could discover with due diligence after
complying with this request.
The undersigned further requests written compliance pursuant to
Idaho Criminal Rule 16 within 14 days of service.
DATED, September 2S; 2008.
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on September 2S,
correct copy of the foregoing to BOISE CI Y
same in the Interdepartmental Mail.
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
2008, I mailed a true and
ATTORNEY by placing said
~
2
000044
        
           
         
          
      
          
       
        
           
     
          
       
         
           
        
 
           
         
           
       
        
 
          
       
        
     
            
          
    
           
       
 
         
        
    
        
         
    
   
       
         
     
   
      
    
 
 
J. DAVID NAVI~.RRO. Clerk
By HEIDi KELLY
DEPUTY
..~ FILED
....;\\-\V-Ico'--_IPM _
SEP 30 2008
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7409
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
LEVON CORDINGLEY,
Defendant.
Case No. CR-MD-08-0002713
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
TO: THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, and to the BOISE CITY ATTORNEY:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that the undersigned, pursuant to Idaho
Criminal Rule 16, requests discovery and photocopies of the following
information, evidence, and materials:
1) All unredacted material or information within the
prosecutor's possession or control, or which
thereafter comes into his possession or control, which
tends to negate the guilt of the accused or tends to
reduce the punishment therefore. ICR 16(a).
2) Any unredacted, relevant written or recorded
statements made by the defendant, or copies thereof,
within the possession, custody or control of the
state, the existence of which is known or is available
to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due
diligence; and also the substance of any relevant,
oral statement made by the defendant whether before or
after arrest to a peace officer, prosecuting attorney
or the prosecuting attorney's agent; and the recorded
testimony of the defendant before a grand jury which
relates to the offense charged.
3) Any unredacted, written or recorded statements of a
co-defendant; and the substance of any relevant oral
statement made by a co-defendant whether before or
after arrest in response to interrogation by any
person known by the co-defendant to be a peace officer
or agent of the prosecuting attorney.
4) Any prior criminal record of the defendant and co-
defendant, if any.
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 1
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5) All unredacted documents and tangible objects as
defined by ICR 16 (b) (4) in the possession or control
of the prosecutor, which are material to the defense,
intended for use by the prosecutor or obtained from or
belonging to the defendant or co-defendant.
6) All reports or physical or mental examinations and of
scientific tests or experiments within the possession,
control, or knowledge of the prosecutor, the existence
of which is known or is available to the prosecutor by
the exercise of due diligence.
7) A written list of the names, addresses, records of
prior felony convictions, and written or recorded
statements of all persons having knowledge of facts of
the case known to the prosecutor and his agents or any
official involved in the investigatory process of the
case.
8) A written summary or report of any testimony that the
state intends to introduce pursuant to rules 702, 703,
or 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence at trial or
hearing; including the witness' opinions, the facts
and data for those opinions, and the witness'
qualifications.
9) All reports or memoranda made by police officers or
investigators in connection with the investigation or
prosecution of the case, including what are commonly
referred to as "ticket notes."
10) Any writing or obj ect that may be used to refresh the
memory of all persons who may be called as witnesses,
pursuant to IRE 612.
11) Any and all audio and/or video recordings made by law
enforcement officials during the course of their
investigation.
State
after
12) Any evidence, documents or witnesses that the
discovers or could discover with due diligence
complying with this request.
The undersigned further requests written compliance pursuant to
Idaho Criminal Rule 16 within 14
DATED, September 25, 2008.
service.
Defendant
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on September 25, 2008, I mailed a true and
correct copy of the foregoing to BOISE~.~TY ATTORNEY by placing said
same in the Interdepartmental Mail. ~
REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY 2
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Attorney for  
   
             
       A TORNE     
     
    
ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES
levon Fred Cordingley CR-MD-2008-0002713 (M0802713) DOB: SSN:
Scheduled Event: Motion to Dismiss Tuesday, October 14, 2008 04:00 PM
..lidge: Thomas Watkins, Clerk~_ Interpreter: _
V. L~.J.-,'/11/) ,
Prosecuting Agency: _ AC ~BC _ GC _ MC Pros: --.:::...-_.!.'~U~r,--~" ~~~L/::....__(3 Attomey r:-.R-o[f.:....=VS-
1 137-2732(C)(3) Controlled Substance-possession Of M
2 137-2734(A) M Drug Paraphernalia Possession of M
__ Waived Rights __ PO Appointed __ Waived Attorney
__ Advise Subsequent Penalty
102/Q2.{) Case Called
~ Advised of Rights
__ Guilty Plea 1 PV Admit
Defendant: ~resent
NIG Plea
Not Present __ In Custody
__ Bond $, _ ROR __ Pay 1 Stay __ Payment Agreement
In Chambers PT Memo __ 'Nritten Guilty Plea __ No Contact Order
1 •
Finish Release Defendant
CR-MD-2008-0002713 (MOB02713)
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Dear Honorable Judge Watkins, J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By HEIDI KELLY
DEPUTY
I would like to thank you for taking time to review my case concerning the Free Exercise of Religion
dismissal. I don't mean to be disrespectful, but I thought that my Public Defender fell short in his
argument to explain my religioUS beliefs especially when you asked him what my religion was. This has
always been my fear is to watch a lawyer try to argue a person's religious belief. The only person that
can effectively argue their belief system is the believer. My personal belief system is Rastafarian
Christian. Cannabis is a mandatory sacrament in Rastafarianism. There is neither set time nor specific
place that we partake of sacrament. When we gather and share smoke we participate in what's known as
the Reasoning. We smoke and reason together to share stories and pray to God. Smoking is a bum
offering to the most High God. We normally refer to God as Jah. I must be in possession of my sacrament
all the time.
The Prosecution didn't do much better in their argument. They tried to associate me with another
cannabis church in Arizona called Church of Cognizance. They claim that marijuana is their God. I claim
that cannabis helps me with my communication with God. It is my personal belief system that is on trial
not my ministry or church. My ministry (COCT Ministry) and church (Church of Cognitive Therapy) are
multi-denominational and reside now in Portland, Oregon. Our website www.coctministry.com has over
200,000 visits since Jan. 05. We have many members worldwide from different cultures and religionl? We
have Buddhist, HindU, Rastafarian Christian, Sufi Muslim, Christian. We all hold the belief that cannabis is
the Tree of Life and a Holy sacrament given to us to use mentally, physically, and spiritually.
Prosecution used the Peyote Act as if it were referring to cannabis. Prosecution mentioned the bona fide
use of sacraments. I concur and believe in using sacraments for *bona fide reasons. In respect to this
act, we place religious labels on our sacrament containers. We also carry ministry membership cards.
Currently there are no laws concerning the sacramental use of cannabis until there are laws no one can
simply make them up.
The supreme court decision Gonzales v. 0 Centro Espirita Beneficente Uniao do Vegetal, 546 U.S. 418
(2006) states that the controlled substance act does not merely in ifs self meet the least restrictive means
for burdening one religious exercise. The United States Supreme Court recognized the drug laws must
provide exceptions for religious use under the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA), 42 U.S.C. §
2000bb et seq.
I believe that that I argued my case in my dismissal for the possession of sacrament fairly well. Simply
put the afflicted are everywhere even down town.
Sincerely Yours,
Rev. Levon F. Cordingley
*Definition of bona fide
adj.
1. Made or carried out in good faith; sincere: a bonafide offir.
2. Authentic; genuine: a bonafide Rembrandt.
[Latin bona fide: bona, feminine ablative ofbonus, good + fide, ablative offides, faith.]
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COURT DECISIONS
"Religion is not confined to a sect or a ritual. The symbols of a religion to one are
anathema to another. What one may regard as charity another may scorn as foolish
waste. And even education is today not free from divergence of view as to its validity.
Unltv SChool of Christianltv, 4 B.TA 61, 70 (1926).
Judge Brattin for the Eastern District of California, in Universal Life Church, Inc. !!:
United States, 372 F. Supp. 770, 776 (E.D. Cal 1974), states: Neither this court nor any
branch of this government will consider the merits or fallacies of a religion. Nor will the
court compare the beliefs, dogmas, and practices of a newly organized religion with those
of an older, more established religion. Nor will the court praise or condemn a religion,
however excellent or fanatical or preposterous it may seem. Were the court to do so, it
would impinge upon the guarantee of the First Amendment."
Further, in United States vs. Seeger, 380 U.S. 163 (Supreme Court 1965), "we find the
court addressing the concept of God and religion and holding that the test of belief in God
(they put In Supreme Being) is whether a given belief that is sincere and meaningful
occupies a place in the life of its possessor, parallel to that filled by the orthodox belief in
God of one who is clearly religious". Assuming the holding of the court is valid in the
above cases, it then necessarily follows that any lawful means of formally observing the
tenets of faith of any religious body is worship within the meaning of the tax exemption
provisions.
In the case of Fellowship of Humanity vs. Alameda Countv,('57), 153 Cal A. 200 673,
315 p. 2nd 394, it is held that: "The terms "religion" or "religious" in tax exemption laws
should not include any reference to whether the beliefs involved are theistic or non
theistic. Religion simply includes: (1) a belief, not necessarily referring to supernatural
powers; (2) a cult, involving a gregarious association openly expressing the belief; (3) a
system of moral practice directly resulting from an adherence to the belief; and (4) an
organization within the cult designed to observe the tenets of belief. The content of the
belief is of no moment."
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7 IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
MEMORANDUM DECISION DENYING
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS
)
) Case No.: M0707153
)
1)
)14 Defendant
13 CARY WHITE,
11 Plaintiff,
12 vs.
8 IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
9
10 STATE OF IDAHO,
15
16 APPEARANCES: Terry Derden, Esq., Deputy Boise City Prosecuting Attorney
Kimberly Simmons, Esq. attorney for Defendant17
18
19 FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
20 On June 1, 2007, Cary White was issued a citation for Possession of Marijuana and
21 Paraphernalia, violations of I.C. 37-2732(c)(3) and 37-2734, respectively. White pleaded not
22 guilty and the case was set for Pre-Trial Conference and Jury Trial. On November 21, 2007
23 Reed's attorney filed a Motion to Dismiss claiming that prohibiting White's use of Marijuana
24 "substantially burden(ed) and/or restrict(ed) (White's) right to religious freedom. Defendant's
25 Motion to Dismiss, p. 1. A brief in support of Defendant's Motion was submitted to the court on
26 November 28,2007; the state filed its Memo in Support of Objection on December 27,2007, and
27 Defendant filed his reply brief on January 18, 2008. A hearing on the Motion to Dismiss was set
28 on February 13,2008.
29
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1 ANALYSIS
2 There is but one issue presented in this case: Does Idaho Code § 73-402, Idaho's
3 religious freedom act, protect White from prosecution under I.C. § 37-2732(c)(3) and I.C. § 37-
4 27347
5 Idaho Code § 73-402 provides that (f)ree exercise of religion is a fundamental right that
6 applies in this state, even if laws, rules or other government actions are facially neutral." This
7 provision is implemented by requiring that the government may only substantially burden a
8 person's exercise of religion if it shows that as applied to the person, the burden is necessary to
9 advance a significant state interest and uses the least restrictive means to accomplish that interest.
10 Anyone who believes their religious exercise is burdened in violation of I.C. § 73-402 may assert
11 that violation as a defense in a judicial proceeding such as this. However, it is not enough to
12 assert that a privilege exists; White must show that his use of Marijuana is a central tenet of his
13 religion. United States v. Myers, 95 F.3rd. 1475 (10 Cir.1996).
14 Idaho's Free Exercise of Religion Act (IFERA) tracks the language of its Federal
15 counterpart, the Religious Freedom Restoration Act (RFRA). The specific question posed by
16 White, although not answered through Idaho case law, has been addressed by the federal courts
17 on a similar challenge. The first step in addressing White's assertion is to determine whether
18 White's beliefs are "religious" for IFERA purposes. In United States v. Myers, Id., the Tenth
19 Circuit Court established five factors that must be considered when determining whether a belief
20 is religious under the RFRA and through extrapolation, the IFERA; those factors are as follows:
21 1) Ultimate Ideas; 2) Metaphysical Beliefs; 3) Moral or Ethical System; 4) Comprehensiveness of
22 Beliefs; and, 5) Accoutrements of Religion. Here, as in Myers, "[b]luntly stated, there is no
23 absolute causal link between the fact that [White's] beliefs do not fit the criteria and the
24 conclusion that his beliefs are not religious."
25 On February 13,2008, the court conducted a hearing on this issue to determine the nature
26 of White's beliefs and whether those beliefs are "religious" under the IFERA when considering
27 the Myers factors. At this hearing, White testified that he smokes marijuana and has no
28 particular affiliation with anyone religion. White testified that although his initial beliefs were
29
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1 grounded in traditional Christian church tenets, he outgrew this and sought associations with
2 other religions, predominantly Native American beliefs and Shamanism. White also testified that
3 he is "open" and "can relate" to any beliefs, including the Church of Cognitive Therapy and its
4 use of marijuana as a sacrament "with the intent of opening up a part of the mind and
5 consciousness for creative communication," and the movement of Rastafarianism which "uses
6 marijuana on occasion as a sacrament to help open our minds and spirits up to one another."
7 Although White stated that he is not an adherent of either the Church of Cognitive Therapy or
8 Rastafarianism, he explained that the "philosophy" of both is similar to his own.
9 White provides evidence, through his own testimony at the hearing or through an
10 affidavit submitted to the court with his motion, which addresses or attempts to address each of
11 the Myers' factors. The court will address each of those factors in light of the testimony
12 provided by White.
13 1. Ultimate Ideas
14 White recites that his view on the purpose of life is to find a way out of isolation and
15 loneliness and out of some of the pains and miseries; recognizing that some of those things are
16 important for the purpose of growth, learning and evolving. White indicates that as his
17 knowledge increases, transference of that knowledge to other people in his culture, family, city,
18 inspires him to be a "real good learner." White describes perseverance through trials as a growth
19 opportunity with the reward of finding inner strength and truth that transforms many areas of his
20 life.
21 Further, life and creation are described by White as "a miracle, with a continual unfolding
22 of mysteries," and his opinion as to why we are here, he simplifies with the question of "why am
23 I here today," because he states on some days "the big answer" escapes him. A review of
24 White's testimony as to this factor does persuade the Court that White's beliefs do correspond to
25 the concerns that "established" religions address in terms of "fundamental and ultimate questions
26 having to do with deep and imponderable matters." Myers, Id. at 1484, quoting Africa v.
27 Commonwealth, 662 F.2d 1025, 1032 (3d Cir.1981). Specifically, White addresses in his
28
29
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1 testimony a common theme among religious beliefs; why are we here, what do we do while we
2 are here, and what else might be out there. Thus, White has met this Myers' factor.
3 2. Metaphysical Beliefs
4 White's testimony reveals that he believes in an unseen "other" world and that he has
5 sensed "angelic beings" and is aware of something "bigger." White recites that he adheres to the
6 tenet of Christianity that accepts Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior for all Christians, but also
7 believes that there are unseen guides or teachers that offer guidance to him. White's testimony
8 provides support for the court's finding that he meets this Myers' factor.
9 3. Moral or Ethical System
10 White states that his moral or ethical beliefs as based in biblical tenets and in harmony
11 with "our culture" in terms of family and community, not harming others and treating others as
12 he'd like to be treated. White describes the creator as "wrapped up in every detail of life,"
13 therefore he wants to keep his eyes open for where he "might be able to catch a glimmer of the
14 light." White describes a moral or ethical system adopted from Christian tenets that, as he states,
15 binds him to certain ethical and moral standards.
16 However, White departs from these ethical or moral standards when it comes to activities
17 he engages in that he believes "isn't hurting anybody," regardless of what ethical or moral code
18 may prohibit such conduct. In this respect, White's beliefs diverge from that of established
19 religion which may typically proscribe conduct regardless of the impact (or non-impact) it may
20 have on others. For example, Christianity requires that its members adhere to the law put in
21 place by their respective government(s) regardless of an individual's belief of what is right or
22 wrong, as long as adherence is not contrary to specific bible doctrine. White's description is
23 really a code of self determination and not one, as in other religious doctrine, of selfless
24 determination, thus the Court finds that White has failed to satisfy this criterion.
25 4. Comprehensiveness of Beliefs
26 White describes the comprehensiveness of his religion as being open, a learner, looking
27 for the sacred element in every conversation and relation, including the "bad" things that people
28 do and "to see what else there might be in that". He states he "would like our culture to get back
29
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"1 involved in supporting one another and not judging; especially not taking certain things that
2 people do that isn't hurting anybody and making issues of it that then hurts them." He describes
3 "open-mindedness" as an important component in terms of comprehensiveness of his religion.
4 Although, arguendo, open mindedness may be important in terms of comprehensive
5 beliefs, White failed to describe how this attribute provides a believer such as himself with
6 "answers to many, if not most, of the problems and concerns that confront humans." Id. Indeed,
7 the religions that White describes are themselves comprehensive, but White fails to articulate
8 how his own beliefs, in conjunction with the use of marijuana, provide the "epiphany, spiritual
9 revelation or transcendental awareness" Id. beyond that which is already provided by those
10 religions without the use of marijuana.
11 5, Accoutrements of Religion
12 a. Founder, Prophet, or Teacher
13 White asserts that he has unseen and seen teachers. White testified that he has several
14 people he considers as "elders" that provide guidance to him. White states that these unseen
15 teachers include Jesus and the apostles.
16 b. Important Writings
17 White lists the Bible, Poetry of Romey, Course in Miracles and The Power of Now as
18 the sacred texts of his religion.
19 c. Gathering Places
20 White describes no specific place of gathering, stating instead that certain gatherings
21 occur at individual homes where marijuana mayor may not be a part of what members are
22 doing. White did not attach any spiritual significance to any of these gathering places or the
23 activities that occur there.
24 d. Keepers of Knowledge
25 White asserts that the keepers of knowledge for his religion include Shamans, Native
26 American medicine teachers, tai-chi and meditation teachers, herbologists and other spiritual
27 practitioners. White also testified that he has "several friends and acquaintances that guide"
28 him.
29
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12 e. Ceremonies or Rituals
3 Although White did provide some testimony relating to the ceremonies or rituals of
4 his religion, he articulated no regular services, no specific prayers and no blessings.
5 f. Structure or Organization
6 White did not testify to a structure or organization of his religion, but in an affidavit
7 provided to the court, White describes "the divine organization set up by Jesus Christ when
8 he was on earth, which began with the 12 Apostles." White testified to no "fixed" day as a
9 Sabbath day, but says that he selects one day a week for that purpose. White also testified
10 that this same approach is used with respect to his use of a sacrament, no fixed day or specific
11 time.
12 g. Holidays
13 White testified observance of several Christian and Jewish holidays, indicating that,
14 on occasion, he has gone to church and gathers with friends and family on those days.
15 h. Diet or Fasting
16 White did not testify about any special diet or fasting that he is required to observe as
17 part of his religion.
18 i. Appearance and Clothing
19 Although White did not provide testimony on appearance and clothing, his affidavit
20 provided to the court states that "I do wear ceremonial garb, as well as amulets, stones, oils
21 colors, and other materials that are worn for various spiritual benefits," however White did
22 not mention any particular belief associated with the use of those items.
23 j. Propagation
24 White testified that he does not encourage anyone to use marijuana nor does he
25 propagate it.
26 As to six of the ten categories under Accoutrements of Religion, White did not or was
27 unable to provide the court with specific relevant information that would allow the court to find
28
29
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1 that White's practices comport with what the Tenth Circuit Court in Myers found to be the
2 characteristics of other religions concluded as "religious" under statutory review.
3 While it is apparent to the court that White has strong religious beliefs and that those
4 beliefs are comprised of an assortment of the same beliefs held as "statutorily religious" by the
5 Tenth Circuit Court and other courts of review, White did not articulate a connection between
6 these statutorily legitimized beliefs and his use of marijuana. White describes his spiritual end
7 for the use of marijuana as one that has evolved over the last seven years as a tool, along with
8 breathing arts, martial arts and tai chi, to open his consciousness and mind, and that he has
9 discovered parts of his mind and soul that "after all my education I didn't know were there."
10 White also indicates that it is not just his use of marijuana that achieves this result, but many
11 other things he practices that are related/achieve the same affect.
12 White fails to recite any support that his use of Marijuana is a religious experience
13 mandated by his faith. Furthermore, there is a significant difference between adhering to a faith,
14 it's history, culture, tenants and evolution, and what White propounds to the court in this case.
15 White's position would throw open the doors to anyone and everyone whose use of Marijuana, or
16 any illegal substance for that matter, to make his case for use for religious purposes. It is the
17 history of the religion and its adherents that is the Moreover, White's testimony has not
18 convinced the court that his use of marijuana is central to the religious doctrine of his faith.
19 Ultimately, White's use of Marijuana is more a matter of his belief in freedom, rather
20 than a tenet of his religion. White stated "the reason that I am here today is because I believe my
21 freedom and right to use those food groups as I will is a freedom that has been very important
22 and still is very important in my religion, if you took it away would I have a religion, yes I'd still
23 have my faith, I'd still have my practices, the fact that that is a part of it and is very important in
24 my practice is why I'm here today." Although White stated that his life is not about marijuana, it
25 certainly seems that his philosophy about marijuana is not that it produces any specific religious
26 or spiritual revelation, but rather that he should be allowed to use it because his use doesn't hurt
27 anybody.
28
29
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1 White's opinion does not elevate the use of marijuana to a religious tenet. White's
2 description of his beliefs, ultimately, appears to be reminiscent of the 60' s oft quoted motto, live
3 and let live, combined with his own patchwork of other religionslbeliefs with which he chooses
4 to identify. The court is compelled to note that none of the religions enumerated by White use
5 marijuana as a sacrament. Those religions that use some form of sacrament also have specific
6 rituals associated with the use of the sacrament; no such rituals associated with the use of
7 marijuana were identified by White. l Moreover, it seems White has borrowed2 the ideology of
8 many different religions and has used this ideology to meld into a justification for his use of
9 marijuana. Although it is certainly White's prerogative to believe whatever he wishes; it is not
10 however, a legitimization of illegal activity under IFREA.
11 CONCLUSION
12 White's Motion to Dismiss is hereby denied.
13 IT IS SO ORDERED.
14 DATED THIS October 21,2008.
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
THERESA GARDUNIA
Magistrate Judge
27 1 Although White provided testimony of certain rituals he practices, those rituals are the rituals of the existing
religions he identified.
28 2 The court does not use this term disparagingly, nor does the use of this term suggest that the court believes White's
testimony regarding his beliefs to be contrived. Quite to the contrary, the court accepts that White chooses to
29 identify with what he believes to be some of the best aspects of"established" religions.
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3
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the __ day of , 2008, I served a true
4 and accurate photocopy of the foregoing document to the persons identified below by the method
5 indicated:
6
7
8
9
10
11
Mr. Terry Derden
Boise City Prosecuting Attorney's Office
P.O. Box 500
Boise, Idaho 83701
By United States mail
_ By telefacsimile
_ By personal delivery
_ By overnight mailiFedera1 Express
X By Interoffice Mail
12
Ms. Kimberly Simmons
200 W. Front Street
13 Boise, Idaho 83702
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
_ By United States mail
_ By telefacsimile
_ By personal delivery
_ By overnight mail/Federal Express
X By Interoffice Mail
1. David Navarro
Clerk of the District Court
Deputy Clerk
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NO. --;=;;~-7"7__::::::;__-
FILED 'Sf; Ol.oA.M .. P..M. Q. _
~DEPUT{
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
Vs.
LEVON CORDINGLEY,
Defendant.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
CASE NO. M0802713
ORDER DENYING MOTION
TO DISMISS
After considering the arguments of counsel, and the attached decision authored by
Judge Gardunia in a case raising similar claims, the court herby denied the defendant's
motion to dismiss this matter. Specifically, the court finds that Cordingley has failed to
meet his burden under the criteria set forth in United States v. Myers, 95 F.3d 1475 (loth
Cir. 1996). In addition, it is clear to the court that Cordingley was not engaged in the
practice of any religious practice at the time ofhis contact with the officer.
Dated This 29th day of October, 2008.
~ .."' ..
Lo/ia:tii;;J
THOMAS P. WATKINS
Magistrate Judge
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ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES
levon Fred Cordingley C:R-MD-2008-0002713 (M0802713) 008: 1i9t1ge9
Sdh?duled Ev'ent: Jury Trial Thursd,~Y, October :30, 2008 08:30 ;-Vvi
.Judge: Thomas Watkins Clerk:~ _ interpreter: ,.~.~
Frosecutino ,4.i'ienG'.,( _._._ AC V Be GC IvlC Pros: (J: II }.te,/~d.JtV>
, 0 fv &omeyK~-=
1 /37-2732(C)(3) Controlled Substance-possession Of M
2 137-2734(A) M Drug Paraphernalia Possession of M
Defenoant~Present i'o' P",ser, __ i It CustOdy
___"__ VVarv'ed Rights __ PO .&>,ppolnted __ V'ValveiJ ,~!torney
__ Guilty Plea;' PV ,t-,dmlt __ N/G Plea
__ ,....av/se Sul;seQuent Penalt'i
__ Bond $________ __ ROR
~ n Charnbers ~ PT [v1emo
__ Pay I 5ta;/
'o/'lritten GUilty Flea
__ Payrnent Agreement
___ f''Jo Contact Order
Siii ruw eJr @ 1h.tet time)
=---_,flf<:- ~ I~f5joy; ~ (3; (J(jf!'7--
Release Defendant
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY, MAGISTRATE DIVISION
Case No. 11108'02713
PRE-TRIAL MEMORANDUM
Plaintiff,
Defense Counsel..L-AL_...L.....jPo'~~J4.J~~c::. _
D Jury trial re-set for -=-- , at a.m.
D Jury trial waived and case is to be re-set for court trial.
D Plea and sentence via Defense Counsel authorized by Defendant: Rule 6(d), IMR
and/or IIR.
STATE OF IDAHO,
vs.
Appearances: Prosecutor ~~"""---+-I-~~..c.,.x;~-~:.L.+------
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
-------------=--)
D Pre-trial motions, timely filed, are set for hearing on , at
_______.m.
D Sentencing is set for at .m.
D Defendant failed to appear. Absence not explained, justified, or excused.
Trial date vacated. Bond forfeited/ROR revoked. Bench Warrant issued.
Bon setat~~~ _
Dated this {~ft.- day Of .....tJcb--.L-:>oG.-_. J...-'''~
Defendant
Address:
Telephone: _
[Rev 2-2007]
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f  ounsel ..L-.LJ I--...L .....1f-.lo"o~.r-_S4_J~o&&=------
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IN T~ QI5'TRICT ~:..IURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL"'DISTRi~6F"rt=tEP.M..----
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF ADA NOV 052008
aaA .....1C"Tn A Tr" nnllC"lnN
IYIMUI.;:) II'U-\ Ie UIVI-3IU
STATE OF IDAHO;
Plaintiff. M03027'13
DAViD NAVARRO, Clerk
ByC. PACKER
DEPUTY
NOTICE Of HEARING
Case No: CR-MD-2008-00027'13
j
)
Defendant.
levon Fred Cordingley
322 W. Broadway
Meridian,ID 83642
V'".,.
)
)
)
)
)
---------------------
that the above-entitled case is er'eD'\I'-&Ie!
rlliotion Friday. December 05,2008 03:00 PM
,Judge: Thomas Watkins
HEREBY C is it true' . e of Hearing entered by the
Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date
Thursday, October 30,2008.
Defendant: fvlailed _
Clerk i date
Hand Delivered~ Sign.I6i"G-~Phone --Pi? ,~/~
Private Counsel: Mailed__ Hand Delivered _ Clerk Date
---
Kevin M Rogers
200 W Front St Rm '1"107
Boise ID 83702
Prosecutor: 0 Ad~oise 0 G.C. 0 Meridian Interdepar1mental Mail~ Cler~ Date \ ~
Date\~Public Defender:
Other:
Interdepartmental Mail~ Clerk
Mailed__ Hand Delivered _
Clerk Date _
Dated: '10/30/2008 J. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of tile Court
By~rlLQr
eputy Clerk
NOTICE OF HEARING
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ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES
levon Fred Cordingley CR-MD-2008-0002713 (M0802713) DOB: SSN:
Scheduled Event: Motion Friday. December 05.2008 03:00 PM
Judge: Thomas Watkins Clerk::tk:'t? Interpreter: =~-..-__
Prosecuting Agency: _ AC~ _ GC _ MC Pros: .1IlQ1@oJn
r;;;~omey ~
1 137-2732(C)(3) Controlled Substance-possession Of M
2137-2734(A) M Drug Paraphernalia Possession of M
/5~Z4aa." Called Defendant: ~sent Not Present __ in Custody
»<0A.dvised of Rights 'Waived Rights __ PO ,A,ppointed __ Waived Attorney
__ Guilty Plea 1 PV Admit
__ Bond $
N/G Plea
ROR
__ Advise Subsequent Penalty
__ Pay 1 Stay __ Payment Agreement
In Chambers PT Memo __ 'J\lritten Guilty Plea ___ f·.,jo Contact Order
s::~ 0T ()X\~% ~2t±. d&ti..QA?Yrrtn.
'"
Finish ) Release Defendant~
CR-MD-2008-0002713 (M0802713)
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
Vs.
LEVON CORDINGLEY,
Defendant.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
CASE NO. M0802713
MEMORANDUM OPINION
ON MOTION TO DISMISS
INTRODUCTION
This matter came before the court on defendant Cordingley's motion to dismiss
the charges of possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia, claiming that Idaho law
infringes his free exercise of religion. The court heard testimony from the defendant, and
arguments from the parties, and the matter was taken under advisement.
FINDINGS OF FACT
On the evening of February 23, 2008, Cordingley was leaving a downtown Boise
bar and encountered two members of the Boise Police Department. Cordingley was
1 000064
           
          
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
  
  
    
 
 
            
             
              
           
   
             
            
 
familiar with the officers because of previous contacts with them, and had been
previously cited by one of the officers for unlawful possession of marijuana. In speaking
with Cordingley, one of the officers asked whether Cordingley was carrying marijuana,
and Cordingley responded that he was. He turned over the marijuana and a pipe to the
officers, and was cited for the violations. Cordingley was polite and cooperative
throughout the encounter.
Cordingley is the president and a minister of the Church of Cognitive Therapy
(COCT), and he claims that the use of cannabis, or marijuana, is an integral component of
his faith. He argues that the state is improperly burdening his free exercise of religion by
the enforcement of Idaho Code Sections 37-2732 and 37-2734, which criminalize the
possession and use ofmarijuana and drug paraphernalia.
Cordingley described the COCT as a "spiritual community," and explained that
the term "church" is used in the sense of a gathering ofpeople, or community, as opposed
to its meaning of being a building, or a group of people who all adhere to a common
believe of a god. He testified that the community is composed of followers of many
different so-called mainstream religions, such as Christians, Rastafarians, Buddhists, and
even atheists. The COCT does not espouse anyone theme or tenet, but allows each
follower to seek enlightenment in the manner he or she believes will accomplish that
goal. However, essential to finding enlightenment, according to the COCT, is the use of
cannabis. Cannabis is a "spiritual enhancer" that strengthens one's spiritual gifts.
Through the use of cannabis, Cordingley claims that he is better able to communicate
with his Creator.
2 000065
             
              
            
                
            
   
             
                
                
            
        
           
                 
                  
               
          
              
              
              
           
              
   
 
According to Cordingley, cannabis can be given to anyone "who is in need." It is
used to give comfort and also to ease one's burdens. Cordingley did not provide any real
criteria to define how one might recognize a person who would be "in need" of the
sacrament.
The COCT has regular meetings during which the members of the community
will pray with the use cannabis. The COCT has a president, vice-president, and a
secretary, and numerous ministers, and even its own website.
ANALYSIS
Idaho Code Section 73-402 provides for the free exerCIse of religion as a
fundamental right that applies even if laws, rules or other governmental actions are
facially neutral. Subsection (2) provides that the government shall not substantially
burden a person's exercise of religion even if the burden results from a rule of general
applicability. An exception is provided if the application of the burden to the person is
both essential to further a compelling governmental interest and is the least restrictive
means of furthering that compelling governmental interest. I.e. Section 73-402(3).
Under this statute, one seeking its protection must establish, by a preponderance
of the evidence, three threshold requirements to state a prima facie case. The
governmental action must (l) substantially burden (2) a religious belief rather than a
philosophy or way of life, (3) which is sincerely held by that person. The government
must only accommodate the exercise of actual religious convictions. United States v.
Meyers, 95 F3d 1475 (loth Cir. 1996). Once a person establishes the threshold
requirements, the burden falls on the government to demonstrate that the challenged
regulations further a compelling state interest in the least restrictive manner.
3 000066
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As in Meyers, supra, there is no real dispute that Cordingley's beliefs are
sincerely held and that they are substantially burdened by I.e. Sections 37-2732 and I.e.
37-2734. The issue is whether his sincerely held beliefs are "religious beliefs," rather
than a philosophy or way of life.
In Meyers, the court provided a list of factors to be considered in determining
whether beliefs are religious, as opposed to secular or philosophical. The five factors
enumerated are (1) ultimate ideas; (2) metaphysical beliefs; (3) moral or ethical systems;
(4) comprehensiveness of beliefs; and (5) accoutrements of religion. Using this as a
framework, this court is not satisfied that the cocr qualifies as a religion.
As Cordingley explained, the COCT is a community within with an emphasis on
spirituality, rather than an emphasis on any particular religious beliefs. The goal is to
attain enlightenment. This enlightenment can be had by Catholics, Jews, and even
atheists. The only connecting fiber among the various members is their use of marijuana
to help them in this pursuit. Despite some of the trappings of religion, this is nothing
more than a basic philosophical belief that such use will help with enlightenment. This
Court believes that more is required to establish religious beliefs that are protected under
Idaho law.
The Court is mindful of the perils of using a laundry list to determine what
qualifies as a legitimate religion, and perhaps it is not the proper role of the judiciary to
make that determination. In his dissenting opinion in Meyers, Judge Brorby argued that a
better approach would be to assume, without deciding, the validity of an individual's
sincerely held beliefs for purposes of constitutional or statutory protection. He explained:
Under this approach if an individual makes a claim that a
government law substantially burdens his or her sincere religious beliefs I
4 000067
             
              
             
       
              
             
             
             
             
             
              
            
              
                
              
              
  
               
                 
              
             
            
           
           
 
would assume the validity of the religion without analyzing the tenets or
practices of the religion to see if they fit some preconceived vision ofwhat
a religion is. This approach may seem radical; however, it is the only way
we can assure an individual the absolute freedom to worship what he or
she chooses in the way in which he or she chooses. It is important to note
that such a practice would not send us down a "slippery slope" or create a
mass shield which any criminal could use to thwart prosecution for crimes
done in the name of religion. It has never been the law in this country that
religious beliefs prevent the government from regulating criminal or other
harmful actions of individuals.
While this might be a better approach, it would nonetheless provide no different
outcome in this Court's analysis. The use and possession of marijuana is an appropriate
area for the state to proscribe conduct. See Olson v. DEA, 878 f. 2d 1458 (D.C. Cir.
1989). Based on the above, Cordingley's motion to dismiss is hereby denied. This
matter will be rescheduled on the court's calendar for a pre-trial conference and a jury
trial.
Dated This 15th day of January, 2009.
--;;~~
THOMAS P. WATKINS
Magistrate Judge
5 000068
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IN THE DISTRlt ._uURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIALDISm~~~~_ ---
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA -~
MAGISTRATE DIVISION FEB Ui L!JU!:I
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff.
Levon Fred Cordingley
322 W. Broadway
Meridian, 10 83642
J. DAVID NAV~ ;;:<00 CI
' •. d,. erk
By ERIN PENA .
DEPUTY
Case No: CR-MD-2008-0002713
NOTICE OF HEARING
M0802713
Defendant.
vs.
)
)
)
)
:)
)
)
)
)
-------------------)
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:
Pretrial Conference Tuesday, March 31,2009 02:15 PM
Judge: Thomas Watkins
Jury Trial
JUdge:
Thursday, April 23, 2009
Thomas Watkins
08:30AM
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the
Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date
Thursday, January 29,2009.
Defendant: Delivered _ Signature -:-- _
Phone ~(_.L..- _
Private Counsel: Mailed___ Hand Delivered,__ Clerk _ Date _
Kevin M Rogers
200 W Front St Rm 1107
Boise 10 83702
Prosecutor: 0 Adai,Boise 0 G.C. 0 Meridian Inlerdeparlmenlal Ma~k Cle~e~
Public Defender: Inlerdeparlmenlal Mail ¥: Cle~ale~
Other: Mailed Hand Delivered _
Clerk Date _
Dated: 1/29/2009 J. DAVID
Clerk ofth
By: --....",..,..."4-...>.",,,.~:~
NOTICE OF HEARING
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ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES
levon Fred Cordingley CR-MD-2008-0002713
Scheduled Event: Pretrial Conference Tues ay. Mar 31. 2009
DOB:
02:15 PM
Judge: Thomas Watkins Cle . Interpreter: __-...-=::-__~_~
Prosecuting Agency: _ AC~BC _ GC _ MC Pros: L-~
"h:JAttomey~_
• 137-2732(C)(3) Controlled SUbstance-possessioM
·137-2734(A) MDrug Paraphemalia Possession of M
____ Case Called Defendant: ~esent Not Present __ In Custody
~ Advised of Rights Waived Rights __ PO Appointed __ Waived Attorney
__ Guilty Plea / PV Admit __ N/G Plea __ Advise SUbsequent Penalty
__ Bond $_______ ROR __ Pay/Stay
-fJ In Chambers .k PT Memo __ Written Guilty Plea __ Payment Agreement___ No Contact Order
Finish Release Defendant
CR-MD-2008-0002713
000070
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
AnORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
NO. ~;:;-- _
FILEDAM 1p.M. _
MAR 3 12009
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By ERIN BULCHER
DEPUTV
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
LEVON CORDINGLEY,
Defendant.
Plaintiff,
vs.
)
) Criminal No. M08002713
)
)
)
) CONDITIONAL PLEA
)
)
)
------------)
COMES NOW the Defendant, Levon Cordingley, by and through his
attorney of record, Kevin M. Rogers, Ada County Public Defender's Office,
and pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule l1(a)(2), hereby enters a Conditional
Plea of Guilty to Count 1: Possession of Marijuana, a violation of Idaho Code
§ 37-2732, and Count 2: Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, a violation of
Idaho Code § 37-2734 (A).
Conditional Plea of Guilty - 1
000071
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I understand my plea is conditioned upon the filing of an appeal on the
issues already raised in the instant case on file.
I understand that, if the State of Idaho gives it's consent and this
Court approves my plea of guilty, a JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION will enter
and sentence will be imposed; but that I may appeal on the issues raised and
in the manner provided by the rules of court. I understand that if I am
successful in my appeal on the issue specified above, that I may withdraw
my plea of gUilty.
I have read and understand the above. I have discussed the case and
my constitutional rights with my lawyer. I understand that by pleading guilty,
if my plea is not later withdrawn, I will be giving up my right to a trial by
jury, to confront, cross-examine, and compel the attendance of witnesses,
and my privilege against self-incrimination. I agree to enter my plea as
indicated above on the terms and conditions set forth herein.
e./-L1/Oc;
Levon Fred Cordingle
Defendant
Conditional Plea of Guilty - 2
000072
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Kevin M. ogers
Attorney at Law
Ada County Public Defender's Office
Date
DEFENSE COUNSEL REVIEW
I have reviewed this conditional plea with my client, and!I've disc ssed
with my cl'ent its onsequences.
;h tJ
STATE OF IDAHO I S CONSENT
Jim Wickham, Esq., representing the State of Idaho, Boise City Attorney's
Office, have read the foregoing and hereby give consent to permit the
Defendant to enter the foregoing Conditional Plea of Guilty.
Date Jim Wickham
Attorney at Law
Boise City Attorney's Office
Conditional Plea of Guilty - 3
000073
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Case No: CR-MD-2008-0002113
NOTICE OF HEARING
M0802113
NO.----;;:;~"'"77_:=~-
i\.i\iI f'-tILgt. Z2lD
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA AP~ n1200g
MAGISTRATE DIVISION J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clark
By GANIEILJ...1l KOR$I!N
tiEPUf¥STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff.
vs.
)
)
)
)
Levon Fred Cordingley nJ )
3ft·..'V.SreaElw8y \OOO~~/~ ~ )
MeridiaA, 10 83&tZ~Y2t, o(lJJ ~1O~O )
)
Defendant. )
-------------------)
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:
Special Sentencing Tuesday, May 12, 2009
Judge: Thomas Watkins
11:15AM
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the
Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date
Tuesday, March 31,2009. . 1/- 0
Defendant: Mailed~ Hand Delivered ~,:~re~~ A•~ ..tJ
Clerk 1 date
Private Counsel: Mailed.__ Hand Delivered.__ Clerk Date _
Mailed Hand Delivered__
Clerk Date _
Kevin M Rogers
200 W Front St Rm 1101
Boise 10 83102
Prosecutor: 0 Ada"f.....Boise 0 G.C. 0 Meridian Inlerdepllflmental Mail :t- Clerk~ate -#--=J
Public Defender: Interdepartmental Mail _~ Clerk ~_ Date..Y..=L
other: --t:~4I=-=-_ct-~~/-=V-...;q~{_~L_
Dated: 3/31/2009 J. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of the Court
NOTICE OF HEARING
By:
I
I
I
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05/08/2008 12:44 FAX Boise City Atty III 002/002
IN THE DIStRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
:3OL\
SS
~\1-
\\'.6
ADA COUNTY PUBUC DEFENDER
Attorney for Defendant
200 West Front St., Ste 1107
Boise, !D. 83702
Telephone: (20'8) 381-14CJO
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff;
vs.
LEVON FImD CORDINGLEY,
Defendant.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
:~=-- ~:.t:a221:....>
MAY 11 2009
J. DAVID NAVARRO CI
By ERIN BULCHER erk
DEPUTY
Criminal No. M08002713
STIPULATION TO STAY
SENtENCE PENDING APPEAL
COMES NOW, The above named Defendant, LEVON FRED CORDINGLEY, by and
through his Attorney of record, the Ada County Public Defender'8 Office, KEVIN M.
ROGERS, handling attorney, and the State of Idaho, City of Boise, by and through itls Attorney
ofretord, LAUlUE FORTIER, and hereby STIPULATE TO STAY execution oflientence while
Mr. Cordingley goes through the appeal process.
WHEREFORE, the parties hereto respectfully move this Honorable Court for an Order
Sta.ying execution oithe sentence, pending Mr. Cordingly's appeal.
DATED TIll 11-~y ~009.
LAURIE FORTIER
Assistant Boise City Attorney
STIPULATION TO STAY SENTENCE and ORDER - Pg. 1
000075
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ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES
levon Fred Cordingley CR-MD-2008-0002713 DOB:
Sd1.d".d Event: Special Sentencin_g Tue~,a:Mr 12. 2009 11:15 AM
Judge: Thomas Watkins Clerk:~;;D Interpreter: ,
Prosecuting Agency: _ AC i...BC _ GC _ MC Pros: ~~'("~~y _
PDiAltomey: K.~c>
-137-2732(C)(3) ControliedSubstance-possession Of M
- 137-2734(A) M Drug Paraphernalia Possession of M
~ Case Called Defendant:~ Present @L Not Present __ In Custody
___ Waived Rights __ PO Appointed__ Advised of Rights
__ Guilty Plea I PV Admit
__ Bond $ _
N/G Plea
ROR
__ Waived Attorney
__ Advise Subsequent Penalty
__ Pay I Stay __ Payment Agreement
In Chambers PT Memo \NrittenGuilty Rea ___ No Contact Order
Finish Release Defendant
CR-MD-2008-00027'13
000076
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, ¥IIN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL·' i :£ OFI'fHE~~._~_. __ ._
STATE OFiDAHO. iN AND FOR THE COUNTY 0 D~ .., ..
MAGISTRATE DIVISION PlAY i,) ,
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff.
Levon Fred Cordingley
322 W. Broadway
Meridian, ID 83642
J. DAVID NAJ':.····
By ERr" .~'.
DE,'·
Case No: CR-MD-2008-0002713
NOTICE OF HEARING
M0802713
Defendant.
vs.
)
)
)
)
(db EO +-1eif-VI Rd l
C;y~~\ o~ 17(f60))
)
------------------)
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:
Special Sentencing Friday, July '10,2009 02:00 PM
Judge: Thomas Watkins
I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the
Court and on file in this office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on this date
Tuesday, May '12, 2009.
Signature _
Phone ....( _.t-) _
Private Counsel: Mailed__ Hand Delivered,__ Clerk Date _
Kevin M Rogers
200 W Front St Rm '1107
Boise ID 83702
Prosecutor: 0 AdaABoiSe 0 G.C. 0 Meridian Interdepartmental MaD .L Cler1c Dat~ l~
Public Defender: Interdepartmental Mail L
other: . ,
Clerk Date G\\et
Mailed Hand Delivered__
Clerk Date _
Dated: 5/1212009
NOTICE OF HEARING
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ADA COUNTY MAGISTRATE MINUTES
levon Fred Cordingley CR-M0-2008-0002713 DOB:
Scheduled Event: Special Sentencing Friday, July '10,2009 02:00 PM
Judge: Thomas Watkins Clerk:~___ interpreter: ,
Prosecuting Agency: _ AC~ BC _ GC _ MC Pros:~-&OJL)5 _(9AJiomey '.f\. ~mbc\.l\
• 1 131-2132(C)(3) Controlled Substance-possession Of M
• 2137-2734(A) M Drug Paraph@malia Poss@ssion of M
\ 4llo~~case Called Defendant: ~resent Not Present __ in CustOdY
>0 Advised of Rights 'Waived Rights __ PD Appointed ",Valved Attorney
__ Guilty Plea I PV Admit NIG Plea __ Advise Subsequent Penalty
__ Bond $________ ROR __ Pay j Stay -k. Payment Agreement
In Chambers __ PT Memo __ V'vritten Guilty Plea ___ No Contact Order
_~·1tseo±m(1l if.~Q dnu1f1 )-
-----=--fflL-.:...-----'O---L....l.oo"--=-t-(2ll± ihTIm 2) .
Finish Release Defendant
CR-lv1D-2008-0002713
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   k:~ i  __________  
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( IDAHO UNIFO~M.CITATIONcouRrqocKEI (
DATE I, , l I
, ,__ :] Fixed fine paid by mail " •
____ U Defendant appeared· First appearance
___ '] Entered plea of admission or guilty
___0 Infraction: Plea of admission
___0 Misdemeanor: I plead gl.lilt~ tp t,h~\.off,~n!3~i. i, 'j ': ' '
___0 Paid fixed pena~y or fin~ (Defendant's signature)
_--,_ ri Sentenced by court
___0 Advised of rights, entered plea of16fljal?r npt guilty ,
o Trial set for ,'''0Jdry" C'] Jury Waived :::J J6ry'NIA
___[] Bail set in amount $ (misdemeanor 0llly)
'__-- .O~! Continued until__-'-,_...c... ---- --'- _
Warrant issued;... Reason " " ,
___[J Default - failed to appear-o~n.:-.in7~~c-t-jo-n----'------~-- .......- .......-
Other action: ---:-.-T:i:-_,,_-'--:__-----:---'---,--:__------
-:', IN THE'b;~~dr bOUAT OJ(~AE v,'s' ,'4'ttl
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF _---'==--_
THE STATE OFIDAHO, Plaintiff,~ )
)
i
. ).
_.:...-'.__-'--__---=~~:D::::efendcfrlt.''JI.
The defendant havingbe~n fully advised of his'&Institutional and statutory rights, including his
right ~be represEijlte'4l~_:f~~nsel, a~t defendant h'1\'ing,:,'S '
-'l ~J3~n adyis;.d of right to cou ointe~u{1~eUf i!,di9~nt
:~~Te~~Qntedby counsel :"..'...;';...;,\.;:,:r=-~_',;._"..._'_:;:,__\,'_,'_'_--------'---
o Waived coun el (Name)
&~ea f admi~s ~' \:.. 't.. ' .
;, ~er\~red a of denia .~ De~ 1;.......'"
o Found toJlavElcommitted tht;l offt;lnse
o Found not to have committed the offense
, 0 FailecHa, on an infractiori".....;'defauIC'entered'
N0WTHEREFORE, tis hereby entered:," ,. ;~"_ "-
_'_'~-: ""!'\~.\~':i. ""I. ~~'\'\ '?~'\"'~S\~
flvlng privileges are suspende~r__'_-_'_---,--,--_,(~,,"~,¥,S),,,,,<,~.~~\n\t~~)
fit '\ \,.1* t· '\, '-.:J\; \ ," '~< - '_ -
-8 Withheldju ent(misdemeanor only) <.' .
for the charge of the offense of in violation of section '-:-- and;
THEDEFEND~,NTIS HEREBY ORDERED, to ~IO~ing.fiXed pe:,wgr fine:
Penalty or fine $ " ;lOO «' Costs $ ;£' ~ , .Jail <_~' " .-,..__-...,.__
Suspended . . . ~robation period . '. !.l.A. < "<
Conditions and supplemental ordefS" .<~ -) .
< • (C~ ..
STATE OF IDAHO .\)
COUNT¥ OF ,:-. ~\.ADA;', <) "
Tile 'undersignedGlerii¢ the above !!rlti!lr~ court hereby certifies that the foregoing is atrue and
<correct -toP}' of-the orjgjna~ judgment of the'court record on file in this office. <
, 'i:'~,.,: ;'j,.._~_>:_,"'_~",_ "__':f_~ }
,.,<Dat~ '.,ll~A_,;;...,':__-,-__ Clerk or DeP~: -::-=-=----=--=-:--=---==-=-:--_
~ - ~,,- - - .,' 1 ;' "\
·1
"
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• '~ (BACK OF VIOLATION #1) 
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorney for Defendant
200 West Front St.
Boise, ID. 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 P. E eEl V E 0
NO.---__-~-.L::\-=--
A.M., F_'L~i~ - =
~
DEPUTY
MAY f f 2009
IN THE DISTRICJACCOURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
AD. OUNTY CLERK
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff,
vs.
LEVON FRED CORDINGLEY,
Defendant.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
Criminal No. M08002713
ORDER STAYING SENTENCE
PENDING APPEAL
shall hereby be stayed pending appeal.
THIS MATTER came before the Court pursuant to a STIPULATION TO STAY
execution of sentence pending the appeal of the Defendant, and the Court, having examined the
Stipulation and finding good cause thereby,
HEREBY ORDERS That the Defendant shall appear for sentencing on May 12, 2009
before the Honorable Thomas Watkins at 11:15 o'clock a.m. Provided that execution of sentence
Jut-I
DONE AND DATED This /0 day of -Aprit2009.
-/~~
HONORABLE TOM WATKINS
Magistrate Judge
STIPULATION TO ST,.....Y SENTENCE and ORDER - Pg. 2
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ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys for Defendant ;ii0 f'lL£O
200 West Front St., Ste 1107RECEIVEDINTRANSCRIPTS ~PM.
Boise, ID 83702 <04 ;;)..Ci -ot{ -e AUG 24
Telephone: (208) 287-7400 J 2009
Facsimile: (208) 287-7419 . DAVIDNAVAFiA
By EHIi\J BUL~ 0, Clerk
DEPUTY vHfR
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
LEVON FRED CORDINGLY.
NOTICE OF APPEAL
CASE NO. CR-MD-2008-0002713
DEFENDANT-APPELLANT.
PLAINTIFF-RESPONDENT,
vs.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
-----------------)
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, THE STATE OF IDAHO, BY AND THROUqH
THE BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-
ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1. The above-named Defendant-Appellant,LEVON FRED CORDINGLY,
appeals against the State of Idaho to the District Court of
the Fourth Judicial District, from the CONDITIONAL GUILTY
PLEA in Case No.CR-MD-2008-00002713, entered on the 10th day
of July, 2009, and sentenced on the 10 th day of July, 2009,
in the Magistrate Division of the Fourth Judicial District,
State of Idaho, the Honorable Judge Tom Watkins presiding.
2. That the party has right to appeal to the District Court,
and the judgment described in paragraph one above is
appealable under and pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 54.1.
3. The following additional transcript (s) are requested:
Transcripts from DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS, heard on
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
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the 14th day of October, 2008 and also on the 5th day of
December 2008.
4, Record. The following DOCUMENTS are requested in the
record:
a. Defendant's Motion for Dismissal (Free Exercise of
Religion), filed on August 28, 2008
b. The Memorandum Decision Denying Defendant's Motion To
Dismiss.
5, I certi fy:
a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on
the reporter.
b) That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated
transcript fee because he/she is an indigent person and is
unable to pay said fee.
6, That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee
for preparation of the record because he/she is an indigent
person and is unable to pay said fee.
7, That the Appellant is exempt from paying the appellate
filing fee because he/she is indigent and is unable to pay
said fee.
8, That service has been made upon all parties required to be
served, pursuant to I.A.R. 20.
9, That the appeal is taken upon all matters of law and fact.
10, That the Defendant-Appellant anticipates raising issues
including but not limited to:
a) Whether the Magistrate erred in finding that Levon
Cordingley's beliefs were not religious, when applying the
factors of u.s. v. Meyers, 95 F.3d 1475 (10 th eire 1996).
b) Whether Idaho Code §§ 37-2732 and 37-2734(A) violates
or substantially burdens Mr. Cordingley's right to
religious freedom guaranteed by the First Amendment to the
united States Constitution; Article I, §4 of the Idaho
Constitution; and Idaho Code §73-401 et seq., the Idaho
Free Exercise of Religion Act.
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
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DATED, this 21st day of August, 2009.
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on this 24 th day of August 2009, I mailed a
true and correct copy of the foregoing to the:
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
by depositing the same in the
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2
----"-"~--~._--"--
JENNIFER VANDERHOOF
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NO'-T~=~FIL';:l!:EO;----­
A.M~::;...;....!::~_P.M.__--
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
Case No. CRMD080002713
vs.
ORDER GOVERNING
PROCEDURE ON APPEAL
LEVON FRED CORDINGLY,
Defendant!Appellant.
Notice of Appeal having been filed herein, and it appearing that a transcript of all
the testimony of the original trial or hearing is required by Appellant to resolve the issues
on appeal:
It is ORDERED:
1) That Appellant shall order and pay for the estimated cost of the transcript
within 14 days after the filing of the notice of appeal.
2) That Appellant's brief shall be filed and served within 35 days of the date of the
notice of the filing of the transcript.
3) That Respondent's brief shall be filed and served within 28 days after service
of appellant's brief.
4) That Appellant's reply brief, if any, shall be filed and served within 21 days after
service of respondent's brief.
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEDURE ON APPEAL - Page 1 000084
NO. 
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5) That either party may notice the matter for oral argument in writing after all
briefs are filed, and that if within fourteen (14) days after the final brief is filed, neither
party does so notice for oral argument, the Court may deem oral argument waived and
decide the case on the briefs and the record.
Dated this 31 st day of August, 2009.
~1A.(j f:}ttUL<--
KATHRY STICKLEN
District Judge
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEDURE ON APPEAL - Page 2 000085
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,CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this 31 st day of August, 2009 I mailed (served) a true
and correct copy of the within instrument to:
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
VIA: INTERDEPARMENTAL MAIL
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
VIA: INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
By:__=-- -+-='--'---t-7'"'__
Deputy Court Clerk
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEDURE ON APPEAL - Page 3 000086
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
LEVON F. CORDINGLY,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
Defendant!Appellant,
vs.
)
)
)
)
) Case No. CRMD-2008- 0002713
)
) NOTICE OF PREPARATION
) OF APPEAL TRANSCRIPT
)
--------------,)
A Notice of Appeal was filed in the above-entitled matter on August 24, 2009 and a copy of said
Notice was received by the Transcription Department on August 28, 2009. I certify the
estimated cost of preparation of the appeal transcript to be:
Type of Hearing: Appeal
Date of Hearing: October 14, 2008 Judge: Thomas Watkins
Date of Hearing: December 5,2008 Judge: Thomas Watkins
91 Pages x $3.25 = $292.50
Pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 83(k)(l), the appellant must, unless otherwise
ordered by a District Judge, pay the estimated fee for the preparation of the transcript within
fourteen (14) days after the filing of the Notice of Appeal, and the appellant shall pay the balance
of the fee, if any, for the transcript upon completion.
In this case, the Ada County Public Defender has agreed to pay for the cost of the transcript
fee upon completion of the transcript.
The Transcription Department will prepare the transcript and file it with the Clerk of the District
Court within thirty-five (35) days from the date of this notice. The transcriber may make
NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF APPEAL TRANSCRIPT - Page 1
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application to the District Judge for an extension of time in which to prepare the transcript.
Dated this 31st day of August, 2009.
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that on this 31st day of August, 2009, a true and correct copy of the Notice of
Preparation of Appeal Transcript was forwarded to Appellant or Appellant's attorney of record,
by first class mail, at:
Ada County Public Defender
200 West Front Street Ste 1107
Boise, ill 83702
KEVIN ROGERS
RAE ANN NIXON
Ada County Transcript Coordinator
NOTICE OF PREPARATION OF APPEAL TRANSCRIPT - Page 2
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NO·------"iF;;;"ILi:'rEO,......"Si"""://""--
A.M_---P.M.~---
JBY'.1t~~~~~~--
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRIC
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
vs.
LEVON CORDINGLY,
Defendant/Appellant.
To: Laurie Fortier,
To: Kevin Rodger,
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
Case No. CRMD-2008-0002713
NOTICE OF LODGING OF
APPEAL TRANSCRIPT
Attorney for State ofIdaho.
Attorney for Levon Cordingly.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE THAT a transcript of the proceeding in this action was
lodged with the Court on November 10, 2009.
YOU ARE NOTIFIED that you may pick up a copy of said transcript at the
District Clerk's Office, Ada County Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise, ID 83702.
Unless objections to the content of the transcript are received within twenty-one
(21) days from the date of mailing of this notice, such transcript shall be deemed settled.
Date this 10th day of November, 2009.
RA: ANNNIXO
Deputy Clerk of the District Court
NOTICE OF LODGING - 1 -
000089
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I hereby certify that on this 9th day ofNovember, 2009, a true and correct copy of the
Notice ofLodging was sent via US Mail to:
ADA CO. PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
200 W. FRONT ST.
BOISE, ill 83702
LAURIE FORTIER
ADA CO. PUBLIC DEFENDER
200 W. FRONT ST. STE. 1107
BOISE ill 83702
KEVIN RODGERS
Deputy Clerk of the District Court
NOTICE OF LODGING - 2 -
000090
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL n;1:1JC!~F':IL;~~ ...----
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA D..
J.DA lu
By.~_..:::::...!......:::..ll:~P=!:::~+-
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
Case No. CRMD080002713
vs.
LEVON CORDINGLY,
Defendant!Appellant.
NOTICE OF FILING
TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 83(p), the transcript of the proceedings dated October 14,2008 and December
5,2008 are now filed.
Dated this 1st day of December, 2009.
J. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of the District Court
By: ----'.,,,L.JL-~"b""=-I------!.:~f__­
Deputy Clerk
JIJJ)NOTICE OF FILING TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL - PAGE 1 000091
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this 1st day of December, 2009, I mailed (served) a true and correct copy of
the within instrument to:
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
VIA: INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
BOISE CITY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
VIA: INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
TRANSCRWTSDEPARTMENT
INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
J. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of the District Court
By: -hi!L-.1u;l1;;tt::i~q-?
Deputy Clerk
NOTICE OF FILING TRANSCRIPT ON APPEAL - PAGE 2 000092
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--__P.M.~
DEC 15 2009
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By ERIN BULCHER
DepuTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR-MD-2008-2713
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.
LEVON CORDINGLY,
Defendant-Appellant.
APPELLANT'S BRIEF
Appeal from the Magistrate's Division ofthe District Court of the
Fourth Judicial District Ofthe State ofIdaho, in and for the County of Ada
HONORABLE THOMAS WATKINS
Presiding Magistrate
Alan E. Trimming
Ada County Public Defender
Kevin M. Rogers
Deputy Public Defender
Ada County Public Defender's Office
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 287-7450
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant
Cari B. Colaianni
Boise City Attorney
Lauri Fortier
Assistant City Attorney
Boise City Attorney's Office
PO Box 500
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 384-3870
Attorney for Plaintiff-Respondent
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I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A) Nature of the Case
Mr. Cordingly appeals the denial of his Motion To Dismiss, which asserted a violation of
his right to religious freedom as guaranteed by the First Amendment to the United States
Constitution, Article I, Section 4 of the Idaho Constitution, and Idaho Code (I.e.) § 73-402
(Idaho Free Exercise of Religion Protected Act).
B) Statement of the Facts and Course of Proceedings
On February 23, 2008, Boise City Police Officer Stace, was on foot patrol near the
Cactus Bar, located at 6th St. and Main St. As Mr. Cordingly exited the Cactus Bar he noticed the
officers and attempted to get officers' attention, yelled words to the effect, "hey, Boise's finest,"
and gestured for Stace to stop walking and to come to where Cordingly was standing. Stace
waited for Cordingly to approach his position. When Cordingly met Stace, the men talked
briefly. Stace indicated that he needed to be on his way. However, Cordingly insisted on talking
to them. As Cordingly spoke, Stace could smell a very strong odor of Marijuana. Just then,
Boise Officer Urian walked up on the two men as they spoke. Officer Urian acted as though he
knew Mr. Cordingly and Urian and Cordingly spoke briefly concerning a previous meeting the
two had had the previous year. As the men spoke, Urian said to Stace, "you can see the
marijuana on him, can't you?" Stace then answered, "yes I can." (Tr., p.21, Ls.6-9.) Urian then
asked Cordingly if he had any marijuana on his person, to which Cordingly replied "yes." In
plain view could be seen, a glass-smoking pipe located in the large warming pocket in the front
of the pullover, "hoodie," sweatshirt that Cordingly was wearing. Whereupon, Mr. Cordingly
was subsequently arrested and transported to the Ada County Jail on charges of possession of
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Marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia, violations of Idaho Code §§ 37-2732 and 37-
2734(A).
Mr. Cordingly plead not guilty on March 14, 2008, and Pre-Trial Conference was
scheduled for June 10, 2008 and Jury Trial scheduled for July 3, 2008, which were later
continued. On August 28,2008, Mr. Cordingly filed a "Motion for Dismissal (Free Exercise of
Religion)." A hearing on the motion was scheduled for October 14,2008. On October 29,2009,
the Court entered a Memorandum and Order Denying the Motion to Dismiss. On October 30,
2008, the parties met for another Pre-Trial Conference where the parties entered into an
agreement. The State permitted the Defendant to give additional oral testimony to support his
written motion and in exchange, Mr. Cordingly would accept as fact, the allegations made by
Officers Stace and Urian and the court would then render a "final" decision on the Motion To
Dismiss.
On December 5, 2008, the court heard additional testimony from Mr. Cordingly. The
City Attorney cross-examined Mr. Cordingly as well as the court inquired of Mr. Cordingly.
After all evidence in support of the Motion to Dismiss had been taken, the court entered its Order
Denying Motion To Dismiss on January 29, 2009.
Mr. Cordingly entered a Conditional Plea to possession of Marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia, violations ofIdaho Code §§ 37-2732 and 37-2734(A) on July 10,2009. An
Order to Stay Sentence Pending Appeal was subsequently entered and on August 24, 2009, Mr.
Cordingly filed his appeal.
C) Evidence Submitted in Support of Motion To Dismiss
Mr. Cordingly is an ordained minister and Founder and President of the Church of
Cognitive Therapy, based in Portland, Oregon. He is a follower of the Rastafarian Christian
APPELLANT'S BRIEF 2
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Church. (Tr., p.8, Ls.14-21 - p.23, Ls. 13-17). He appeals his conviction of the charges based
upon his religious beliefs. Mr. Cordingly alleged that his conviction under I.C. §§ 37-2732 and
37-2734(A) has substantially burdened his right to religious freedom guaranteed him under Idaho
Code § 73-402, titled (FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION PROTECTED), THE RELIGIOUS
FREEDOMS RESTORATION ACT (RFRA) as well as the federal counterpart, 42 U.S.c. §§
2000bb, the First Amendment ofthe United States Constitution, and Article 1, §§ 4 and 13 of the
Idaho Constitution, and the 1st and 14th Amendments to the United States Constitution.
During the taking of oral testimony on December 5, 2008, Mr. Cordingly testified that
what the Officers referred to as marijuana, is known spiritually as cannabis. Cannabis as a
"sacrament" has been used in religious services for over 10,000 years. He and all members of
his Church of Cognitive Therapy (COCT) carry it on their persons in containers clearly marked
"sacrament" with the words, "[t]he sacrament for the Church of Cognitive Therapy, using the full
exercise of religious belief. Not for sale... ," and that when it is used in conjunction with
prayer, it aids and comforts those people in need. (Tr., p. 38, Ls. 22-25 - p. 39). The central
figure in the COCT is Jesus Christ. The church utilizes the Bible as well as other texts. The
sacrament may be administered to any person in need, irrespective of whether the needy are
inside a building of worship or on the sidewalk. (Tr., p. 21-24). Normally and preferably, the
sacrament would only be administered in private by an ordained minister, out of respect for law.
Nonetheless, it may be administered anywhere at any time, under the direction of the local
minister. (Tr., pp. 27-28). A minister who notices a person in "need," typically a homeless
person who appear angry or confused or when decisions of life are weighing heavily on the
individual's mind, may be approached by the minister who then tries to aid and comfort them
through the use of the sacrament of cannabis. If the individual is seen privately, typically the
APPELLANT'S BRIEF 3
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minister will talk to them. After talking to them, the Minister will hand the sacrament to him and
instruct how to use it privately. If the needy person is seen in a public setting, the minister will
typically accompany the person to a place of privacy, after which the minister removes some of
the sacrament out of the marked, sacrament containers and after putting the sacrament in a
chalice, raises it above their heads and proclaims the sacrament "as a burnt offering and offers a
prayer on behalf of the needy person, thanking God for the sacrament and the comfort afforded
them and asks for blessings on behalf of the afflicted person. (Tr., p. 46, Ls. 4-11- p. 49, Ls. 5-
8).
Any person wishing to become an ordained minister of COCT usually accesses the
COCT website and pays the listed fee and requests a membership card. (Tr., p. 40, Ls. 16-19).
Interested persons gain membership in COCT typically by the personal recommendation of
another member to the Board of Directors. In order to screen out those persons who would
attempt to use COCT as a means of unsanctioned or recreational use of cannabis, the Board
requires those wishing to join the church to send their "testimony" so that the Board may
determine the alleged interested person's sincerity in the belief that the prayerful, sacramental,
entheogenic use of cannabis is effective to themselves and their creator. (Tr., p. 39, Ls. 13-23).
COCT condemns the non-religious or recreational use of cannabis (Tr. p. 49, Ls. 12-25) and any
person attempting to use cannabis who does not have a membership card and does not have the
sacrament contained in and labeled with official "sacrament stickers" is sanctioned by the Board.
(Tr., p. 38 - p. 39, Ls. 1-12).
Mr. Cordingly explained that his church is an organized, spiritual community comprised
of anywhere between five to twenty believers (Tr., p. 41, Ls. 19-25) of different religious
systems, including but not limited to Buddhists, Rastafarian Christians and others that utilize
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cannabis as a component of their beliefs to reach spiritual enlightenment. (Tr., p. 30, Ls. 20-25 -
p. 31, Ls. 1-2, p. 58, Ls. 1-14). The exclusive purpose of the Church is to use cannabis as a
sacrament to achieve spiritual enlightenment. (Tr., p. 59, L. 25 - p. 60). There would be no
COCT without the use of cannabis. (Tr., p. 51, Ls. 4-25 - p. 52, p. 53, Ls. 1-9). The
entheogenic use of cannabis is required for every member, because the only purpose for the
COCT is to utilize sacramental cannabis to reach spiritual enlightenment, spiritually connect
with their universe, their creator, and become better people. (Tr., p. 60). Should a member
choose not to use cannabis, his membership would be in question. (Tr. p. 50, Ls. 11-25 - p. 51,
Ls. 1-6, p. 56). Meetings of COCT are held every other Sunday, for four hours. These spiritual
meetings begin and end with prayer. Potluck dinner is provided; sacrament is administered,
music is employed and discussion of members' interests in religion, spirituality, life and death
and references to cannabis biblically are discussed. (Tr., p. 30, Ls 18-25 - pp.31-32). COCT is
nondenominational, (Tr. p. 36, Ls 9-12) celebrates most major holidays including Christmas,
Easter, as well as non-Christian important dates in the Hindu faith and other important dates,
such as the date that the founder of Rastafarian Christianity, Haile Selassie I, came to Jamaica.
COCT believes in an ultimate creator, although use of the term "God" is used in a generalized,
"God-is-the-universe" way, so as not to offend non-believers. (Tr. p. 37, Ls. 1-25). The
entheogenic use of Cannabis is required by members of COCT. The term entheogenic means as
used to expand the individual's spirituality on their quest for enlightenment. Cannabis is the
elixir or spiritual enhancer. Mr. Cordingly testified that based on his studies, "different cultures
have used ... entheogenic sacraments to spiritually enhance them for times of prayer, for times
of sickness, for times of comfort." (Tr., p. 33, Ls. 21-25 - p. 34). Mr. Cordingly explained his
spiritual journey through his own addictions early in life, and how a spiritual experience stopped
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his abuse. (Tr. 50, Ls. 7-10). For the next part of his life until the present, Mr. Cordingly has
used cannabis only spiritually, to aid the homeless whom he gained a great affinity for during his
tribulations, to overcome their post-traumatic stress disorders, depression and spiritual deficits.
(Tr. pp. 60-62).
In the realms of addiction, because we work with addicted people, it's [cannabis]
about helping change core beliefs because a lot of people, when they're negative,
it's their core belief. It's their education. It's their environment that they come
from. A lot of people, frankly, just don't know any better because they were
taught morality or ethics or any kind of stuff. And so the hopes of all of this is
that a person becomes spiritually connected to them and the creator and, hence, a
better person, you now, caring about people around them instead of not caring.
There was a point in my life where I didn't care about anybody, let alone - let
alone myself. It led me - I spent a few months homeless. I gained a great affinity
for the homeless. In spending time in the military, I also realized a lot of the
homeless people are Veterans with post-traumatic stress disorder, you now.
Through prayer and the use of cannabis, it helps them out. it helps a lot of people
out with many different things. But the main factor is helping people to get in
touch with their spiritual self to understand we are all children, you know, of the
universe in a spiritual way. So it connects us not just on a level here but on a
level- so far as, you know, Buddha, Rasta, Hindu, Christian - we all rise above
the religious level, which is the secular level, and intermingle as spiritual brothers
and sisters.... So that's what the Church of Cognitive Therapy is about. It's
about teaching people that they are spiritual beings. And it's a companion to
religion, whatever religion you are. (Tr., p. 61, p. 62, Ls. 1-4, 12-15).
When asked by the City Prosecutor if alcohol also aids in or enhances spiritual
enlightenment, inasmuch as Mr. Cordingly admitted coming out of a bar prior to his encounter
with law enforcement officers, Cordingly explained that his purpose inside the bar was merely
social, although many of the needy, homeless people he helps typically frequent bars, with
predictable, negative consequences, rather than engaging in the search for spiritual health, which
the sacramental, entheogenic use of cannabis aids in and in fact is an essential component of
enlightenment. (Tr. pp. 54-55).
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II. ISSUE
Did the district court err when it denied Mr. White's motion to dismiss based
upon the denial of his right to religious freedom as guaranteed by the First
Amendment to the United States Constitution, Article I, Section 4 of the Idaho
Constitution, and Idaho Code § 73-402?
A) Applicable Law
The right to religious freedom is guaranteed by the First Amendment to the United States
Constitution, and by Article I, Section 4 of the Idaho Constitution. Prior to 1990, the United
States Supreme Court interpreted the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment to protect
religious practices which have been substantially burdened by governmental regulation unless
the the government could show a compelling state interest. However, despite this Amendment's
broad grant of religious liberty made applicable to the States by virtue of the adoption of the
Fourteenth Amendment, the Supreme Court has all but shut the door to using the compelling
state's interest test to protect an individual's illegal, religious interests, with the limited exception
of requests for unemployment compensation, lowering the burden of proof to "reasonable"
standard to individual requests to exempt from state laws certain religiously motivated conduct
as long as the law forbidding such conduct is both neutral and of generally applicability. To
give protection and require the State to show a compelling state interest test in those situations
would be difficult to sustain and because of such, the Court warned that "[permitting] this would
be to make the professed doctrines of religious belief superior to the law of the land, and in effect
to permit every citizen to become a law unto himself." Employment Division, Department of
Human Resources of Oregon v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 886-888 (1990). Accordingly, Mr.
Cordingly does not bring his appeal based on the First Amendment's Free Exercise Clause.
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As a result of Smith, Congress enacted the Religious Restoration Act of 1993 (hereinafter
RFRA), Pub. 1. No. 103-141, 107 Stat. 1488 (1993) and codified as 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000bb-
2000bb-4, which was enacted to restore to the States the high burden previously required of any
governmental regulation, even if the burden results from a rule of general applicability which
substantially burdened an individual's free exercise of religion to use the least restrictive means
of furthering or protecting a compelling state interest.
However, just four years later the U.S. Supreme Court struck down the RFRA as it
applied to the States, reasoning that such legislation exceeded the authority of Congress to
enforce such legislation. City ofBoerne v. Flores, 521 U.S. 507 (1997). This in tum lead many
states, including Idaho to enact their own legislation in order to bolster their state's protection of
religious liberty. Combs v. Homer-Center Sch. Dist., 540 F.3d 231, 244-247 (3rd Cir. 2008) (per
curiam).
In 2000, Idaho enacted the Free Exercise of Religion Protected Act, Idaho Code § 73-
402, (hereinafter "FERPA"), resurrecting the higher "compelling interest test" standard in
religious exercise cases. This Act allows the State government to "substantially burden a
person's exercise of religion only if it demonstrates that application of the burden to the person is
both: (a) [e]ssential to further a compelling governmental interest; [and] (b) [t]he least restrictive
means of furthering that compelling governmental interest." I.C. § 73-402(3). The Act also
provides that a person may assert a violation as a defense in a judicial proceeding and obtain
appropriate relief against the government, including attorney's fees and costs. § 73-402(4). It
can then be indisputable that Idaho's lawmakers have chosen to afford Idaho citizens a much
higher degree of protection from laws that burden religious beliefs. Since it's enactment our
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Idaho appellate courts have had several occasions to interpret Idaho's Free Exercise of Religion
Protected Act.
In Roles v. Townsend, 138 Idaho 412, 64 P.3d 338 (Idaho Ct. App. 2003), the Idaho
Court of Appeals heard from Mr. Roles, who was an inmate at the Idaho Department of
Correction (IDOC) in 1995. He was also a smoker of tobacco. When the Board of Prisons made
the decision to make IDOC a smoke-free environment Mr. Roles challenged the policy. The
district court granted summary judgment to the State and Roles appealed on the basis of Idaho's
new FERPA, claiming that he smoked tobacco religiously because the smoke carried his prayers,
kept evil and sickness away and purified his spirit. The Appellate Court's decision mirrored the
balancing approach called for in FERPA, which was the test used pre-Smith, in all First
Amendment Free Exercise cases, i.e., whether the government's action substantially burdened
Role's right to exercise his religious belief and practice versus the State's belief that if Roles were
permitted to smoke it would be a hardship on the staff of IDOC and it's resources to regulate
such use, would compromise prison staff and would expose other inmates and staff to second-
hand smoke. In finding for the State, the Court said, "Roles has failed to develop . . . any
evidence that disputes that the state's interests are compelling, that the tobacco-free policy is
essential to its interests, and that the tobacco-free policy is the least restrictive means to further
those interests. Id. at 414.
In Lewis v. State. Dept. of Transp., 143 Idaho 418, 146 P.3d 684 (Idaho Ct. App. 2006),
Lawrence D. Lewis appealed the Department of Transportation's requirement that he give DOT
his social security number as part of his application for a driver's license. Lewis claimed that the
number issued to him by the Social Security Administration was a precursor to, actually was the
"mark of the beast," mentioned in the Bible. Following the Administrative Hearing Officer's
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decision sustaining the department's requirement he appealed unsuccessfully to the Director of
the DOT and finally to the district court. The district court remanded the case back to the
department for findings consistent with the FERPA. The department concluded that admitted
that Lewis had a sincere belief and religious motivation for his refusal, but articulated the State's
compelling state interests which included being in compliance with federal law which it argued
preempted State law in that area and mandated all states to collect the social security numbers of
applicants. The department concluded that it could not think of a less restrictive means of
compliance with federal law than simple compliance.
The Idaho Court of Appeals found that 42 U.S.C. § 666, which was the department's
mandate did preempt Idaho's FERPA if any of it's provisions which Lewis maintained, protected
his right to refuse to comply, and found that the effective collection of child support was a
compelling State interest and outweighed Lewis' religious practice. Id. at 691.
In Hyde v. Fisher, 143 Idaho 782, 152 P.3d 653 (Idaho Ct. App. 2007), an Idaho inmate
housed at the Idaho Maximum Security Institute (lMSI) filed for a Writ of Habeas Corpus
attempting to overturn the warden's decision to shut down the sweat lodge, which he claimed
violated his right to practice his Native American religion under the Federal and State
Constitutions, the Religious Exercises in Land Use and by Institutionalized Persons Act
(RLUIPA), 42 U.S.C. § 2000cc, et. seq; and FERPA, Idaho Code § 73-401, et seq. Warden
Fisher had shut down the sweat lodge due to other inmates roasting hotdogs over the sweat lodge
fire. Prior to this ban the Idaho Department of Correction (lDOC) had permitted other Native
American religious practices including smudging, wearing a choker, possessing a feather and
certain herbs, kinnikinnik and ceremonial pipe smoking. Id. at 654. Following the district
court's denial of his motion, Hyde appealed. The Idaho Court of Appeals denied the claims
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under the RLUIPA as well as FERPA because Hyde had failed to file the required bond prior to
filing suit. The Court remanded the case to the district court to make findings of fact and
conclusions of law on the federal claims. However, in dicta, the Court's opinion strongly
suggests that it is a balancing test between the competing interests of religious liberty and
governmental interests. The Court stated:
In Smith, the Court abandoned the earlier standard and held that the First
Amendment is not offended by laws of general applicability that only incidentally
. burden religious conduct. Subsequently, the Idaho legislature adopted the
FERPA, declaring that "[f]fee exercise of religion is a fundamental right that
applies in this state, even if law, rules or other government actions are facially
neutral. I.C. § 73-402(1). In its statement of legislative intent, the Idaho
legislature recognized that "[t]his state has independent authority to protect the
free exercise of religion by principles that are separate from, complementary to
and more expansive than the first amendment of the United States Constitution.
(citations omitted). The legislature indicated its finding that the "compelling
interest, as set forth in the federal cases of Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 92
S.Ct. 1526, 32 L.Ed.2d 15 (1972) and Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398, 83 S.Ct.
1790, 10 L.Ed.2d 965, (1963) is a workable test for striking sensible balances
between religious liberty and competing governmental interests Id. at 655.
The Yoder case, decided in 1972, dealt with Amish parents who did not want to obey the
Wisconsin law requiring compulsory school attendance and claimed that being required to
continue informal education past the eighth grade violated their rights under the Free Exercise
Clause of the First Amendment. The Amish supported their religious claims cogently and
persuasively with expert witnesses and scholars on religion and education. The State of
Wisconsin argued that the State had a huge responsibility to educate it's citizens and that
reasonable regulations were necessary to accomplish this supremely important responsibility,
even if it impinged on the religious practices of citizens living within it's borders.
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The United States Supreme Court utilized a classic balancing approach, as the following
quote illustrates:
There is no doubt as to the power of a State, having high responsibility for
education of its citizens to impose reasonable regulations for the control and
duration of basic education, in Pierce, made to yield to the right of parents to
provide an equivalent education in a privately operated system. .. Thus, a State's
interest in universal education, however highly we rank it, is not totally free from
a balancing process when it impinges on fundamental rights and interests, such as
those specifically protected by the Free Exercise Clause of the First Amendment,.
.. Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 213-214, 92 S.Ct. 1526, 32 L.Ed.2d 15
(1972).
Sherbert v. Verner was decided in 1963 by the United States Supreme Court. It dealt
with a member of the Seventh Day Adventist religion who was fired after she refused to work on
Saturday, the Sabbath Day. She was unable to obtain unemployment compensation benefits
because she would not take work offered to her. She appealed to the South Carolina Supreme
Court who sustained the commission's decision. She appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court. The
Court in another balancing approach of the competing interests of religious practices versus the
flimsy contention that such unemployment claims may be fraudulently prepared and thus dilute
the State's compensation fund. The Court found for the Appellant stating:
It is basic that no showing merely of a rational relationship to some colorable state
interest would suffice; in this highly sensitive constitutional area, "[0]nly the
gravest abuses, endangering paramount interests, give occasion for permissible
limitation. Sherbert v. Verner, 374 U.S. 398,406, 83 S.Ct. 1790 (1963) (quoting
from Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S. 516,530 (l945).
III. ARGUMENT
The Magistrate Court Erred In Denying Mr. Cordingly's Motion To Dismiss
Because He Was Denied His Right To Religious Freedom As Guaranteed By
Idaho Code Section 73-402
The Magistrate's reliance on 10th Circuit case law was error. Throughout it's decision the
trial court made reference to United States v. Meyers, 95 F.3d 1475 (lOth Cir. 1996). Meyers is
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not controlling law in Idaho. Meyers is a case from the 10th Federal Circuit construing the
identical federal statute involving dissimilar facts with the exception that the controlled
substance at issue was marijuana as in the instant case. However, the federal statute Federal
Religious Restoration Act of 1993 (RFRA) was declared unconstitutional in Boerne v. Flores,
supra at p. 9, and the trial court's reliance on non-controlling case law construing an
unconstitutional federal statute to decide Idaho cases is manifestly wrong and must be
overturned.
This case must be decided under Idaho's FERPA, § 73-402 et. seq. intentionally
providing higher protection for diverse religious practices than the federal constitution now
provides. Idaho law has maintained that where the language of a statute is clear, that is, when
the language of the statute defines the conduct to be proscribed with sufficient clarity that
ordinary people can understand what conduct is prohibited and in a manner that does not
demonstrate arbitrariness or discriminatory enforcement, it must be given it's plain and obvious
meaning, without any statutory construction. State v. Martin, No. 63 slip. op. September 4,2009
(Idaho Ct. App. 2009).
Idaho's and other states' lawmakers took legislative action invited by the Supreme Court's
rejection of RFRA in Boerne. This understanding, coupled with the plain, unambiguous
language in the statute, and our appellate court's interpretation of the statute thus far, requires this
Court to overturn Mr. Cordingly's conviction for violating I.C. §§ 37-2732 and 37-2734(A), laws
which otherwise are valid, neutral laws of general application, but which unquestionably burden
Mr. Cordingly's right to practice his religion.
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The bill's original statement ofpurpose and fiscal impact is instructive:
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
RS 09829C1 (Senate Bill No. 1394)
The purpose of this legislation is to reestablish a test which courts must use to
determine whether a person's religious belief should be accommodated when a
government action or regulation restricts his or her religious practice. The test,
known as the "compelling interest test," requires the government to prove with
evidence that its regulation is (1) essential to achieve a compelling governmental
interest and (2) it is the least restrictive means of achieving the government's
compelling interest.
Prior to 1990 the U.S. Supreme Court used the above test-the "compelling
interest test"--when deciding religious claims. However, in a 1990 decision
(Employment Div. of Oregon v. Smith) the Court tipped the scales of justice in
favor of government regulation by throwing out the compelling interest test,
which had shielded our religious freedom from onerous government regulation for
more tan 30 years. The Smith decision reduced the standard of review in
religious freedom cases to a "reasonableness standard." While all other
fundamental rights (freedom of speech, press, assembly, etc.) remain protected by
the stringent "compelling interest test," the Court singled out religious freedom by
reducing its protection to the weak "reasonableness test." A widely recognized
principle of law is that states are free to protect an individual's right with a much
higher standard than the U.S. Constitution itself affords. Thus, in light of this
principle in conjunction with the Boerne decision, states are free to enact their
own RFRA's thereby choosing to apply the higher "compelling interest test"
standard in their own religious freedoms cases.
FISCAL IMPACT
There is no fiscal impact.
and which mandates that the State demonstrate a compelling state interest
before it may do so, coupled with Idaho's adoption of a balancing approach when
interpreting cases coming under A balancing approach, not some kind of litmus
test as to the appropriateness of religion, evidence in support of his religious
beliefs was outlined for the Court pursuant to United States v. Meyers, 95 F.3d
1475 (10 Cir. 1996).
Contrary to the erroneous Meyer decision and the trial court's misguided use of same, the
statute does not involve a micro-inspection of an individual's belief system to determine whether
a belief is sincerely held or is an actual religious conviction. This language in Meyer
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undoubtedly came from the Supreme Court's decision in Smith, supra. In her concurring
opinion, Justice O'Connor wrote:
Respondents also note that the sacramental use of peyote is central to the tenets of
the Native American Church, but I agree with the Court, that because it is not
within the judicial ken to question the centrality of particular beliefs or practices
to a faith, our determination of the constitutionality of Oregon's general criminal
prohibition cannot, and should not, turn on the centrality of the particular religious
practice at issue. This does not mean, of course, that courts may not make factual
findings as to whether a claimant holds a sincerely held religious belief that
conflicts with, and thus is burdened by, the challenged law. Smith (Justice
O'Connor Concurring Opinion).
Idaho Courts have not had the opportunity to address whether I.C. §§ 37-2732(c) and 37-
2734A substantially burden an individual's right to religious use of a controlled substance
covered under these sections. In United States v. Bauer, 84 F.3d 1549, 1559 (9th Cir. 2002), the
Ninth Circuit recognized that in applying this Act to possession of small amounts of marijuana
for personal use, it may indicate possession for a sincere religious purpose. Bauer, 84 F.3 1549.
A) Application of FERPA to the Instant Case
Idaho law makes no exceptions for the use of marijuana (cannabis) in Idaho and Idaho
Code §§ 37-2732 and 37-2734(A), laws which are undoubtedly otherwise valid, neutral laws of
general application, unquestionably burden Mr. Cordingly's right to practice his religion. The
State has not provided any compelling state interest in preventing drug use in Idaho for which a
more reasonable, sensible approach to enforcement would not accomplish the intended goal,
without the statute's total ban. Unlike Methamphetamine, LSD, psilocybe mushrooms, PCP and
many other drugs proscribed by Idaho statutes, the State must show that the limited, spiritual use
of cannabis by ordained ministers of COCT is so compelling, that nothing short of a total ban can
advance the State's arguable interest in preventing use and abuse of far more dangerous drugs.
APPELLANT'S BRIEF 15
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Alcohol is the most widely abused drug on American colleges and university campuses.
In even small amounts, far below the current legal limit, use of alcohol has been shown to
shorten the attention span, inhibits judgment and affects muscle coordination. In larger amounts,
Alcohol impairs memory, causes sedation, affects balance, blurs vision and delays reactions. In
even larger quantities alcohol causes profound confusion, increased ataxia, urinary incontinence,
respiratory depression and eventually or acutely death by poisoning. Nonetheless, the State of
Idaho licenses liberally the sale and distribution of alcohol to any citizen over the age of 21
years. It was not the health effects on Idaho inmates alone that caused the warden to stop close
the sweat lodge, where the smoking of Peyote had been legal previously. Cigarette smoking and
the undeniable health problems it causes, are sold widely in Idaho to any citizen over the age of
18 years. It should be incumbent upon the State to show why the absolute ban on cigarettes and
alcohol should not likewise be a compelling state interest due to the carnage and health costs
each causes in Idaho rather than the arbitrary, seemingly capricious need to totally ban the
infrequent, spiritual use of cannabis in Idaho.
IV. CONCLUSION
Mr. Cordingly asserts that the Magistrate Court erred when it used non-controlling,
federal case law interpreting an unconstitutional federal statute in deciding whether the Idaho
statutes burdened his right to practice his religion and if so, whether the City of Boise's complete
ban on the religious, limited use of cannabis was the least restrictive means of upholding a
compelling state interest. He has suggested a less restrictive application of the enforcement of
the criminal statutes. For those reasons he prays the Court dismiss the charges against him. In
the alternative, Mr. Cordingly prays the Court remand the case for appropriate findings and
conclusions of law on the application of Idaho's Free Exercise of Religion Protected Act.
APPELLANT'S BRIEF 16
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DATED, this~ day of December 2009.
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COMES NOW, the State by and through Laurie A. Fortier, Assistant City Attorney, and
hereby files its Respondent's Brief in the above-captioned matter.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND PROCEDURE
Cordingley was arrested on February 23, 2008, by Boise City Police Officer Stace, after
being found in possession of marijuana and marijuana paraphernalia after a consensual encounter
between Cordingley and Officer Stace. Cordingley was cited with violations of Idaho Code §§
37-2732(c)(3) and 37-2734A. Cordingley subsequently filed his motion to dismiss based on the
claim that his possession of marijuana and paraphernalia is in conformity with his religious
practices and thus the charges are in violation of Idaho Code § 73-402. The magistrate court
heard oral arguments on the motion to dismiss and denied Cordingley's motion in its
Memorandum Opinion on Motion to Dismiss filed on January 29, 2009. Following the issuance
of the court's opinion, Cordingley entered into a conditional plea of guilty to both counts, and
this appeal followed.
ISSUES ON APPEAL
Whether the magistrate court erred by denying Cordingley's motion to dismiss based
upon the denial of his right to religious freedom as guaranteed by Idaho Code § 73-4027
ARGUMENT
The First Amendment to the United States Constitution provides certain freedoms for its
citizens that the government of this country cannot prohibit. The freedoms provided by the
amendment have in many cases been extended to the states and adoption of those principles are
often codified in state statute and held valid under the Fourteenth Amendment. One such
1
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codification is the enactment of Idaho Code § 73-401 et seq., more commonly known as the Free
Exercise of Religion Protected Act ("FERPA"). Idaho Code § 73-402 specifically provides that
"government may substantially burden a person's exercise of religion only if it demonstrates that
application of the burden to the person is both: (a) [e]ssential to further a compelling
governmental interest; [and] (b) [t]he least restrictive means of furthering that compelling
governmental interest." Therefore, under Idaho Code § 73-402, Cordingley must prove that his
religious exercise of possessing marijuana and paraphernalia is substantially burdened by the
Idaho statutes which prohibit the use or possession of marijuana and paraphernalia. See Hyde v.
Fisher, 146 Idaho 782, 787, 203 P.3d 712, 717 (2009). IfCordingley can show he is so burdened
by a preponderance of the evidence, the State must show that there is a compelling state interest
in substantially burdening Cordingley and the substantial burden to Cordingley is the least
restrictive means to enforce that compelling governmental interest. Id.
A. Cordingley cannot establish that the government's prohibition on his use of
marijuana substantially burdens a religious belief.
"Substantially burden" is defined by Idaho Code § 73-401(5) as "to inhibit or curtail
religiously motivated practices." Cordingley therefore can only succeed on his claim if he
shows that his religiously motivated practice is being inhibited or curtailed based upon the
definition of "substantially burden". Until this Court finds that Cordingley's practice of
possessing marijuana and paraphernalia is a religiously motivated practice, the State cannot be
found to be substantially burdening his practice of doing so. In Bryant v. Gomez, the Ninth
Circuit examined what a government action must do in order to be considered a "substantial
burden." 46 F.3d 948 (9th Cir. 1995). The court found, in analyzing a federal Religious
Freedom Restoration Act's ("RFRA"), the federal counterpart to Idaho's FERPA, challenge of
2
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a prison's denial of a full Pentecostal service to observant inmates, that the invocations of the
compelling interest test depend upon an initial showing by the religious adherent that the
government's actions interfere or prevent the adherent from engaging in conduct or having a
religious experience mandated by the faith. Id. at 949. The Court noted that the burden or
interference "must be more than an inconvenience; the burden must be substantial and an
interference with a tenet or belief that is central to religious doctrine." Id. (quoting Graham v.
C.IR., 822 F.2d 844,850-51 (9th Cir. 1987); see also Us. v. Lepp, No. CR 04-317,2007 WL
2669997 (N.D. Cal., Sept. 7,2007) (where Cordingley fails to show how his use and possession
of marijuana is more than just a mere inconvenience as it is not an interference with a tenet or
belief central to the religious doctrine).
Cordingley testified that cannabis possession and use as a sacrament used in a form of
prayer is a vital and mandatory tenet of his religion and is mandated by the faith. (Tr., p. 9, Ls.
5-7; p.lO, Ls. 9-19). Cordingley further testified that he could not exercise his religion without
the use of marijuana, since the religion is "designed specifically for the use of the entheogenic
sacraments to help us get in touch with our spiritual self, in order to obtain enlightenment."
(Tr., p. 34, Ls. 15-20).
1. Cordingley's beliefs are not "religious" as defined in case law.
IfCordingley is found to have proven that Idaho Code §§ 37-2732(c)(3) and 37-2734A is
a substantial burden on his beliefs, he must still prove that his belief is a religious belief, which is
sincerely held. Idaho lacks case law concerning the application of Idaho Code § 73-402. One of
the only cases to address FERPA is Hyde v. Fisher, 146 Idaho 782, 203 P.3d 712 (Ct. App.
2009). In Hyde, the Court of Appeals held that FERPA uses identical language to the federal
3
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Religious Exercises in Land Use and by Institutionalized Person Act (RLUIPA) and did not go
into an independent articulation of the application of FERPA to the case, as the analysis and
result would have been the same as under RLUIPA. Id. at 802, 203 P.3d at 732. The Hyde
Court further noted that RLUIPA carried over from the RFRA compelling interest/least
restrictive means test and used the same analysis as courts used in RFRA cases. Id. at 788, 203
P.3d at 718 (citing Cutter v. Wilkinson, 544 U.S. 709,717 (2005)). Given that situation, the State
contends that the analysis performed in the federal circuits for a similar challenge under RFRA is
the proper analysis.
Such an analysis was performed by the federal district court of New Mexico in United
States v. Quaintance, 471 F.Supp.2d 1153 (D. N.M. 2006). The court in Quaintance held that a
person claiming religious freedom under the free exercise of religion act must establish beyond a
preponderance of the evidence that "the governmental action (1) substantially burdens (2) a
religious belief, not just a philosophy or way of life, (3) which belief is sincerely held." Id. at
1155.
The Quaintance court found that the government in applying the Controlled Substances
Act to members of the "Church of Cognizance" for various marijuana offenses did not constitute
a substantial burden on the exercise of religion in violation of the RFRA, as defendant's beliefs
that marijuana was a sacrament and deity and that consumption of marijuana was a means of
worship were not "religious" within meaning of the RFRA. Id. Further, defendant's beliefs did
not qualify as "ultimate ideas," and they did not constitute a moral or ethical system. Id. Finally,
the beliefs were not comprehensive, and they lacked many of the accoutrements of religion such
as gathering places, keepers of knowledge, ceremonies and rituals, structure or organization,
4
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holidays, diet or fasting, appearance and clothing, and propagation. Id The Court in Quaintance
applied the five factors from Us. v. Meyers, 906 F. Supp. 1494 (D. Wyo. 1995), and found that
defendants only minimally satisfied one of the five Meyers' factors. This suggests that
Cordingley under his preponderance of the evidence standard must meet more than a single
factor in order to have his beliefs characterized as religious. In a footnote, the Quaintance court
stated that even if it had used a broader definition of comprehensiveness, defendants still would
have only met two of the five factors which would still lead to a conclusion that the burden was
not met. Id
In Us. v. Meyers, 906 F. Supp. 1494 (D. Wyo. 1995), defendant Meyers moved to
dismiss his possession of marijuana charge in the federal district court for Wyoming claiming
that charging him was a violation of the RFRA and his challenge was ultimately denied. Id at
1480-81. In denying his motion, the district court stated "[a]lthough the Supreme Court has done
little to identify positively what "religion" is for First Amendment purposes, it has done a
slightly better job of providing guidelines that courts should follow when attempting to
determine whether a set of beliefs is "religious."" Id at 1500. In setting forth guidelines to be
followed, the district court further noted that "[f]irst, courts may not consider whether the party's
purportedly religious beliefs are true or false." Id (citing United States v. Ballard, 322 U.S. 78,
92 (1944)). And, "second, courts cannot rely on their perhaps biased and traditional ideas about
what constitutes a religion. As the Supreme Court put it in Thomas v. Review Board, 450 U.S.
707, 714 (1981), 'religious beliefs need not be acceptable, logical, consistent, or comprehensible
to others in order to merit First Amendment protection. '" Id The district court then came up
with a list of factors to determine whether Meyers' beliefs were religious for RFRA purposes.
5
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In denying Meyers' motion, the district court stated "were the Court to recognize Meyers'
beliefs as religious, it might soon find itself on a slippery slope where anyone who was cured of
an ailment by a "medicine" that had pleasant side-effects could claim that they had founded a
constitutionally or statutorily protected religion based on the beneficial "medicine." Id. at 1508.
In its decision, the district court further stated:
[T]his Court has canvassed the cases on religion and catalogued the many factors
that the courts have used to determine whether a set of beliefs is "religious"....
These factors, as listed below, impose some structure on the word "religion."
The structure necessarily is calico, composed-as it is-of language, history,
theology, philosophy, psychology, and law. It is, nonetheless, structure. The
Court will use this structure to include, not exclude. By this, the Court means
that it will examine Meyers' beliefs to determine if they fit the factors. To the
extent they do, it indicates to the Court that his beliefs are religious. The
threshold for inclusion-i.e., that Meyers' beliefs are religious-is low. This
minimal threshold, uncertain though it may be, ensures that the Court errs where
it should, on the side of religious freedom.
Id. at 1501. Meyers then appealed to the Tenth Circuit who, in upholding the denial of Meyers'
claim that he used marijuana for religious purposes, adopted the test set out by the lower district
court for determining whether a set of belief is "religious." us. v. Meyers, 95 F.3d 1475 (lOth
Cir. 1996).
The State finds that understanding the basis for the following Meyers' factors is as
important as the application of the factors themselves since the Tenth Circuit made clear that the
factors in their design are to act as a gatekeeper from just any set of beliefs to be declared
religious and thus receive a First Amendment level of protection. The five factors defined in
Meyers' are as follows with the fifth factor having ten sub-categories:
a. Ultimate Ideas
b. Metaphysical Beliefs
c. Moral or Ethical System
d. Comprehensiveness of Beliefs
6
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e. Accoutrements of Religion
1. Founder, Prophet, or Teacher
2. Important Writings
3. Gathering Places
4. Keepers of Knowledge
5. Ceremonies and Rituals
6. Structure or Organization
7. Holidays
8. Diet or Fasting
9. Appearance and Clothing
10. Propagation
Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483-84.
Cordingley argues in his motion that this Court should not apply the Meyers' factors
adopted by the Tenth Circuit to determine whether or not Cordingley's beliefs are religious. This
would be a gross error for the Court to make in examining Cordingley's challenge under his
claim of a violation of Idaho Code § 73-402. This argument should fail for several reasons.
First, the Tenth Circuit is the highest court of appeals to adopt any factors to determine whether
or not a belief is a religious one. Second, the factors as laid out above have been used in the
northern district of California, a member of the Ninth Circuit. See US v. Lepp, No. CR 04-
00371 MHP, 2008 WL 3843283 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 14, 2008) (ruling on Defendant's Motion in
Limine). Finally and most importantly, it is plainly evidenced in not only the length ofthe list as
outlined above, but in the words of the Tenth Circuit that the factors are designed to be as
inclusive as possible. The factors therefore should apply to Cordingley in this case.
a. Application of Meyers' Factors
1) Ultimate Ideas
The Meyers' court defined ultimate ideas as:
Religious beliefs often address fundamental questions about life, purpose, and
death. As one court has put it, "a religion addresses fundamental and ultimate
7
000126
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questions having to do with deep and imponderable matters." Africa [v.
Commonwealth, 662 F.2d 1025, 1032 (3d Cir. 1981)]. These matters may
include existential matters, such as man's perception of life; ontological matters,
such as man's sense of being; teleological matters, such as man's purpose in life;
and cosmological matters, such as man's place in the universe.
Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483.
Cordingley defined the structure of the Church of Cognitive Therapy as many different
religions or multi-denominational, including Atheists, Buddha, Rasta, Christians, LDS or
otherwise belonging to a spiritual community. (Tr., p. 30, Ls. 18-24; p. 36, Ls. 9-15; p. 37, Ls.
18-22; p. 57, Ls. 20- 25, p. 58). Further, the belief in God is not required. (Tr., p. 37, Ls. 21-
22). It is a "spiritual community where many different people belong to and different people that
use cannabis as a religion." (Tr., p. 31, Ls. 1-3). "The Church of Cognitive Therapy does not
have an independent set of ultimate ideals, it allows for each individual to retain their own
religion while also belonging to a "spiritual community" "in which we use the entheogenic
sacraments to help us become - it's about getting people in contact with their spiritual self."
(Tr., p. 60, Ls. 8-10). This community also is about "helping people, through the use of
sacraments, get back in touch with their spiritual self. So at that point, when they get in touch
with their spiritual self, they can spiritually connect to the universe, with their creator." (Tr., p.
60, Ls. 16-21). Cordingley further testified that "it's a companion to religion, whatever religion
you are." (Tr., p. 62, Ls. 14-15).
This testimony does not suggest that the Church of Cognitive Therapy has its own set of
ultimate ideas, rather the spiritual community allows its members to retain the set of beliefs that
they hold through their own religious beliefs or lack thereof.
8
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2) Metaphysical Beliefs
The Court of Appeals in Meyers defined Metaphysical Beliefs as:
Religious beliefs often are "metaphysical," that is, they address a reality which
transcends the physical and immediately apparent world. Adherents to many
religions believe that there is another dimension, place, mode, or temporality, and
they often believe that these places are inhabited by spirits, souls, forces, deities,
and other sorts ofinchoate or intangible entities.
Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483.
In partially addressing this factor, Cordingley testified that the "[sacrament/cannabis]
connects me to my higher power. It's my broadband, if you will. It puts me in a state of
spirituality. There is a word called entheogenic -- or entheogenic which means that which
creates the spirit of God within. And all the sacraments that pertain to that have a unique
relationship with religion and human beings and their creators. It helps us get in touch, primarily
conversate or communicate better with our creators." (Tr., p. 9, Ls. 16-24). It is apparent that
his religious belief has some element of a metaphysical belief when the sacrament is partaken.
However, a belief in God is not required to be a part of the Church of Cognitive Therapy. (Tr.,
p. 37, Ls. 21-22).
3) Moral or Ethical Systems
Moral or Ethical Systems are defined by the Meyers' court as:
Religious beliefs often prescribe a particular manner of acting, or way of life, that
is "moral" or "ethical." In other words, these beliefs often describe certain acts in
normative terms, such as "right and wrong," "good and evil," or "just and unjust."
The beliefs then proscribe those acts that are "wrong," "evil," or "unjust." A
moral or ethical belief structure also may create duties-duties often imposed by
some higher power, force, or spirit-that require the believer to abnegate elemental
self-interest.
Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483 (footnote omitted).
9
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Again, Cordingley's testimony does not support this factor, as the spiritual community of
the Church of Cognitive Therapy is a "multi-denominational" and "companion to religion,
whatever religion you are," it does not have its own moral or ethical system. (Tr., p. 36, Ls. 9-
15; p. 62, Ls. 14-15).
4) Comprehensiveness of Beliefs
The Meyers' court defined Comprehensiveness of Beliefs as:
Another hallmark of "religious" ideas is that they are comprehensive. More often
than not, such beliefs provide a telos, an overreaching array of beliefs that
coalesce to provide the believer with answers to many, if not most, of the
problems and concerns that confront humans. In other words, religious beliefs
generally are not confined to one question or a single teaching. Africa, 662 F.2d at
1035.
Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483.
The State contends that there is not a comprehensive set of beliefs associated with the
Church of Cognitive Therapy as membership is merely a companion to a member's religion or
lack thereof. (Tr. p. 62, Ls. 14-15). Further, Cordingley repeatedly stated that his church is about
"getting people in contact with their spiritual self' so that they can "spiritually connect to the
universe, with their creator. At that point, they become a better person inside." (Tr., p. 60-63).
5) Accoutrements of Religion
Finally, the court in Meyers described the following ten external signs as Accoutrements
of Religion. Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483-84.
"[A]. Founder, Prophet, or Teacher: Many religions have been wholly founded or
significantly influenced by a deity, teacher, seer, or prophet who is considered to
be divine, enlightened, gifted, or blessed."
Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483. When asked about this factor, Cordingley testified that "[t]he Church
of Cognitive Therapy is a spiritual community, which means we have several fellowships which
10
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are (inaudible) of Buddha. Christian - I, myself, am a Christian, though I did get ordained by a
Rastafarian group." (Tr., p. 23, Ls. 10-17). Cordingley further testified that Jesus Christ was a
founder, prophet or teacher of his religion. (Tr., p. 23, Ls. 18-21).
"[B]. Important Writings: Most religions embrace seminal, elemental,
fundamental, or sacred writings. These writing often include creeds, tenets,
precepts, parables, commandments, prayers, scriptures, catechisms, chants, rites,
or mantras."
Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483. Cordingley testified that the bible and all sacred writings and texts are
the important writings of the Church of Cognitive Therapy. (Tr., p. 23, Ls. 22-25). Further, the
church's website has a written description about the distribution of the sacrament. (Tr., p. 28, Ls.
6-13).
"[C]. Gathering Places: Many religions designate particular structures or places
as sacred, holy, or significant. These sites often serve as gathering places for
believers. They include physical structures, such as churches, mosques, temples,
pyramids, synagogues, or shrines; and natural places, such as springs, rivers,
forests, plains, or mountains."
Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483. Cordingley testified that there is not a specific gathering location,
rather they "gather every other Sunday at a difference place." (Tr., p. 24, Ls. 4-11).
"[D]. Keepers of Knowledge: Most religions have clergy, ministers, priests,
reverends, monks, shamans, teachers, or sages. By virtue of their enlightenment,
experience, education, or training, these people are keepers and purveyors of
religious knowledge."
Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483. Cordingley testified that all ministers are keepers of knowledge. (Tr.,
p. 28, Ls. 24-25). He further testified that as a keeper he is responsible for introducing new
people to the church and its tenets and for running the church's website. (Tr. 41, Ls. 1-16).
"[E]. Ceremonies and Rituals: Most religions include some form of ceremony,
ritual, liturgy, sacrament, or protocol. These acts, statements, and movements are
prescribed by the religion and are imbued with transcendent significance."
11
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Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483. The primary ritual of the Church of Cognitive Therapy is the
administration of the sacrament and prayer. The sacrament is used "to help heal people with
certain mental, physical, and spiritual needs." (Tr., p. 9, Ls. 14-15). These people include the
homeless, angry, confused, drunk and distraught. (Tr., p. 45, Ls. 2-14). The sacrament can be
administered "[a]nywhere, at any time, as long as you have a minister that is there to perform the
act." (Tr., p. 27, Ls. 3-9). If a private place is not available, Cordingley "simply hands [the
sacrament/cannabis] to them and tell them to take it on their way and perform that in private."
(Tr., p. 45, Ls. 19-21). If a private place is available, Cordingley states that "we would engage in
prayer and partake in sacrament as a burnt offering." (Tr., p. 45, Ls. 22-24). The sacrament is
taken out of the container marked with a label that now states "The sacrament for the Church of
Cognitive Therapy, using the full exercise of religious belief. Not for sale. Protected by ..." (Tr.,
p. 22, Ls. 21-24). However, at the time of the case in question, the container was labeled as "for
religious use only." (Tr., p. 23, Ls. 3-6). The sacrament is then placed in a chalice, raised above
their heads and a prayer whereby "we thank God for the sacrament and all of the comfort it gives
us. We pray that it may bring comfort to the person and solace to the person that is afflicted."
(Tr., p. 46, Ls. 1-11). "We always give thanks before we give a burnt offering. There is also
holy anointing oil." (Tr., p. 46, Ls. 17-21).
Cordingley also performs marriages and "baptisms with the holy anointing oil which is a
fire baptism." (Tr., p. 30, Ls. 12-18).
"[F]. Structure or Organization: Many religions have a congregation or group of
believers who are led, supervised, or counseled by a hierarchy of teachers, clergy,
sages, priests, etc."
Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483. With regard to structure and organization, Cordingley testified that the
12
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Church of Cognitive Therapy is a spiritual community where many different people belong to
and different people that use cannabis as a religion." (Tr., p. 30, L. 25; p. 31, Ls. 1-3). He
further stated that the church's website uses an education process. (Tr., p. 30, Ls. 20-24). The
Church has a president (which is Cordingley), a vice president and a secretary. (Tr., p. 32, Ls.
15-17). The meetings happen every other Sunday, where sacrament is partaken, and there is
music and potluck dinners. (Tr., p. 31, Ls. 4-25; p. 32, Ls. 1-9).
"[0]. Holidays: As is etymologically evident, many religions celebrate, observe,
or mark "holy," sacred, or important days, weeks, or months."
Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483. Cordingley testified that the Church of Cognitive Therapy celebrates
Christmas, Easter, a Hindu holiday, Rasta groundation day (April 21 st), Earth Day and all major
holidays. (Tr., p. 32, Ls. 18-25; p. 33, Ls. 1-4).
"[H]. Diet or Fasting: Religions often prescribe or prohibit the eating of certain
foods and the drinking of certain liquids on particular days or during particular
times."
Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483. Cordingley testified that they fast when they make the holy anointing
oil, which takes about a day to make. (Tr., p. 33, Ls. 4-11).
"[I]. Appearance and Clothing: Some religions prescribe the manner in which
believers should maintain their physical appearance, and other religions prescribe
the type of clothing that believers should wear."
Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1483-84. Cordingley testified that there is no specific clothing required. (Tr.,
p. 33, Ls. 12-16). However, during a ceremony or marriage, Cordingley would typically wear a
robe. (Tr., p. 33, Ls. 17-20).
"[J]. Propagation: Most religious groups, thinking that they have something
worthwhile or essential to offer non-believers, attempt to propagate their views
and persuade others of their correctness. This is sometimes called "mission
work," "witnessing," "converting," or proselytizing."
13
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Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1484. The Church of Cognitive Therapy could not exist without the use of
marijuana as "[i]t's specifically designed for the use of entheogenic sacraments to help us get in
touch with our spiritual self, in order to obtain enlightenment." (Tr., p. 34, Ls. 15-20). The
administration of the sacrament and prayer is essential to the church. Cannabis is a necessary
component to reach spiritual enhancement. (Tr., p. 48, Ls. 9-14) "Cannabis during prayer -
basically, what it -like I say, it's a spiritual enhancer. It's entheogenic which means that, when
you partake of it, it becomes a part of us. You become spiritually enhanced. It elevates you to a
process in which you can effectively communicate with your - where I can effectively
communicate with my God." (Tr., p. 47, Ls. 16-25).
While there are some accoutrements of religion present in the external underpinnings of
the Church of Cognitive Therapy, the State contends that the accoutrements are insufficient to
establish that the beliefs are sufficient to be held "religious."
Taking all of the Meyers' factors into consideration, the State contends that the magistrate
properly held that "[d]espite some of the trappings of religion, this is nothing more than basic
philosophical belief that such use will help with enlightenment. This Court believes that more is
required to establish religious beliefs that are protected under Idaho law." (Mem. Op. on Mot. to
Dismiss, p. 4.)
2. Even if Cordingley were able to prove that his beliefs are religious in nature, the
Court must also find that the beliefs are sincerely held, which is a separate
mqUIry.
"Those who seek the constitutional protections for their participation m an
establishment of religion and freedom to practice its beliefs must not be permitted the special
14
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freedoms this sanctuary may provide merely by adopting religious nomenclature and cynically
using it as a shield to protect them when participating in antisocial conduct that otherwise stands
condemned." United States v. Kuch, 288 F.Supp. 439, 445 (D.D.C.1968).
In United States v. Quaintance, the Court stated, "even if defendants' beliefs that
marijuana was a sacrament and deity and that consumption of marijuana was a means of worship
were "religious" within meaning of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, they were not
sincerely held, and thus their prosecution for marijuana offenses did not violate the RFRA". 471
F. Supp.2d 1153, 1174 (D. N.M., 2006). "The evidence indicates that defendants adopted their
"religious" belief in cannabis as a sacrament and deity in order to justify their lifestyle choice to
use marijuana." Id. at 1171. "The evidence further indicates that defendants created their
"religion" to justify their civil and social belief that marijuana produces no victim and should be
legalized." Id. The Court held that the evidence indicated that defendants adopted their beliefs to
justify their lifestyle choice to use marijuana. Id.
It should be further noted that in the district court opinion of United States v. Meyers,
the court actually stated "[t]he Court has given Meyers the benefit of the doubt by not
scrutinizing the sincerity of his beliefs. The Court has done so even though it suspects Meyers is
astute enough to know that by calling his beliefs 'religious,' the First Amendment or RFRA
might immunize him from prosecution. The Court notes that Meyers' professed beliefs have an
ad hoc quality that neatly justify his desire to smoke marijuana." us. v. Meyers, 906 F. Supp.
1494, 1509 (D. Wyo., 1995).
In Quaintance, the court stated that "[s]incerity is a factual matter, and a district court's
findings shall not be overturned unless clearly erroneous." Us. v. Quaintance, 471 F.Supp.2d
15
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1153, 1171 (D. N.M., 2006).. The Quaintance court utilized the factors of ad hoc beliefs,
quantity of marijuana, evidence of commerce, lack of ceremony or ritual, other illegal substance
and defendant's sincerity to determine sincerely held belief. !d. at 1171-74. "Defendants cannot
avoid prosecution for illegal conduct simply by transforming his lifestyle choice to smoke
marijuana into a 'religion.'" Id. at 1174.
In his own testimony, Cordingley stated that there is ~ difference between religion and
spirituality. (Tr., p. 29, Ls. 14-21). He repeatedly stated during his testimony that the Church of
Cognitive Therapy was a spiritual community whereby its members retained their own religious
beliefs. However, it appears that the guise of a "spiritual community where many different
people belong to and different people that use cannabis as a religion" is a misnomer in the efforts
to avoid prosecution for the possession and use of marijuana. (Tr., p. 31, Ls. 1-3). The State
urges this Court to hold that Cordingley's religious beliefs are not sincerely held.
B. Even if Cordingley can show that his religious beliefs. which are sincerely held
are substantially burdened. the State still has a compelling government interest
in the regulation and prohibition of marijuana.
Idaho Code § 73-402 allows the State to substantially burden Cordingley,s practice of a
religious belief if the restriction is in furtherance of a compelling state interest. This Court is
certainly aware of the problems caused by illegal substance abuse and that the State of Idaho in
enacting Title 37 of the Idaho Code is hoping to minimize the negative effects illegal substances
such as marijuana have on society at large.
The State presumes that Cordingley does not dispute that the government has a
legitimate interest in preventing marijuana use and addiction, despite the fact that he raises issues
relating to other "far more dangerous drugs," alcohol and tobacco use and abuse. The State
16
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makes this assumption on the basis that Cordingley's memorandum fails to challenge the
prohibition of marijuana use except by stating the State has failed to provide any compelling
state interest when a more reasonable, sensible approach to enforcement could be had but fails to
detail that approach.
The State directs this Court's attention to 21 U.S.C. § 812 which classifies controlled
substances in part based on their potential for abuse and likelihood of addiction, as well as Idaho
Code § 37-2702(d) (directing our state officials to adopt any controlled substance designated by
federal code to be treated in a similar manner in Idaho Code). Further, United States Code Title
21, Section 801(2) contains the congressional findings that "illegal importation, manufacture,
distribution, and possession and improper use of controlled substances," even those that might
otherwise have medical use, has "a substantial and detrimental effect on the health and general
welfare of the American people". This Court is encouraged therefore to apply this logical
finding to the State of Idaho and hold that Idaho Code §§ 37-2732(c)(3) and 37-2734A are
compelling government interests.
C. The State's compelling interest is in the regulation and prohibition of marijuana
and is enforced by the least restrictive means necessary in order to protect the
compelling interest.
Cordingley further fails to dispute in his memorandum for motion to dismiss that the
enforcement of Idaho Code §§ 37-2732(c)(3) and 37-2734A which regulates the possession and
use of marijuana is rationally related to that interest. Cordingley fails to assert another possible
means to regulate marijuana in his brief and the State is at a loss for another possible method of
control which could be determined to be the least restrictive as an alternative to the flat
prohibition that currently exists. Since Cordingley fails to show that the regulation of marijuana
17
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is not rationally related to a legitimate government interest, this Court's denial of his motion is
appropriate. "Every federal court that has considered this issue has accepted Congress'
determination that marijuana poses a real threat to individual health and social welfare and has
upheld criminal penalties for possession and distribution even where such penalties may infringe
to some extent on the free exercise of religion." Us. v. Green, 892 F.2d 453 (6th Cir. 1989); see
also, Olsen v. Drug Enforcement Administration, 878 F.2d 1458, 1462 (D.C. Cir. 1989); Us. v.
Miroyan, 577 F.2d 489, 495 (9th Cir. 1978) (upholding the regulation of marijuana as
constitutional as found in Us. v. Rodriguez-Camacho, 468 F.2d 1220 (9th Cir. 1972)).
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the State requests this Court affirm the decision of the
magistrate denying Cordingley's Motion to Dismiss.
BOISE CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
Laurie A. Fortier
Assistant City Attorney
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Kevin M. Rogers
Ada County Public Defender's Office
200 W. Front St., Ste. 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
I:J U.S. Mail
I:J Personal Delivery
I:J Facsimile
[&] Other:
Interdepartmental Mail
Laurie A. Fortier
Assistant City Attorney
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRIC OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
Case No. CRMD0802713
vs.
LEVON CORDINGLY,
Defendant!Appellant.
CONDITIONAL ORDER
ON APPEAL
It appearing to the Court upon a review of the record in the above-entitled action that
the Court entered an Order on August 31, 2009, requiring the Appellant to file with this
Court an Appellant's Reply Brief within twenty-one (21) days after the filing of the
Respondent's Brief; and it further appearing that the time for filing said brief has now
expired;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that this appeal may be decided upon the briefs filed
unless the Appellant files a reply brief within fourteen (14) days from the filing date of
this Order.
Dated this 4th day of February, 2010.
~~ (j ffitUt...-.--
KATRYN A. STICKLEN
District Judge
jIJ CONDITIONAL ORDER ON APPEAL - PAGE 1
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this 5th day of February, 2010, I mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:
KEVIN ROGERS
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
VIA: INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
LAURI FORTIER
ASSISTANT BOISE CITY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
VIA: INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
By:----T--;f---C-~"""""--....L...>ollI'-----1~"'-------­
Depu y Court Clerk
CONDITIONAL ORDER ON APPEAL - PAGE 2
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Session: STICKLEN022210
Session: STICKLEN022210
Session Date: 2010/02/22
Judge: Sticklen, Kathryn A.
Reporter: Madsen, Kim
Clerk(s) :
Nelson, Ric
State Attorneys:
Public Defender(s) :
Prob. Officer(s):
Court interpreter(s):
Case ID: 0003
Division: DC
Session Time: 10:59
Page 1
Courtroom: CR509
Case Number: CRMD0802713
Plaintiff: IDAHO, STATE OF
Plaintiff Attorney:
Defendant: CORDINGLEY, LEVON
Co-Defendant(s) :
Pers. Attorney:
State Attorney:
Public Defender:
2010/02/22
14:20:02 - Operator
Recording:
14:20:02 - New case
CORDINGLEY, LEVON
14:20:26 - Operator
Stop recording: (On Recess)
15:46:30 - Operator
Recording:
15:46:30 - Record
CORDINGLEY, LEVON
15:46:33 - Judge: Sticklen, Kathryn A.
calls case, Mrs. Laurie not present, Mr Rogers not present,
Mr Cordinley
15:47:11 - Judge: Sticklen, Kathryn A.
Present. Notice was not sent. Called both counsel, have not
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Session: STICKLEN022210
received notice,
15:47:47 - Judge: Sticklen, Kathryn A.
Mr. Rogers was not in today. Will Set for Arguments, clerk
will contact
15:48:16 - Judge: Sticklen, Kathryn A.
counsel for date, instruct clerk to send out notice of heari
ng. Send Notice
15:49:05 - Judge: Sticklen, Kathryn A.
to Mr. Cordingley, 5007 SE Woodward St Portland, OR 97206
15:49:35 - Operator
Stop recording:
15:51:10 - Operator
Recording:
15:51:10 - Record
CORDINGLEY, LEVON
15:51:58 - Judge: Sticklen, Kathryn A.
Court Reporter Kim Madsen
15:52:14 - Operator
Stop recording:
Page 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 0
J. 0 '}t411~ ~~~mo
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ~I:JtT--'-,.LJJ-~~~~C:::=--
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
Case No. CRMD0802713
vs.
NOTICE OF HEARING
LEVON CORDINGLY,
Defendant.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE That the Honorable KATHRYN A. STICKLEN,
District Judge, has reset this matter for hearing for Oral Argument on the 22nd day of
March, 2010 at 3:30 p.m., at the Ada County Courthouse, 200 West Front Street, Boise,
Id.
J. David Navarro
Clerk of the Court
Ada County, Ida
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this 1st day of March, 2010, I mailed (served) a true and
correct copy of the within instrument to:
KEVIN ROGERS LAURIE FORTIER
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER BOISE CITY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
VIA: INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL VIA: INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
LEVON CORDINGLY
5007 SE WOODWARD STREET
PORTLAND OREGON 97206
B Y:-+-+-¥--':.....>L..l,-,¥-+--,oo<..-+---.r-__
CC: CounseV mll
Notice of Hearing
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~
Session: STlCKLEN032210
Session Date: 2010/03/22
Judge: Sticklen, Kathryn A.
Reporter: Madsen, Kim
Clerk(s) :
Nelson, Ric
State Attorney(s) :
Public Defender(s) :
Prob. Officer(s):
Court interpreter(s):
Case ID: 0004
Division: DC
Session Time: 13:14
Courtroom: CR504
Page 1
Case number: CRMD0802713
Plaintiff: IDAHO, STATE OF
Plaintiff Attorney:
Defendant: CORDINGLY, LEVON
CO-Defendant(s) :
Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
State Attorney:
Public Defender:
2010/03/22
15:29:55 - Operator
Recording:
15:29:55 - New case
CORDINGLY, LEVON
15:31:43 - Judge: Sticklen, Kathryn A.
calls case Mr. Rogers for defendant, Mr Cordingley present, Mrs. Star for
15:32:14 - Judge: Sticklen, Kathryn A.
Plaintiff
15:32:18 - Plaintiff Attorney:
Mr. Rogers open Oral Arguments
15:32:58 - Plaintiff Attorney:
15:33:03 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
open Oral Arguments
15:33:38 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
Mr. Cordingly brought book of tenants
15:34:36 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
Mr. Cordingly filed a Motion to Dismiss,
15:35:23 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
Church of Cogdinetivity Theropy Ethnogentic
15:38:58 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
con't open arguments
15:41:04 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
referenced coctministry.com
15:41:26 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
con't open arguements
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Session: STICKLEN032210
•
15:43:56 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
Mr. Cordingly did plead guity after arrested when pipe was found on him.
15:44:55 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
con't open arguments
15:45:46 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
15:52:01 - Judge: Sticklen, Kathryn A.
questions regarding case.
15:52:31 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
con'
15:52:33 - General:
Time stamp
15:52:40 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
con't oral argument
15:53:53 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
479 F3rd 24
15:55:57 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
woluld like the courts to review 546 US 418
15:58:10 - Judge: Sticklen, Kathryn A.
request Mr Rogers counsel to wrap up.
15:58:40 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
Ask the Court to look at the usage of Mr. Cordinly canibus.
16:00:24 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
ask court findings restrictions
16:01:05 - State Attorney:
Ms. Frontier open arguments
16:02:09 - Plaintiff Attorney:
16:02:12 - State Attorney:
Con't oral arguments
16:02:48 - State Attorney:
ask the court affirm the decission of Magistrate Court
16:03:15 - Pers. Attorney: Rogers, Kevin
no final
16:03:20 - Judge: Sticklen, Kathryn A.
will take a look at case and make a decissiop
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
LEVON FRED CORDINGLEY,
6
7
8
9
10
11
Defendant!Appellant,
vs.
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Res ondent.
Case No. CR-MD-080002713
MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
This matter is before the Court on appeal from Magistrate Thomas Watkins's order denying
a motion to dismiss the charges of possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia brought against
Defendant Levon Cordingley (Cordingley). Cordingley asks the Court to reverse the magistrate's
decision and find that Cordingley actions are protected by I.e. § 73-402, Idaho's Free Exercise of
Religion Protected Act. For the reasons set forth below, the Court affirms the magistrate's ruling.
FACTUAL & PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
On February 23, 2008, Boise City Police Officer Stace arrested Cordingley after finding him
in possession of marijuana and marijuana paraphernalia. Cordingley was cited for violating I.e.
§§ 37-2732(c)(3) and 37-2734A.
Cordingley later filed a motion to dismiss the charges on August 28, 2008 arguing that his
actions are protected by I.C § 73-402 because he was freely exercising his religious beliefs by
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - PAGE 1
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possessing marijuana and drug paraphernalia.! During a hearing on the motion, Cordingley admitted
that he was in possession of marijuana but claimed that he was carrying it as a sacrament for the
Church of Cognitive Therapy. This church, which Cordingley created, is "designed specifically for
the use of entheogenic sacraments to help us get in touch with our spiritual self, in order to obtain
enlightenment." The sacrament that is vital and mandatory to the practices of this church is
cannabis, otherwise known as marijuana. Cannabis is used as a spiritual enhancer and for the
purpose of becoming a better person inside, comforting the sick and afflicted, and changing
negatives into positives. People of all different religions join this church because it is a companion
to religion to help people get in contact with themselves, others, and the universe in a spiritual way.
The church is multi-denominational, as it recognizes all faiths; and it does not require a belief in
God though it does encourages the use of cannabis as a sacrament to get closer to the creator or the
unIverse.
The magistrate issued an order denying the motion on October 29, 2008 for the reason that
Cordingley failed to meet his burden of establishing that he was engaged in any religious practice
protected by I.e. § 73-402 at the time of his arrest. Then in a memorandum opinion issued on
January 29, 2009, the magistrate further explained that to seek the protection of I.e. § 73-402,
Cordingley must establish that the contested government action substantially burdens a religious
20 belief which is sincerely held by Cordingley. After examining the evidence presented, the
21
22
23
24
magistrate acknowledged that Cordingley's beliefs are sincerely held and substantially burdened but
found that the beliefs are not religious beliefs which are protected by law.
1 In the Motion to Dismiss, Cordingley also argued that the charges should be dismissed because his actions are
25 protected by the Idaho State Constitution, the United States Constitution, and International Human Rights Laws.
However, the magistrate did not rule upon these other claims, and these other claims are not raised or otherwise
2 6 addressed on appeal.
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - PAGE 2
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Cordingley then entered a conditional guilty plea. He filed a timely appeal of the
magistrate's order and his sentence was stayed pending the appeal.
ISSUES ON APPEAL
Whether the magistrate erred in determining that Cordingley had the burden and did not
meet that burden of establishing that he was exercising a religious belief rather than a philosophy or
way of life, that is protected by I.C. § 73-402.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
In reviewing a trial court's decision regarding a pre-trial motion, the appellate court
generally must accept the trial court's findings of fact that are supported by substantial evidence and
are not clearly erroneous. State v. Ramirez, 145 Idaho 886, 888, 187 P.3d 1261, 1263 (Ct. App.
2008); State v. Sheldon, 139 Idaho 980, 983, 88 P.3d 1220, 1223 (Ct. App. 2003). Where a
defendant files a motion to dismiss charges on the basis that his conduct is protected, the appellate
court reviews the entire file to determine whether the defendant met his burden of proof and whether
there is ample support for the trial court's decision. State v. Cook, 146 Idaho 261, 263, 192 P.3d
1085, 1087 (Ct. App. 2008). Questions of law are freely reviewed. Vavold v. State, 148 Idaho 442,
443, 18 P.3d 388,389 (2009).
ANALYSIS
Cordingley argues that the magistrate relied upon the wrong law and improperly conducted a
micro-inspection of Cordingley's belief system to determine whether a prohibited practice is part of
a religious belief system to which I.e. § 73-402 applies. According to Cordingley, if government
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - PAGE 3
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action is clearly burdening a person's ability to use marijuana, the person claiming the protection of
Idaho Code § 73-402 need only assert that the use of marijuana is part of a sincere religious belief
for the burden to shift to the State to prove that the government action is both (1) "essential to
further a compelling governmental interest," and (2) "the least restrictive means of furthering that
compelling governmental interest." Relying upon Justice O'Connor's opinion that a court should
not question the centrality of a particular belief,2 Cordingley asks the Court to find that he met his
burden of showing that I.C. §§ 37-2732 and 37-2734A substantially burdens his right to practice his
religion. He further asks the Court to either dismiss the charges or remand for the magistrate to
decide whether the State met its burden.
To obtain relief from a criminal charge on the basis that the statute prohibiting the
underlying action violates a defendant's right to freely exercise religion under I.e. § 73-402, the
defendant bears the initial burden of establishing that the statute applies as an affirmative defense.
I.e. § 73-402(4). The defendant must show that the prohibited action constitutes the exercise of
religion and that the enforcement of the statute substantially burdens the defendant's right to
exercise that religion. I.C. § 73-402(2). Only if the defendant meets this burden and makes the
requisite showing does the burden shift to the State to establish that prohibiting the action is
"essential to further a compelling governmental interest" and is "the least restrictive means of
furthering that compelling governmental interest." I.e. § 73-402(3).
The statutory language is clear that the defendant bears the burden of establishing that his
statutorily prohibited action constitutes the exercise of a religious belief in order to obtain relief.
2 See Employment Div., Dep't ofHuman Res. of Or. v. Smith, 494 U.S. 872, 906-07 (1990) (O'Connor, J., concurring in
25 judgment) (concluding that the constitutionality of a statute should not "turn on the centrality of the particular religious
practice at issue" but also recognizing that courts should be able to "make factual findings as to whether a claimant holds
26 a sincerely held religious belief that conflicts with, and thus is burdened by, the challenged law").
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - PAGE 4
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Although Idaho's appellate courts have not yet addressed exactly what type of evidence the
defendant needs to meet this burden, the defendant necessarily must do more than simply claim that
a religion protects his actions. As the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals recognized with regard to the
federal version ofIdaho's statute,
It is not enough in order to enjoy the protections of the Religious Freedom
Restoration Act [RFRA] to claim the name of a religion as a protective cloak.
Neither the government nor the court has to accept the defendants' mere say-so.
The court may conduct a preliminary hearing in which the defendants will have
the obligation of showing that they are in fact Rastafarians and that the use of
marijuana is a part of the religious practice of Rastafarians.
u.s. v. Bauer, 84 F.3d 1549, 1559 (9th Cir. 1996). Similarly, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals
explained,
Under the RFRA, a plaintiff must establish, by a preponderance of the evidence,
three threshold requirements to state a prima facie free exercise claim. The
governmental action must (l) substantially burden, (2) a religious belief rather
than a philosophy or way of life, (3) which belief is sincerely held by the
plaintiff. !d. The government need only accommodate the exercise of actual
religious convictions.
u.s. v. Meyers, 95 F.3d 1475, 1482 (lOth Cir. 1996). Both of these courts recognize that the
defendant must do more than claim he has a religious belief that he was exercising to obtain relief
under the statute, and the same is true in Idaho. The defendant has the initial burden of
demonstrating, not just claiming, that he has a religious belief and that the actions he took were an
exercise of that religious belief.
To aid courts in analyzing whether a defendant's sincerely held beliefs are "religious beliefs"
as opposed to a philosophy or way of life, the Tenth Circuit adopted a list of factors that courts can
use to determine whether beliefs have the indicia of religion. Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1482-84. These
factors include a consideration of whether the beliefs contain ultimate ideas, have metaphysical
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - PAGE 5
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beliefs, include a moral or ethical system, are comprehensive, and have the accoutrements of
religion (e.g., a teacher, founder, or prophet; important writings; gathering places; ceremonies or
rituals). [d. These factors have not yet been adopted in Idaho, but they do provide guidance as to
the types of things a court may consider in evaluating whether a defendant has met his burden of
establishing that he has religious beliefs which are protected.
In this case, the magistrate relied upon the Tenth Circuit decision in concluding that
Cordingley must establish that he holds religious beliefs rather than just a philosophy or way of life,
and he used the factors adopted by the Tenth Circuit for guidance in determining whether
Cordingley's beliefs constitute religious beliefs. Without conducting an extensive analysis using
those factors, the magistrate nonetheless found that Cordingley's beliefs simply amount to a basic
philosophical belief on how to attain enlightenment.
Based on the language of the statue, the magistrate did not err in concluding that Cordingley
bears the burden of establishing that he was exercising religious beliefs protected by I.C. § 73-402
before the burden shifts to the State. Additionally, the magistrate did not err in obtaining guidance
from the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals as to what the court should consider in determining
whether the defendant has met that burden. Although it may be true that the courts should not be
put in the position of deciding whether a belief amounts to a religious belief, that is the position
Idaho courts are put in by the statute, and the Tenth Circuit case is a well-reasoned decision that
provides guidance in an area where Idaho case law is silent.
Not only did the magistrate correctly determine the law, but the magistrate based his
decision to deny Cordingley's motion on substantial evidence. Cordingley acknowledged that the
Church of Cognitive Therapy is not so much a religion as it is a companion to religion. In reality,
this church presents an ideology or philosophical belief as to how people can become spiritual or
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - PAGE 6
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enlightened, but it does not have a comprehensive belief system with the trappings of a religion.
There is no evidence that the church provides a belief system with answers to the problems and
concerns that confront human beings or that it provides answers to questions about life, purpose, or
death. The church does not promote a moral code or rely on anyone set of teachings. Instead, the
church provides a sacrament that is to be used as an accompaniment to other religious beliefs.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, the Court affirms the magistrate's ruling.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
Dated this 4~ day of May, 2010.
~{f.Sh~
KathfYIlAciden
District Judge
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER - PAGE 7
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I, J. David Navarro, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I havemailed.by
United States Mail, one copy of the MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER as notice
pursuant to Rule 49(d) I.C.R. to each of the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes addressed
as follows:
KEVIN RODGERS
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
VIA: INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
BOISE CITY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
VIA: INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
J. DAVID NAVARRO
Clerk of the District Court
Ada County, I aho
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Attorneys for Defendant
200 West Front Street, Suite 1107
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: (208) 287-7400
Facsimile: (208) 287-7419
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J. DAVID NAVARRO CI k
By JANAE PETERSON er
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
LEVON FRED CORDINGLY,
NOTICE OF APPEAL
Criminal No. CR-MD-2008-2713
Defendant-Appellant.
Plaintiff-Respondent,
vs.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
---------------)
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, GREG BOWER, ADA COUNTY
PROSECUTOR, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1. The above-named Defendant-Appellant, JEREMIAH G.
LAMBERSON, appeals against the State of Idaho to the
Idaho Supreme Court from the District Court's
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER, entered against him on
the 3rd day of May 2010, the Honorable Judge Kathryn A.
Sticklen, District Judge presiding.
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the
Idaho Supreme Court, and the Judgment described in
paragraph one (1) above is appealable pursuant to
I.A.R. 11 (c) (1).
~~ NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 1
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"3. That the Defendant requests the entire
reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule
25(a), I.A.R.
4. The Defendant also requests the preparation of
the following additional portions of the
reporter's transcript: n/a
4. I certify:
a) That a copy of this Notice of
Appeal has been served on the reporter.
b) That the Appellant is exempt from
paying the estimated transcript fee
because he is an indigent person and is
unable to pay said fee.
c) That the Appellant is exempt from
paying the estimated fee for preparation
of the record because he is an indigent
person and is unable to pay said fee.
d) That the Appellant is exempt from
paying the appellate filing fee because
he is indigent and is unable to pay
said fee.
e) That service has
all parties required
pursuant to I.A.R. 20.
been made upon
to be served,
6. That the Defendant-Appellant anticipates
raising issues including but not limited to:
a) Whether there was substantial and
competent evidence to support the
magistrate's findings of fact and
whether the magistrate's conclusions of
law were in error based on the evidence
presented.
b) Whether the Magistrate and District
Courts erred in applying Meyers as
controlling law in Idaho.
NOTICE OF APPEAL, Page 2
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DATED, this 17 th day of June 2010
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that on thi s 14 th day 0 f June I 2 010 I I
mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing to the:
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, ATTORNEY GENERAL,
and KATHRYN STICKLYN, HONORABLE JUDGE
AND THE COURT REPORTER
by depositing the same in the Interdepartmental Mail.
~d--/-
Stephanie Martin~
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By SCARLETI RAMIREZ
DEPUTY
Portland, OR-97206
503-583-6640
SEP 03 ?~';J
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, CJerk
By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY
levoncoctministry.com
Pro Se
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO,
REV. LEVON F. CORDINGLEY,
COMES NOW THE DEFENDANT, REV. LEVON F. CORDINGLEY, o HERBY MOVES THIS
Plaintiff,
vs.
) Case No.: M0802713
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
Derendant ))
----------------
COURT TO GRANT A NEW TRIAL PURSUANT I.R.C. RULE 34 NEW TRIAL, IDAHO CODE § 19-
2406(6)(7).
Pursuant I.C.R. rule 34. New Trial. The court on motion of a defendant may grant a new trial to the
defendant if required in the interest ofjustice. Defendant's procedural due process of law and right to be
heard at the maximum level was interrupted by ineffective assistance of counsel. Defendant's court
appointed attorney, Kevin M. Rogers, failed to file an appellate brief with the Idaho Supreme Court on a
timely manner.
1
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Pursuant Idaho Code § 19-2406. (6) When the verdict is contrary to law or evidence. (7) When new
evidence is discovered material to the defendant, and which he could not with reasonable diligence have
discovered and produced at the trial. When a motion for a new trial is made upon the ground of newly-
discovered evidence, the defendant must produce at the hearing in support thereof the affidavits of the
witnesses by whom such evidence is expected to be given, and if time is required by the defendant to
procure such affidavits the court may postpone the hearing ofthe motion for such length of time as, under
all the circumstances of the case, may seem reasonable.
Defendants motion to dismiss, case no. pursuant (IC) §73-402, FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION
PROTECTED stated that defendants religion is Rastafari Christian and defendant is a member of the
Church of Cognitive Therapy. Pursuant Defendants motion to dismiss in case State of Idaho vs. Rev.
Levon F. Cordingley case no. M0702789 defendant asserted that his religion is Rastafari Christian and is
a member of the Church of Cognitive Therapy. Defendant's motion to dismiss was accompanied by a
preponderance of evidence supporting and satisfying his obligation. It was found that he had a valid
religious argument. The case ended in bond forfeiture. The defendant was never found guilty of a crime.
The defendants motion to dismiss, case no. M0802713.01, pursuant (IC) § 73-402, FREE EXERCISE OF
RELIGION PROTECTED was not accompanied by the preponderance of evidence of which the court is
requiring as a standard to qualify for a religious defense as was in case no. M0702789. In the defendant's
motion to dismiss in case no. M0802713.01 the defendant referred to his first case as providing a
preponderance of evidence ofwhich was completely overlooked by judge, prosecution, and counsel.
The defendant was allowed to give oral testimony and be questioned concerning the preponderance of
evidence the court is standardizing as a requirement to move forward with a valid religious claim pursuant
(IC) §73-402, FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION PROTECTED. Once again the defendant's religion
was overlooked by judge, prosecution, and counsel. The questions were aimed at his church the Church
2
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of Cognitive Therapy not his religion Rastafari Christian. This is a gross error on the part of the court.
Defendant became confused and had to ask whether or not they wanted to know about his church or his
religion. The court overlooked his religion entirely to prove that the Church of Cognitive Therapy
wasn't/isn't a religion. The defendant repeatedly afftrmed that the Church of Cognitive Therapy was not
a religion but a companion to religion. Churches are companions to religion as so much as they provide a
place for religious worship and community socials. The Church of Cognitive Therapy is a spiritual
community of multi entheogenic parishioners who adhere to the Entheogenic Religion. Rastafari is an
entheogenic religion the same as the Catholic Church. They both use plants as sacraments such as grapes
and cannabis. The Entheogenic Religion uses plants to connect with the Divine for the purpose of
enlightenment. Rastafari is a Christian based religion which uses cannabis to connect with the Divine for
reasoning purposes. Rastafari beliefs very amongst its many sects however the use ofcannabis as the tree
of life, the healing of nations, and Jah "His Majesty Emperor Haile Selassie Ras Tafari" is an advent of
Christ in these latter days according to Rev. 5:5. The Rastafari beliefs do not rise to the level of
standardized religion the courts are imposing on defendants in order to qualify for a religious claim
pursuant (Ie) §73-402, FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION PROTECTED.
Idaho Judges have endorsed Meyers, 95 F.3d at 1475 10th Cir. 1996 as a means of regulating religion or
how to gauge a religion. Using the Meyers standard many religions and religious beliefs do not rise to the
level of religion that is suggested by the Meyers standard. The Meyers standard which includes ultimate
ideas, metaphysical beliefs, moral and ethical systems, comprehensiveness of beliefs, and accoutrements
of religion such as a founder, prophet, or teacher, important writings, gathering places, keepers of
knowledge, ceremonies and rituals, structure or organization, holidays and festivals, diet and fasting,
appearance and clothing, and propagation is a long list to meet for an individual's system of belief that
would also be protected by law. By this standard many religious systems of belief like the Native
Americans religious beliefs and Rastafari religious beliefs do not rise to the level of religion that is
suggested by the Meyers standard. Religion is a way of life and most often a philosophical belief system
3
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organized to help its practitioners gain a spiritual connection to the Divine. This list suggests a level of
highly organized religion and highly organized church. For some religions church and religion are the
same. The burden to the defendant is of a preponderance of evidence which according to its defmition
would suggest establishing a mere religious belief. Religious beliefs or an exercise of religion is only a
part of religion and does not need to rise to such a level as proported by this court. Idaho State
Constitution Article 1 Declaration of Rights §4 Guarantee of Religious Liberty, "nor shall any preference
be given by law to any religious denomination or mode of worship." Pursuant the Constitution of the
State Idaho Article XXI§19 Religious Freedom Guaranteed "It is ordained by the state of Idaho that
perfect toleration of religious sentiment shall be secured, and no inhabitant of said state shall ever be
*molested in person or property on account of his or her mode of religious worship." *(To disturb,
interfere with, or annoy... Definition Added). Religious exercise is defmed as "any exercise of religion,
whether or not compelled by, or central to, a system of religious belief." Putzer v. Donnelly, 2009 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 94472, 6-7 (D. Nev. Aug. 17, 2009). Religious is defined as "having or showing belief in and
reverence for God or a deity" (American Heritage College Dictionary 1153 3rd ed.). Furthermore
Pursuant Idaho Statute Title 73§401 (2) "Exercise of religion" means the ability to act or refusal to act in
a manner substantially motivated by a religious belief, whether or not the exercise is compulsory or
central to a larger system of religious belief.
There are plenty of definitions of what is or is not an exercise of religious belief within the State of
Idaho's current laws with no need to adopt a mammoth list of standards to which most belief systems do
not qualify. Courts cannot propose a standard of religion without being in violation of the First
Amendment Establishment Clause. For courts and states to make a mandatory guideline for religion is in
clear violation ofthe separation ofchurch and state. To ensure the most basic beliefs are protected by law
there must always be a wall of separation between religion and the state.
4
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It is the defendant's belief that this court is biased towards his religious beliefs and by the judge passing
judgment and the prosecution prosecuting him for his religious beliefs is in violation of his most basic
freedoms which are protected by law. It is not the courts right to hold his beliefs to any higher standard or
compare his beliefs to those ofan organized religion or church.
Idaho's court, prosecution, and law enforcement are put in a precarious position by the legislature not
providing a legal avenue for the bona fide religious use of cannabis in doing so they are allowing the
courts, prosecution, and law enforcement the opportunity to violate state and federal laws protecting the
free exercise of religion and natural rights of man. This violates the defendant's rights of substantive due
process of law.
It is the defendant's belief that natural bias is fueling the state's need to prosecute based on religious
discrimination. Most Christianity is derived from the Roman Catholic Church other than the LDS version
of Christianity, of which, hold the belief that the only way to God is through the church and any other
way is blasphemy. This belief discounts thousands of years of cannabis religious use by most all
religions currently in the world today. For this court and state to not provide a legal avenue through
which the defendant can use his sacrament legally would suggest religious discrimination at the highest
levels. The state has suggested an ultimate ban is the least restrictive means through which they can
govern cannabis as a sacrament. This is illegal. The state has put forth no evidence to why they should
burden the defendant's religious beliefs. They are required to provide a much higher standard of proof. It
is the defendant's belief that the court, prosecution, and law enforcement are conspiring to violate his
federal rights and deprive him ofhis rights under color of law.
Title 18, U.S.C., Section 241
Conspiracy Against Rights
This statute makes it unlawful for two or more persons to conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or
intimidate any person of any state, territory or district in the free exercise or enjoyment of any right or
privilege secured to him/her by the Constitution or the laws of the United States, (or because of his/her
5
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having exercised the same).
It further makes it unlawful for two or more persons to go in disguise on the highway or on the premises of
another with the intent to prevent or hinder his/her free exercise or enjoyment of any rights so secured.
Punishment varies from a fine or imprisonment of up to ten years, or both; and if death results, or if such
acts include kidnapping or an attempt to kidnap, aggravated sexual abuse or an attempt to commit
aggravated sexual abuse, or an attempt to kill, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned for any term of
years, or for life, or may be sentenced to death.
Title 18, U.S.C., Section 242
Deprivation of Rights Under Color of Law
This statute makes it a crime for any person acting under color of law, statute, ordinance, regulation, or
custom to willfully deprive or cause to be deprived from any person those rights, privileges, or immunities
secured or protected by the Constitution and laws of the U.S.
This law further prohibits a person acting under color of law, statute, ordinance, regulation or custom to
willfully subject or cause to be subjected any person to different punishments, pains, or penalties, than
those prescribed for punishment of citizens on account of such person being an alien or by reason of
his/her color or race.
Acts under "color of any law" include acts not only done by federal, state, or local officials within the
bounds or limits of their lawful authority, but also acts done without and beyond the bounds of their lawful
authority; provided that, in order for unlawful acts of any official to be done under "color of any law," the
unlawful acts must be done while such official is purporting or pretending to act in the performance of
his/her official duties. This definition includes, in addition to law enforcement officials, individuals such as
Mayors, Council persons, Judges, Nursing Home Proprietors, Security Guards, etc., persons who are
bound by laws, statutes ordinances, or customs.
Punishment varies from a fine or imprisonment of up to one year, or both, and if bodily injury results or if
such acts include the use, attempted use, or threatened use of a dangerous weapon, explosives, or fire
shall be fined or imprisoned up to ten years or both, and if death results, or if such acts include
kidnapping or an attempt to kidnap, aggravated sexual abuse or an attempt to commit aggravated sexual
abuse, or an attempt to kill, shall be fined under this title, or imprisoned for any term of years or for life, or
both, or may be sentenced to death.
When states violate citizen's inalienable rights there are provisions by law to provide appropriate relief
against them. In the interest of justice the defendant petitions this court to grant a new trial. The
defendant in the interest of the courts has compiled the necessary preponderance of evidence in a more
formidable manner, being church by-laws, policies and procedures, and membership handbook of which
had not been compiled previously at the time of the defendant's original motion to dismiss in this case no.
M0802713.01.
6
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL
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Dated this 6/;'3 /;tJ
7
Rev. Levon F. Cordingley
5007 Se Woodward St.
Portland, OR-97206
503-583-6640
levoncoctministry.com
Pro Se
Certificate ofDelivery
I hereby certifY that I caused a true and correct copy ofthe foregoing be delivered to the following by
method indicated.
/ADA county clerk's office/
~oise city prosecutor's office
L via hand delivery
via fax delivery ADA clerk
Dated this L"3 day of4 monthly..,.
7
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Rev. Levon F. Cordingley
5007 Se Woodward St.
Portland,OR-97206
503-583-6640
levoncoctministry.com
Pro Se
ANOM~-=--__
-= FllEO~---~-P.M.\
AUG 13· 2010
J. OAVIO NAVARRO
By SCARLET; R ' Clerk
DEPUTY AMIREZ
=
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
REV. LEVON F. CORDINGLEY,
Defendant
) Case No.: M0802713
) MOTION FOR WITHDRAWL OF
CONDITIONAL GUILTY PLEA
)
)
)
)
COMES NOW THE DEFENDANT, REV. LEVON F. CORDINGLEY, WHICH HEREBY PETITIONS
THE COURT TO WITHDRAW HIS CONDITIONAL PLEA OF GUILTY PERSUANT LC.R. 33(c).
THE DEFENDANT ENTERED A CONDITIONAL PLEA OF GUILTY PERSUANT LC.R. 11(a) 2 IN
RESPONSE TO HONORABLE THOMAS WATKINS DENIAL OF HIS MOTION TO DISMISS
PURSUANT IDAHO CODE § 73-402 FREE EXERCISE OF RELIGION PROTECTED. A
CONDITIONAL PLEA OF GUILTY WAS ENTERED FOR THE PURPOSES OF APPLEAL ONLY.
THE CONDITIONAL PLEA WAS TO BE WITHDRAWN WHEN THE DENIAL WAS
OVERTURNED IN THE APPEALATE COURT. THE DEFENDANTS PRCEDUAL DUE PROCESS,
THE DEFENDEANTS RIGHT TO BE HEARD AT THE MAXIMIN LEVEL OF LAW WAS
1
MOTION FOR WITHDRAWL OF CONDITIONAL GUILTY PLEA
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•INTERRUPED BY THE NEGLIGENCE OF COURT APPOINTED COUNSEL KEVIN M. ROGERS
TO FILE A TIMELY APPEAL BRIEF WITH THE IDAHO SUPREME COURT.
Datedthis/3hr /10
c>= = .-r:-'~_
Rev. Levon F. ~gley
5007 Se Woodward St.
Portland, OR-97206
503-583-6640
levoncoctministry.com
Pro Se
Certificate of Delivery
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy ofthe foregoing be delivered to the
following by method indicated.
__Boise city prosecutor's office
~via hand delivery
via fax delivery ADA clerk
Dated this _---'-1._.3__day of ()WO month/year
2
MOTION FOR WITHDRAWL OF CONDITIONAL GUILTY PLEA
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Rev. Levon F. Cordingley
5007 Se Woodward St.
Portland, OR-97206
503-583-6640
levoncoctministry.com
Pro Se
A.
NOM·---Fw\-- _
'_= F'L~~\--_~
AUt;; 132010
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk
By SCARLETT RAMIREZ
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF
IDAHO, IN AND FOR ADA COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.
REV. LEVON F. CORDINGLEY,
Defendant
) Case No.: M0802713
) MOTION FOR WITHDRAWL
) OF COUNSEL AND REASSIGNMENT
) OF CO-COUNSEL
)
)
COMES NOW THE DEFENANT, REV. LEVON F. CORDINGLEY, WHO HEBY MOVES
THIS COURT TO WITHDRAW KEVIN M. ROGERS AS HIS COUNSEL PURSUANT IRPC
RULE 1.3: 3 DILIGENCE (3) AS INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL DUE TO
PROCRASTINATION OF FILING A TIMLY APPEAL WITH THE IDAHO SUPREME
COURT. DEFENDANT SEEKS ASSIGNMNET OF NEW CO-COUNSEL PERSUANT Idaho
Code § 19-854(b) INABILITY TO PAY FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF.
1
MOTION FOR WITHDRAWL
OF COUNSEl AND REASSIGNMENT
OF COUNSEl
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Dated this 131()g- / If)
.-.:;:::;;~f
Rev. Levon F. Cordingley
5007 Se Woodward St.
Portland, OR-97206
503-583-6640
levoncoctministry.com
Pro Se
Certificate of Delivery
I hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing be delivered to the
following by method indicated.
~ADA county clerk's office/
__Boise city prosecutor's office
~ia hand delivery
__via fax delivery ADA clerk
Dated this /3 day of OPf 110 month/year
---'---''''---- I
2
MOTION FOR WITHDRAWL
OF COUNSEL AND REASSIGNMENT
OF COUNSEL
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JUN 17 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By NICOLTYLER
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO,
LEVON F. CORDINGLEY,
REMITTITUR
Case No. M0802713
Plaintiff/Respondent,
Defendant/Appellant.
vs.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
------------)
The appeal in this matter having been resolved as ofMay 5,2010; and Supreme Court
Remittitur having been filed in this case on October 27,2010;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-entitled case be and the same is hereby
remanded to the Magistrate Division for enforcement of the judgment or any other action that
may be necessary.
DATED this 17th day of June, 2011.
REMITTITUR - Page 1
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the 20th day of June, 2011, I mailed (served) a true and correct copy
ofthe within instrument to:
ADA COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER
VIA: INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
ADA COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE
VIA: INTERDEPARMENTAL MAIL
HONORABLE THOMAS WATKINS
JUVENILE COURT
VIA: INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of istrict Court
BY:~.,AJ.jJJ~It:::tS~I+I-__
Deputy Court Clerk
REMITTITUR - Page 2
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jJ ~It: tS~I+I-  
   
RECEIVED
SEP 07 2C~1
ADA COUNTY CLERK
JOSEPH L. ELLSWORTH, ISB #3702
ELLSWORTH, KALLAS & DEFRANCO, P.L.L.c.
1031 E. Park Blvd.
Boise, ID 83712
Phone: (208) 336-1843
Fax: (208) 345-8945
NO'=EJ FILEDA.M. I-.__;P.M. _
SEP 23 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By HEIDI BELL
DEPUTY
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
LEVON CORDINGLEY,
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR MD 08 0002713
JUDGMENT NUNC PRO TUNC
Plaintiff,
Defendant.
vs.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
--------------)
Judgment of conviction is hereby amended, nunc pro tunc, to the filing date of
this judgment.
Dated this Zl- day September, 2011.
._..__•.........~
/.YHMa'~strate Judge
JUDGMENT NUNC PRO TUNC
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SEP 26 2011
JOSEPH L. ELLSWORTH, ISB #3702
ELLSWORTH, KALLAS & DEFRANCO, P.L.L.c.
1031 E. Park Blvd.
Boise, ID 83712
Phone: (208) 336-1843
Fax: (208) 345-8945
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By ELAINE TONG
OEPUTY
Attorney for Petitioner
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
LEVON CORDINGLEY:
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
Defendant.
vs.
)
)
)
) Case No. CR MD 08 0002713
)
) NOTICE OF APPEAL
)
)
)
)
--------------)
TO: THE RESPONDENT- BOISE CITY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY: AND
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT; IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL.
1. The above named Appellant, appeals against the State of Idaho to the
Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment of Conviction Nunc Pro Tunc entered in the
above-entitled case on~dayof September, 2011.
NOTICE OF APPEAL 1 o
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2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the
Judgment or Order described in paragraph one (1) above is appealable pursuant to
I.A.R. l1(a)(l).
3. A preliminary statement of the issue(s) on appeal:
-Did the district court err in affirming the magistrate's decision denying the
defendant's motion to dismiss on constitutional grounds?
-Whether the district court erred in applying Myers as controlling law in Idaho?
4. Has an order entered sealing any portion of the record? No.
5. Is a reporter's transcript requested? No. A reporter's transcript has been
previously prepared on appeal to the district court. The Appellant asks for this
transcript to be included in the record on appeal.
6. The appellant requests that the clerk's record contain those documents
automatically included as set out in I.A.R. 28 (b), prepared in the above-entitled case in
hard copy and electronic form.
7. The appellant does not request the addition of any other record or exhibit.
8. I certify:
(a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter for
Honorable Kathryn Sticklen at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho.
NOTICE OF APPEAL 2
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(b) That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee
because he is indigent. Counsel for the Appellant is court appointed conflict counsel for
the Ada County Public Defender.
(c) That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for
Preparation of the clerk's record because he is indigent.
due to her incarceration.
(d) That the Appellant is exempt from paying the filing fee because he is
indigent due to her incarceration.
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to LA.R. 25.
Dated this ztI~aySeptember, 2011.
Joseph L. Ellsworth
Attorney At Law
NOTICE OF APPEAL 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
\
I hereby certify that on the~~ay of September, 2011, I served a true and
correct copy of the within and foregoing document by the method indicated below an
addressed to the following:
Boise City Attorney
P.O. Box 500
Boise, Idaho 83701
Court Reporter
200 W. Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83720
Idaho Attorney General
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720
[ -1"U.5. Mail
[ ] 9vernight Mail
[ ~Facsimile
[ ] Hand delivered
c;1m~
Joseph 1. Ellsworth
NOTICE OF APPEAL 4
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In the Supreme Court of the S~~~~y---
A.M.,-.1::;";";;'~--'
OCT 05 2011
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
v.
LEVON FRED CORDINGLEY,
Defendant-Appellant.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
CHRISTOPHER O. RICH, Clerk
By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY
ORDER REMANDING TO DISTRICT
COURT
Supreme Court Docket No. 39220-2011
Ada County District No. 2008-2713
The Notice of Appeal, which was filed September 26, 2011 in the District Court
citedJ.A.R. II(c)(l) as a basis for the right to appeal; however, there has been no final judgment or
order entered by the District Court as required I.A.R. 11. Therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that this appeal be, and hereby is, REMANDED to the
District Court and the Notice of Appeal filed September 26, 2011 in District Court shall be treated
as an appeal from Magistrate Court to District Court and shall proceed accordingly and the
remittitur shall issue in twenty-one (21) days from the date of this Order.
4t :DATED this _-_ day of October 2011.
For the Supreme Court
Btcfl1t114~ _
Stephen W. Kenyo;{:E;k
cc: Counsel ofRecord
District Court Clerk
Magistrate Court Judge Thomas Watkins
ORDER REMANDING TO DISTRICT COURT - Docket No. 39220-2011
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NO._~~--=:o=-----
A.M 9:~, ~.M., _
OCT 0.6 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Cferk
Qy MARTHA LYKE
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF DEPUTY
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
vs.
LEVON CORDINGLEY,
Defendant!Appellant.
Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002713
ORDER GOVERNING
PROCEDURE ON APPEAL
Notice of Appeal having been filed herein, and it appearing that a transcript of all
the testimony of the original trial or hearing has been provided by appellant to resolve the
issues on appeal:
It is ORDERED:
1) That Appellant's brief shall be filed and served within 35 days from the date of
the filing of this Order.
2) That Respondent's brief shall be filed and served within 28 days after service
of appellant's brief.
3) That Appellant's reply brief, if any, shall be filed and served within 21 days after
service of respondent's brief.
4) That either party may notice the matter for oral argument in writing after all
briefs are filed, and that if within fourteen (14) days after the final brief is filed, neither
party does so notice for oral argument, the Court may deem oral argument waived and
decide the case on the briefs and the record.
Dated this 6th day of October 2011.
~1A.. {j f:}ItUL.---
KATHRYN TICKLEN
District Judge
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEDURE ON APPEAL - Page 1 000176
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this 6th day of October 2011, I mailed a true and correct
copy of the within instrument to:
JOSEPH L. ELLSWORTH
ELLSWORTH, KALLAS, & DEFRANCO, PLLC
1031 E PARK BLVD
BOISE, 1083712
BOISE CITY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
VIA: INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
BY:~~
Deputy Court 'Cierk ~
ORDER GOVERNING PROCEDURE ON APPEAL - Page 2 000177
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NOV 18 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MARTHA LYKE
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
vs.
LEVON CORDINGLEY,
Defendant/Appellant.
Case No. CR-MD-2008-0002713
CONDITIONAL ORDER
DISMISSING APPEAL
It appearing to the Court upon a review of the record in the above-entitled action
that the Court entered an Order on October 6, 2011, requiring the Appellant to file with
this Court an Appellant's Brief within thirty-five (35) days from the date of the Order
Governing Procedure; and it further appearing that the time for filing said brief has now
expired;
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the appeal in the action be and the same is
hereby dismissed fourteen (14) days from the filing date of this Order, unless on or
before that date the Appellant takes the necessary steps to furnish the requisite brief
necessary to complete the appeal in the matter.
Dated this 18th day of November 2011.
~1A. {j &/1ll.h...--
KAT YN A. STICKLEN
District Judge
CONDITIONAL ORDER DISMISSING APPEAL - Page 1
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this 21 st day of November 2011, I mailed (served) a true
and correct copy of the within instrument to:
JOSEPH L. ELLSWORTH
ELLSWORTH, KALLAS, & DEFRANCO, PLLC
1031 E PARK BLVD
BOISE, 1083712
BOISE CITY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
VIA: INTERDEPARTMENTAL MAIL
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court
BY~~
Deputy Cou'ftl rk
CONDITIONAL ORDER DISMISSING APPEAL - Page 2
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11/15/2011 14:08 FAX Boise City Atty
11/11/2011 ~RI 13107 PAX 208 3 1945 SKTD -_. ~o~ee cit~ PA
~001/002
NO. ~12I02/ 05
------::F:::-:'LE=='D-,'
A.M P.M-+--.;...;~_
NOV 22 2011
JOSEPH L. ELLSWORTH, ISB #3702
ELLSWORTH, KALLAS & DEFRANCO, P.!:.L.C.
1031 E. Park Blvd.
Boise, ID 83712
Phone: (208) 336~1843
Fax: (208) 345-8945
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By AMY LANG
DEPUTY
Attomey for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRIct OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
LEVON CORDINGLEY,
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR MD 08 0002713
STIPULATION FOR
ENTRY OF DISTRICf
COURT JUDGMENT
Plaintiff,
Defendant.
"S.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
-----~~._------)
The parties hereby stipulate that the district court shall enter an order reaffirming
its Memorandum DeciHion and Order of May 5, 2010 as final and amended judgment
nunc pro tunc on appenl in the District Court. The parties further stipulate that said
stipulation to amended judgment shall not constitute a waiver of any of the defendant's
appellate rights, particularly the right to appeal from tl}.e original conditional entry of
guilty plea on file herein..
STIPULATION FOR JUDGMENT
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11/15/2011 14:08 FAX
11/11/2011 FRI 13:07 FAX 208
Boise City Atty
8945 EKTD ~~~ Bo1se C~~y PA
IgJ 002/002
~003/00S
Dated this J5day November, 2011.
~I(~
Boise City Prosecuting Attorney
STIPULATION FOR JUDGMENT
g,)ff;(~
Joseph L. Ellsworth -
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Ada County CleJ1<
RECEIVED
NOV 22 2011
JOSEPH L. ELLSWORTH, ISB #3702
ELLSWORTH, KALLAS & DEFRANCO, P.L.L.c.
1031 E. Park Blvd.
Boise, ID 83712
Phone: (208) 336-1843
Fax: (208) 345-8945
NO =~: f: 1J3 Fl~.M. -
DEC 0,,2 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk
By MARTHA LYKE
()EPUTY
Attorney for Defendant
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
LEVON CORDINGLEY:
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
DISTRICT COURT JUDGMENT
NUNC PRO TUNC
Case No. CR MD 08 0002713Plaintiff,
Defendant.
vs.
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
--------------)
Upon stipulation of the parties, and for good cause shown, the District Court
hereby reaffirms this court's decision as set forth in the Memorandum Decision and
Order of May 5, 2010. Amended Judgment Nunc Pro Tunc is hereby entered by the
court, preserving to the defendant the right to appeal this court's decision to the Idaho
Supreme Court pursuant to the conditional guilty plea on file herein.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DISTRICT COURT JUDGMENT
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Dated this~ayNovember, 2011.
I~()'/h~
District Jud
DISTRICT COURT JUDGMENT
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JOSEPH L. ELLSWORTH, ISB #3702
ELLSWORTH, KALLAS & DEFRANCO, P.L.L.c.
1031 E. Park Blvd.
Boise, ID 83712
Phone: (208) 336-1843
Fax: (208) 345-8945
:.: ~M2!:-=-
DEC 23 2011
CHRISTOPHER 0
By MAUAA o'lSQRICH, CIerI<-
DEPUTY N
Attorney for Petitioner
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
LEVON CORDINGLEY,
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
Defendant.
Plaintiff,
vs.
)
)
)
) Case No. CR MD 08 0002713
)
) NOTICE OF APPEAL
)
)
)
)
--------------)
TO: THE RESPONDENT- BOISE CITY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, AND
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT; IDAHO ATTORNEY GENERAL.
1. The above named Appellant, appeals against the State of Idaho to the
Idaho Supreme Court from the District Court Judgment Nunc Pro Tunc entered
December 2, 2011.
NOTICE OF APPEAL 1
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2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the
Judgment or Order described in paragraph one (1) above is appealable pursuant to
I.A.R. l1(a)(l).
3. A preliminary statement of the issue(s) on appeal:
-Did the district court err in affirming the magistrate's decision denying the
defendant's motion to dismiss on constitutional grounds?
-Did the district court err in applying Myers as the controlling law in Idaho?
4. Has an order entered sealing any portion of the record? No.
5. Is a reporter's transcript requested? No. A transcript was previously
prepared on appeal in the district court. The Appellant requests this transcript be
included in the record on appeal.
6. The appellant requests that the clerk's record contain those documents
automatically included as set out in I.A.R. 28 (b), prepared in the above-entitled case in
hard copy and electronic form.
7. The appellant does not request the addition of any other record or exhibit.
8. I certify:
(a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter for
Honorable Judge Sticklen at 200 W. Front Street, Boise, Idaho.
NOTICE OF APPEAL 2
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(b) That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee
because he is indigent. Counsel for the Appellant is court appointed conflict counsel for
the Ada County Public Defender.
(c) That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for
Preparation of the clerk's record because he is indigent.
(d) That the Appellant is exempt from paying the filing fee because he is
indigent.
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to LA.R. 25.
Dated this ftniay December, 2011.
~-~
Joseph L. Ellsworth ----.....
Attorney At Law
NOTICE OF APPEAL 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the ZZ~C(day of December, 2011, I served a true and
correct copy of the within and foregoing document by the method indicated below an
addressed to the following:
Boise City Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 500
Boise, Idaho 83702
Court Reporter
200 W. Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Idaho Attorney General
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720
[~u.s. Mail
[ ] Overnight Mail
[ ] Facsimile
[ ] Hand delivered
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 39518
 
Plaintiff-Respondent,
 
vs.
 CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
LEVON FRED CORDINGLEY, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the 
course of this action. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the following documents will be submitted as EXHIBITS to 
the Record: 
1.	 Transcript of Motion To Dismiss Hearing Held October 14,2008 and December 5, 2008, 
Boise, Idaho, filed December 1,2009. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 8th day of March, 2012. 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH 
Clerk of the District Court 
_.~
,V-­By \ 
DePlltYClefk\ 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 39518 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
LEVON FRED CORDINGLEY, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
JOSEPH L. ELLSWORTH LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO BOISE, IDAHO 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
 
Clerk of the District Court
 
IviAR 0 8 Z01ZDate of Service: 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Supreme Court Case No. 39518 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
LEVON FRED CORDINGLEY, 
Defendant-Appellant. 
I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true 
and correct record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 
of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by Counsels. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
23rd day ofDecember, 2011. 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
 
Clerk of the District Court 
f 
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